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Heat wave
breaks, but
will resume
AP, Staff Reports
Heat-stricken residents in
some areas finally got a small
break Sunday from the oppressive triple-digit temperatures
that have killed at least 44 people in the Southeast and
Midwest.
In western Kentucky, temperatures fell into the mid 90s offering relief from the past weeks of
upper 90s and 100 degree temperatures.
Temperatures reached 94 in
Memphis, well short of the predicted 102 and the first time in
10 days it didn't 'break 100. It
was forecast to reach 96 on
Monday before hovering near
the century mark the rest of the
week.
Nashville's heat index — a
measure that factors in humidity
to describe how hot it feels —
has broken 100 every day since
June 27.
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Temperatures also tinaiLy
dropped into the mid-90s and
upper 80s Sunday in Alabama,
Arkansas, Georgia and Missouri
after more than a week of tripledigits.
Local forecasts for the
Jackson Purchase region called
for temperatures in the mid 90s
during through the middle of the
week with 20-30 percent
chances of rain, before creeping
back up to the upper 90 readings
Wednesday and Thursday.
Evening temperatures are
expected to be in the lower 70s.
Experts warned that the heat
and extended drought conditions
could mean an early start to the
fire season, which usually doesn't begin until October.
Leaves of some species of
trees have already begun to
brown and drop to the ground as

•See Page 2A

Motorcycle
stolen ..• then
stolen again
Staff Report
Calloway County Sheriff's deputies are looking for a Honda
motorcycle that was stolen ... and stolen again.
Detective Sgt. Samantha Mighell said the motorcycle-was taken
to a gravel pit on Martin Chapel Road after it was initially stolen.
Then more recently, the motorcycle was taken from that location.
Mighell said deputies don't have many details besause the original thieves didn't have that kind of information. But she said if the
second thief come forward with the motorcycle's return, that person
won't be charged. Should officers locate the second thief, that person likely will be charged with receiving stolen property.
Anyone with any information about the twice-stolen motorcycle
should call the Calloway County Sheriff's Department at 753-3151.

MOVING IN AT MU

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Bobby Dempsey, back row center, and his two sons, Nicolas, left, and Bobby Jr., right, are joined by Main Street Youth Center
patrons during the dedication of the MSYC's educational resource building in his wife, Jeanine Dempsey's, honor Sunday afternoon. Jeanine Dempsey was killed in a motorcycle accident in August 2006.

Dempsey's life, legacy honored by
family, Main Street Youth Center
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
It was about a year ago that 52-year-old
Benton resident Jeanine Dempsey was
killed while riding her motorcycle, a tragedy
not only for her family, but for the dozens of
others who called her mentor and friend.
Dempsey's memory was honored Sunday
when her family, friends, the children she
loved and dozens of motorcycle riders gathered at the Main Street Youth Center for a
poker run.
The event raised about $2,600 that will
be used to educate and nurture the young
lives that Dempsey loved so much. In
respect for her work with children, the
MSYC's educational resource building was
also named in her honor.
Dempsey's husband, Bobby — joined
by the couple's two sons, Bobby Jr. and
Nicolas — said his wife would have been
humbled and honored.
"She was a beautiful lady and she cared
about everybody. With her, everybody was
on the same level," Dempsey said. —That
was the main thing with her and I'm just

Gun issues standard
politics in Kentucky
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GREG TAAVISitedger & Times
Andrew Perkins (center with cart), a junior, music/pre-law major from Symsonia, joined others
Saturday in helping Louisville residents Knsten Jones. a senior, and her sister, Kayla Jones,
a freshman, move into Elizabeth College The fall semester at MSU begins this week.
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By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Gov. Ernie Fletcher owns guns.
So does his Democratic challenger Steve Beshear. And so do
each of their running mates.
In a state like Kentucky,
where families commonly own
guns, it's politically wise for
candidates to say they have a
shotgun or rifle around the
house and to voice support for
the nght to bear arms, said Larry
Sabato, director of the Center
for Politics at the University of
Virginia.
politics
standard
'It's
throughout the South and the
border states,' Sabato said. "I
can't remember the last
statewide candidate for major
office in the South who has won
election by supporting gun control."
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"1 give her many thanks for everything
she has ever taught me. She gave us all a
good heart to love with," he said.
Other than the poker run, the approximately 200 H.O.G. members, MSYC
youngsters and others enjoyed an outdoor
cookout and a motorcycle contest with
prizes and games.
Bobby Dempsey was also presented with
a large, framed portrait of him and his wife
taken while they were on a motorcycle trip
to Colorado signed by many of their H.O.G.
friends.
Carrie Groves, coordinator for MSYC
youth programs, said the Christian youth
program was honored to honor Dempsey by
hosting the poker run and by putting her
name on one of the center's most important
functions.
"It's people like Jeanine Dempsey that
are the reason the Main Street Youth Center
is still around," Groves said. "It's people
like her with a giving heart that give not
only a little money but their time as well that
exemplify what Main Street Youth Center is
all about."
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proud that I had 29 years of her life. I want
to thank the Lord for that and I want to
thank Him for this turn-out here today."
Jeanine Dempsey was killed and Bobby
Dempsey seriously injured during a fivevehicle collision on Ky. 121 South in
Calloway County in August 2006 that also
involved an SUN/, a car and a small pickup
truck.
Dempsey was a member of Hardin
Baptist Church where she loved to work
with youngsters in Sunday school and youth
activities. She and her husband loved motorcycles and were members of the local
H.O.G.(Harley Owner's Group) motorcycle
riders.
She was employed in the medical office
of Dr. Richard Crouch in Murray.
"She worked with the kids at the church
and here in Murray and did a lot of things
that she knew was right to do, but not a lot
of people know about," Bobby Dempsey
said. "She took care of me and raised her
two boys here very well."
Bobby Jr. said he was happy to see his
mother honored.

Rotary
Humanity in Motion
for

That's
in
large
part
because of the
clout of the 4.3
million-member National
Rifle
Association,
which endorses
pro-gun candidates and proFletcher
motes
them
through political ads while disparaging those oppose to the
organization's cause.
"The political graveyard is
full of candidates who have not
the
Second
supported
Amendment,"
said
NRA
Andrew
spokesman
Arulanandam.
Fletcher, who has won
endorsements from the NRA in
previous elections, said he supports gun ownership for all lawabiding citizens.

"And
believe
the
Kentucky
Constitution
means what it
says, that the
'right to bear
arms
in
defense
of
themselves and
of the State' is
Beshear
an 'inherent and
inalienable right,- Fletcher said
in response to a questionnaire
from The Associated Press.
Beshear said Fletcher isn't
the only one who feels so'
strongly.
1 believe in the right to keep
and bear arms," he said. "I own
a I2-gauge shotgun and my running mate, Daniel Mongiardo,
owns several weapons, includ-

•See Page 2A
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Use of pain meds has risen 90 percent

SherifffIrePoliceLels
Calloway County Shertff's Department
• Copper wire was reported stolen from a Jeffery Cemetery Lane
ed
residanals at 8 31 a m Friday The location also was vandaliz
A theft case was opened
• A caller from Pleasant Hill Drive reported $10 or $15 stolen at
3:23 p.m Friday A theft case was opened
• A theft case was opened after a report on Main Street at 4 40
p.m Friday
• An ATV and copper wire were reported stolen from a Colonial
Road location at 9:01 a m Saturday A theft case was opened
• A mailbox was vandalized and mail was possibly stolen from a
Ky 121 South location, according to a report at 8 14 a.m
Sunday
• A vehicle ran through a yard on West Fork Road and struck
taken
trees at 9 16 a.m Sunday A criminal mischief report was
an
that
Sunday
m
p
35
7
at
reported
Road
• A caller from Bailey
iPod was taken from his secured vehicle sometime Saturday
'fright a theft report we taken even though there was no sign.of
forced entry
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• A vehicle on Myers Road was on fire at 9 45 a m Saturday. The
fire was extinguished
p.m
• A field fire was reported on Holland Cemetery Road at 6.31
was notified
Saturday. West Kentucky Rural Electric Co-op also
The fire was extinguished
39 a m
• An abandoned trailer on Highland Road was on fire at 9
shed
extingui
Sunday The fire was
pm
• A caller from Gilbert Street in Haael reported at 5 59
saw no
Sunday that her house was filling up with smoke but she
fire
Murray Polka Department
at 9 45 a.m.
• A theft from a vehicle at Pizza Hut was reported
Friday
second• Vernon Moore 23, of Paris, Tenn., was arrested for
mischief and
degree disorderly conduct, third-degree criminal
dispute at
alcohol intoxication after an employee-customer
Friday
m
p
57
8
at
e
Sirloin Stockad
at 4 49
• A gun was reported stolen from 1304-A Hillwood Drive
p m. Saturday
at 6 17 p m
• A hrt-and-run accident was reported at Five Points
Saturday
Saturday
• An assault was reported at 513 Broad St at 7 15 p m
arrested
was
Ind
.
Harmony
New
of
20,
n.
• Benjamin Anderso
posses!a- aturday for first-offense driving under the influence and
sion of drug paraphernalia
10.41 am
• A bicycle was reported stolen from 404 N Fifth St at
Sunday.
on at 1 29
• A hit-and-run accident was reported at Shoe Sensati
p m Sunday
rough Drive at
• Criminal mischief was reported at 2212 Gatesbo
1 47 p m Sunday
at 9.55 p.m.
• Cnmanal mischief was reported at 1006 Main St.
Sunday.
— information is obtained from reports. logs
and citations from various agencies

MYRTLE BEACH. S.0.
iAP) -- People in the United
States are living in a world of
pain and they are popping pills
at an alarnung raze to cope with
it.
The amount of five major
painkillers sold at retail establishments rose 90 percent
between 1997 and 2005, according to an Associated Press
analysis of statistics from the
Enforcement
Drug
Administration.
More than 200,000 pounds of
codeine, niorphine,,oxycodone,
hydrocodone and meperidine
were purchased at retail stores
dunng the most recent year represented in the data. That total is
enough to give more than 300
milligrams of painkillers to
every person in the country.
Oxacodone. the chemical
used in OxyContin. is responsible for most of the increase.
- Oxycodene use jumped nearly
six-fold between 1997 and
2005. The drug gained notoriety
as "hillbilly heroin," often
bought and sold illegally in
Appalachia. But its highest rates
of sale now occur in places such
Louis,
St.
suburban
as
Columbus. Ohio, and Fort
Lauderdale. Ha.
The world of pain extends
beyond big cities and involves
more than oxycodone.
In Appalachia. retail sales of

Painklierusecimbs
Use of tive mapr painkillers has
nearly doubled kum 11.710 2005
Drug sisal" rail sales*
miens
tot
so
so
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codapne morphone and orycodone
SOURCE U S Drug
Enforcement AdmflatratKo,

AP

hydrocodoue — sold mostly a.s
Vicodin — are the highest in the
nation. Nine of the 10 areas with
the highest per-capita sales are
in mostly rural parts of West
or
Kentucky
Virginia,
Tennessee.
Suburbs are not immune to
the explosion.
While retail sales of codeine
have fallen by one-quarter since
191)7, some of the highest rates
of sales are in communities
around Kansas City. Mo., and
Nashville, Tenn., and on New
York's Long Island.
The DEA figures analyzed by
the AP include nationwide sales
and distnbution of drugs by hospitals, retail pharmacies. doctors
institutions.
teaching
and
Federal investigators study the
%AMC data trying to identify illegal prescmption patterns.

•Gun issue

An AP invesugation tounsi
these reasons for the increaser
---The population is getting
older. As age increases, so does
the nerd for pain medications. In
2((X), there were 35 million people older than 65. By 2020, the
Census Bureau estimates the
number of elderly in the U.S.
will reach 54 million.
have
- —Drugmakers
embarked on unprecedented
marketing campaigns. Spending
on drug marketing has gone
from $11 billion in 1997 to nearly $30 billion in 2005, congressional-. investigators found.
Profit margins among the leading companies routinely have
been three and four times higher
than in other Fortune 500 industries.
—A major change in pain
management philosophy is now
in its third decade. Doctors who
once advised patients that pain
is part of ahe healing process
began reversing course in the
early 1980s: most now see pain
management as an important
ingredient in overcoming illness.
Retired Staff Sgt. James
of
54,
Fernandez,
Fredericksburg. Va., survived
two helicopter crashes and Gulf
War Syndrome over 20 years in
the Marine Corps. He remains
disabled from his service-related
injunes and takes the equivalent

ot rune painkillers containing
oxycodone every day.
"It's made a difference," he
said. "I still have bad days, but
it's under control."
Such stones should hearten
longtime advocates of wider
painkiller use, such as Russell
Portenoy, head of New York's
Beth Israel pain management
department. But they have not.
"I'm concerned and many
people are concerned," he said
"that the pendulum is swinging
too far back."
More people are abusing pre
se-nation painkillers because the
medications are more available
The vast majority of people with
prescriptions use the drugs aafely. But the number of emergency
room visits from painkiller
abuse has increased more than
160 percent since 1995, accord
ing to the government.
And spooked by high-profile
arrests and prosecutions by state
and federal authorities, many
pain-management specialists
now say they offer guidance and
support to patients but will not
write prescnptions, even for the
sickest people.
The increase in painkiller
retail sales continues to rise, but
only barely. There was a 150
percent increase in volume in
2001. Four years later, the yearto-year increase was barely 2
percent.

• ••

non on an AP questionnaire that
covered a wide variety of topics.
On a question that asked what
the candidates like to do in their
spare time. Beshear included
hunting.
However. the Fletcher campaign contends Beshear's record
is less than sparkling on the gun
issue, pointing to a 1982 opinion
he wrote while serving as
Kentucky attorney general. In
that opinion. Beshear held that
the right to hear arms is subject
to "reasonable regulation' by
local governments.
The issue involved whether
Louisville could constitutionally
require licenses for gun dealers.
a waning period for purchasmg
guns. and mandatory reporting
of gun purchases to authorities
Two years later. the General
Assembly passed a law that
barred local governments from
passing gun control laws.
The Fletcher campaign made
Beshear's attorney general opinion an issue during a stump
speech in the western Kentucky
community of Fancy Farm earlier this month by parading two
men dressed in calnoullage and
orange hunting vests through a
hoistenius crowd. The men were
armed with a giant slingshot.
Fletcher. relemng to the prop.

From Front
ing rifles, pistols, and I2-gauge
shotguns.'
Both candidates gave fairly
bnel answers to the gun goes-

tom BERRY/Ledger a Times
hundreds of Murray
drew
what
are
them
of
lots
and
-TASTE OF MURRAY: Freebies
Saturday evening to enjoy 'A
Center
Events
Special
l
Regiona
the
to
s
ty
student
State Universi
churches and other organizations Above,
Taste of Murray," sponsored by local businesses
giveaways provided to welcome them
other
and
meal
free
a
students form long lines to enjoy
semester
back to Murray and back to class for the 2007 fall

said if Beshear had his way.
hunters would be using slingshots instead of guns.
Beshear spokeswoman Vicki
Glass said Fletcher is trying to
wrongly paint the Democratic
challenger as antigun. Glass said
Beshear is a hunter and gun
owner who strongly supports
the rights of responsible gun
owners,
"In 1982, when Steve
Beshear wrote that opinion as
attorney general. no state law
existed regarding whether or not
a municipality could pass its
own gun ordinance." Glass said.
"Since that time, a state law was
enacted which makes this issue
moot. Evidently Ernie Fletcher
is unaware of the legal and legislative history of the state."
University of Louisville
political science professor Phil
Laemmle said he doesn't think
soters will hold Beshear
accountable for an attorney general opinion written more than
20 years ago. especially consid-

enng that the opinion was based
on the state law at the time.
"I don't see it was having
enough legs to make it a sucissue:
campaign
cessful
Laemmle said.
Arulanandam said the NRA
plans to make a political
endorsement in the governor's
race later in the year, and that
Fletcher will likely be the beneficiary because he has been supportive of several NRA initia
tives in the past.
Last year, Fletcher signed a
so-called "no retreat law" that
protects people from prosecution for shooting intruders to
protect themselves, their families and their property. The NRA
pushed for that law.
"If an incumbent has been
supportive of the Second
Amendment and they have
demonstrated steadfast support
Rifle
National
the
for
Arulanandam
Association,"
said. "then they will receive the
endorsement."
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Students moving back into the dorms at Murray State
Saturday take advantage of free water offered by local churches and organizations to stay hydrated and beat the heat
Here, some students get some ice-cold water in front ol
Elizabeth College provided by Memorial and Westside Baptia
churches
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trees suffer continued stress
from the recent extreme weather
that has blanketed the South
coupled with April's late freeze
That will create wildfire conditions during the closing weeks
of summer
There's going to be a lot of

flammable material out the:
said Tim Phelps, Tennease,
Depanment of Agriculture
information ana education pro
gram specialist
Officials in several cities and
counties in western Kentucky.
including Murray and Calloway
County. have issued horn ban,
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KentuckvinBrief
Incentives for coal plant leaves
some unsure about cost
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FRANKFORT Ky.(AP) — Henderson t. aunty Judge-Executive
Sandy Watkins is conflicted about the idea of giving a company tax
incentives to build a coal-to-natural gas plant in his county.
He knows western Kentucky needs the jobs, but is unsure about
a proposal to give a portion of that tax revenue back to the coal
industry, as an incentive for companies to build alternative fuel
plants here.
"We definitely need to have the coal mines operating," he said.
"But we also need to have those dollars going back into the community where the coal is extracted."
The incentive is central to a package the Fletcher administration
says state needs to persuade Peabody Energy of St. Louis to build a
$3 billion plant that would convert coal to natural gas in western
Kentucky-0)x:25 years.the incentives could be worth as much as
$300 million to Peabody and other companies that build such plants
in the state.
About $120 million would be a credit a as much as 80 percent
on the severance tax paid on coal used by companies in those projects. The legislature is expected to take up the incentive package,
which was agreed to last week by leaders of the House and Senate,
in a special session scheduled to begin Monday.
Lawmakers approved the severance tax in 1972 over strong
opposition from the coal industry as part of a tax reform package
that eliminated sales taxes on food and prescription drugs. The severance tax is 4.5 percent of the sale price of each ton of coal.

Kentucky sending guard members to
Texas in case hurricane hits
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) _ Kentucky will dispatch two National
Guard helicopters along with 18 guard members to Texas, which is
bracing for a major hurricane.
Maj. Gen. Donald C. Storm, Kentucky's adjutant general, said
Saturday that the two UH-60 Blackhawk helicopters will leave early
Monday for Austin. The aircraft plus the 18 soldiers _ 12 aircrew
and six support personnel _ will leave from the Boone National
Guard Center in Frankfort.
The helicopters can assist by providing air ambulance and rescue
operations if Hurricane Dean slams into Texas, said Col. Phil Miller,
a Kentucky guard spokesman.
The assistance was requested by Texas Gov. Rick Perry and
Texas' adjutant general as part of an emergency mutual assistance
compact among states.
The Kentucky troops and aircraft will report to Austin, where the
Kentuckians will receive assignments from Texas Guard leaders if
the hurricane hits, Miller said.
"We are prepared and capable to provide other types of support,"
he said Saturday.

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

ON THE FLY: A gas-powered radio-controlled helicopter hovers for model flight enthusiast Andy Darnell during the Murray A/C
Modelers annual Fly-In at Hemp Erwin Field Saturday morning. Darnell was just one of dozens of aircraft modelers that put
their machines through their paces during the event which is intended to encourage a love of flight and modeling by club members.

Townerier
NOTICE

MI The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board will meet
at 6 p.m. in the Chamber of
Commerce
conference
room. Agenda items include
a report from Rick Lamkin, a
director's report and committee reports.
III The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p.m. Tuesday at City Hall.
The agenda includes a public hearing to review the preliminary site plan for storage
units behind the Murray
Business Center at 1900 N.
12th St. and discussion
FORT THOMAS, Ky.(AP) - A northern Kentucky city is consid- about possible changes to
ering allowing hunters to use bows and arrows and city police to the fee schedule.
• The Calloway County
shoot to thin out the growing deer population in the area.
will
meet
Fort Thomas officials said they haven't determined how many Fiscal Court
deer should be killed or where hunting would be allowed. Those Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. in the
Weaks Center. Agenda items
decisions will be made after a public hearing next month.
include the second reading
City Administrator Don Martin said the city is considering two on a budget amendment
approaches _ letting police officers shoot the deer over the winter, regarding Fort Heiman and
then allowing a bow hunt next year.
the health department con"The most effective way to maintain a population is through struction, structure maintehunting," Martin said. "Because of the proximity to housing, we nance ordinance and 2007
don't want to allow a gun hunt."
tax rate.
II The Murray-Calloway
Some residents don't like the idea of hunting in residential areas.
"First of all. I don't think it is safe to have them shooting the deer County Hospital Board of
in the city," said Susan Carroll, who lives in Fort Thomas."Bow and Trustees will meet at 11:30
arrow hunting is a cruel method for one thing. A lot of times the ani- a.m. Wednesday in the
board room. The agenda
mals are injured and not killed. It greatly concerns me to do that in includes
a construction
the city."
update, physician recruitThe city looked at birth control, but found it expensive and inef- ment update, confirmation of
fective. Martin said. The chemicals often don't work and require annual public meeting and
catching the deer, something that's not easy to do. Martin said.
information on the acute
"Those types of options are implemented in a contained deer rehab open house.
II The Murray Board of
population that is fenced in." Martin said. "It is very costly."
Zoning Adjustments will
meet
at
4:30
p.m.
Wednesday at City Hall. The
PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Purchases of prescription painkillers agenda includes three public
have soared in Kentucky in recent years, but experts say the trend is hearings to review conditional use permit applications for
leveling off.
Purchases of five major painkillers increased 62 percent in storage units behind the
Kentucky between 1997 and 2005, while the nation saw an 88 per- Murray Business Center, to
cent hike, according to an analysis by The Associated Press of sta- allow non-related people to
tistics from the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration. The figures live at 1403 Olive Blvd., and
to operate a residential care
are based on purchases at retail stores.
facility at 1636 Olive St.
Purchases of oxycodone — the main ingredient in brand-name
II To report a Town Crier
OxyContin — quadrupled in Kentucky in that time period. Sales of item. call 753-1916
hydrocodone. which has quietly outpaced other painkillers in recent
years. has more than doubled.
Morphine purchases in Kentucky showed an 88 percent increase.
far below the national 154 percent jump. However, purchases of
codeine, an opiate. dropped 50 percent and meperidine, commonly
sold as Demerol. dropped 12 percent.
Kentucky ranks 43rd in the nation in terms of increases in prescription painkiller purchases, according to the AP analysis.

Northern Ky. city considering deer
hunt to lower population

Kentucky's painkiller sales plateau

To place an
ad call
753-1916 —
Li:km &Tows

Carbon monoxide leak at Va.
Tech mars return of students
BLACKSBURG, Va. (API
— A Virginia Tech campus still
reeling from the deaths of 32
people at the hands of a student
gunman last spring began its fall
semester today amid another
tragedy: a carbon monoxide
leak at an off-campus apartment
left five roommates hospitalized, two in critical condition.
The leak appeared to be from
a faulty valve in a gas water
heater in the apartment the students shared, Blacksburg Police
Capt. Bruce Bradbery said.
It was discovered Sunday
morning after a neighbor complained of fumes, just as
Virginia Tech was preparing to
dedicate a memorial to the 27
students and five faculty members killed April 16 by SeungHui Cho. Bruce Bradbery was at
the dedication ceremony when
he got the call.
"Enough's enough," he said.
Last fall, an escaped fugitive on
the loose near campus had
forced the university to shut
down on its first day of classes.
The two critically ill students
were taken to the University of
Virginia
Hospital
in
Charlottesville, where at least
one was still in critical condition Monday; the other student's
condition was not immediately
available, a spokeswoman said.
Their roommates, all 19-yearold sophomores. were in stable
condition at Duke University
Medical Center in Durham,
N.C.
Eighteen other people sickened by the carbon monoxide
were treated Sunday and
released. Blacksburg police
said.
On campus this morning, the
school routine was back as

thousands of Virginia Tech students hustled off to their first
classes of the semester.
Matt Rebholz of Pittsburgh
said the shootings had brought
students closer.
"It's a lot more of a family
atmosphere," the sophomore
electrical engineering student
said as he munched on a granola
bar on his way to class.
One change on campus is
Norris Hall, the former classroom building where Cho killed
all but two of his victims. On
Monday, flowers lay at entrance
to the building, now being used
exclusively for engineering laboratories and offices.
"Coming back to Norris Hall
is not as simple as we expected," department chairman
lshwar Puri said. "The challenge, really, is the emotional
state of the group as a whole."
He said two students so far
had said they did not want to
return to Norris Hall for laboratory work, but most faculty,
staff and students are moving
forward, he said.
Tech enrolled a record freshman class of 5,200 for the fall,
but university spokesman Mark
Owczarski said officials won't
know for a couple of weeks

exactly how many of the 26,000
students returned this fall. Of
those who withdrew before
classes started, he said, only two
reported doing so because of the
shootings.
"There doesn't appear any.,
thing out of the ordinary," he
said. "It's normal numbers."
At West Ambler Johnston;
the dormitory where Cho killed
his first two victims, a sign welcomed students.
Freshman Kelsey Pope of
Roanoke emerged from the
dorm somewhat bleary-eyed but
elicited about her first day of
class. She said she never considered changing her plan to attend
Virginia Tech.
"I'm more excited than nervous because now I get to be a
college student instead of a high
school student," the 18-year-old
said with a laugh.
Replacements have been
hired for the French and
German instructors killed in
Norris. But officials in . the
College of Engineering said
searches must be conducted to
fill the positions of its 'three •
tenured professors who were
slain, and other faculty members are teaching their classes.

Has your advisor
invested in You?
"I invest time in my clients,
as well as their portfolios."

Diana Thomason
Account Executive
Frick Investment Group
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Murray, Kentucky's
Hearing Rehabilitation Specialist
There are reasons why so many people
purchase their hearing aids from Michael Stone.
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They are ready to help you - call today for an appointment'

If you have trouble hearing clearly...
we invite you to see Mr. Stone and find
out if a hearing aid will help.

Michael Stone, BC-111S
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Mr. Stone is a nationally recognized, board
certified hearifig,instrument specialist. He has
served on the Better Hearing Institute in
Washington, D.C., the National Institute for
Hearing Instrument Studies, the National
Board for Certification in Hearing Instrument
Science, and has served as President of
the International Hearing Society.

1107.1ahnson Blvd.• Murray•(270) 767-0761)
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Since tourism is Kentucky's second largest employer and lb
third largest industry, the ¶7.5 million from the lodging tax
certainty' is .MOoey well spent.State Auditor Crit Luallen last week
released an audit En how the lodging tax
had been used since it was imposed. and by
and large, her major complaint is that there
wasn't enough oversight about how the state
Department of Tourism doled out the money.
There isn't an auditor of any kind, of
course who doesn't think there should be
more osersight and accountability of how
large amounts of money - public or private
are spent.
Luallen did find that despite an enormous
increase in tourism promotion nvaney from
Agree Or
the lodging tax, the growth 'rate from
Not
tounsm in Kentuck:, actually fell from 2005
By !odd Duvall
18.2 percent, to 2006 (6.6 percent).
Syndicated
Most industries would give anything for
Columnist
6.6 percent annual growth, let alone 8.2 percent And how much the slowdown in
WASHINGTON tAPI growth is attributable to factors such 1t higher gavahne pnces.
top-tier presidential canThe
weather or other influences tourism officials have no control
didates have some personal
By Christine Simmons
over is amorie's guess
finance numbers in common
Still, despite tounsm's importance to Kentucky's economy,
Sen. John Edwards. D-N.C.,
former Massachusetts Gov.
— six- or seven-figure book
I've always felt itgets the short end of the suck when it
a $500.0(X) advance for
Mitt Romney's -Turnaround,"
deals.
k.onws to state government support What once was a TOUnVn
"Home: The Blueprints of
published in 2004, has sold
Writing a book has
Aline( is now a Department of Tourism, a downgrade in suonly about 11,000 copies.
become a prerequisite to run- Our Lives," a collection of
ms that may reflect more pressing priorities in recent state
mini-memoirs he edited. In
The less prominent candining for president — a
.itli111111,4141111,11%.
2006, he received $333.334
dates in the 2008 race may
Consider that Kentucky lawmaker, are preparing to hand out means to explain views in
in royalties for the book,
Sitio million in tax insentives to the state's coal industry in
sympathize. Democrat Bill
depth, to set the record
which was published last
the loon of a Si billion plant to transform coal into gas.
Richardson's memoir
straight and to add a hit of
S1 hat it those law makers set aside the same S300 million
"Between Worlds: The Makgravitas But while nearly all
for the state's tourtsm industry in the form of $20 million for
Still, big book profits are
ing of an American Life,"
the candidates put pen to
national and worldwide advertising and the remaining ¶280
not a reality for many White published in November 2005,
paper. it is mainly those
million to expand and upgrade the gide parks system"
earned the New Mexico govranked high in the polls who House hopefuls, even if
I expect the economic return in thc form of new Jobs creat- make any real money out of
they're well-known.
ernor somewhere between
ed and .idditional tourism dollars spent would far outperform
"I think it's a losing
¶15,0()0 and $50,000 in book
It
that experisise coal gasification plant. and the impact would he
proposition for most candiroyalties last year. It sold
Hillary Rodham Clinton
telt throughout the state, not simply in the region where the
dates in that they're not
about 11,000 copies in hardmade an $8 million book
plant is ilocated.
looking at those books for
cover and paperback, accorddeal for "Living History,"
But coal is king in Kentucky, and big coal contributes to
instant wealth." said publishing to BookScan.
published
in
2003.
In
the
everyone's re-election campaigns The amorphous tourism Indus
er Jonathan Karp of Twelve.
If candidates can't draw
last two years. the New
try doesn't hase powerful lobbyists working the Capitol dunng
an
imprint
of
the
Hachette
voters
to a town hall meetYork
senator
chalked
up
leeislanse sessions.
Book Group that released
ing, they probably can't get
about ¶1 2 million in book
If there "eser is a tone to focus state resources ott tounsm
McCiun's "Hard Call" this
them to buy their books,
royalties.
promotion. its the nest two years in preparation for the World
month. "Because most of
said David Rosenthal, execuLquestrian G&W% at the Kentucky Horse Park in Lexington
Though his campaign may
them are not natural writers
tive vice president and publens of thousands of visitors and participants will descend
he in a financial rut, Sen
or natural storytellers. Most
lisher at Simon & Schuster,
on the Horse Park in 2009 riser a three week - period. and they
John McCam's hook sales
of them fall back on boilerwhich has published books
will come loan esery continent but Antarctica The internationare consistently profitable
plate and cliche.by Clinton and former Presial ruettia will AMSC AS Well
The Republican from AriKarp says Sen. John
dent Caner.
NA hat better time and (-sent to showcase the entire state tor
zona, whose campaign has
Kerry's
"A Call to Service:
s when they aren't participating in the eguestnal esent'
Rep. Tom Tancredo, R%isnot,
suffered recent setbacks.
,My Vision for a Better
Mammoth Case is less than three hours front Lexington Tour
Colo., received between
made ¶110.390 in 2006 from
America." published in Octo- S15.000 and $50,000 in roybuses could take osenught seotors to the Western Kentucky
Random House book royalber 2003, was considered a
Likes Atid ,Nliors into AppalaL hia
alties or "In Mortal Danger:
ties and about S255.(MX) in
snooze. The 2004 Democrat
If the dollar is as weak in 2009 as It IN in 2007. Luro
The Battle for America's
hook profits the year before
pearls will lind a week in Kentucky cheaper than a weekend
nominee made about S89,000 Border and Security" in
Also finding literary sucin Pros OK e
in hook royalties during his
2006. The book, published
cess
was
Sen
Barack
The World Taluestnan Games have the potential to he a
run-up to the election in
last summer, has sold 10,000
Obania. D-III., who received
turning point in Kentucky tourism M re than two minutes the
2003, but didn't report any
copies. according to
a 425,(1tX) ad%ance against
tint Saturday in May, the horse world will he focused on
for 2004. Compare that with
BookScan.
royalties for -The Audacity
1(entucky day after day, and it represents an opportunity to
Clinton's 2004 royalties totalRep. Dennis Kucinich. Dof Hope." published last
lease lasting positise impressions of the state as a fine place
ing about $2.3 million for
Ohio, also a long-shot presiOctober. Listed as • besttO sisit for people around the world.- ---•
"Living History."
dential candidate in 2004,
seller for &ten% of weeks,
And perhaps s4 heft the state.% lawmaker' and political leadA used copy of Kerry's
made a mere $1,700 that
ership chscriser what a pot of gold they have in tourism, they
the book has sold I million
book can now be found on
year for "A Prayer for
will treat the industry with the respect they now lavish on
copies, according to Nielsen
Amazon.com for I cent.
America," published in late
Line ,oal
BookScan. which tracks
Although he leads the
2003. It has sold 8,000
about 70 percent of book
GOP field in most polls in
copies tts far, according to
sales
the early soting states of
BookScan.
HarperCollins paid former
Iowa and New Hampshire.
But not every candidate
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Writing books for a profit
2008 ELECTION

1

low in the polls is destined
for literary obscurity. Former
Arkansas Gov, Mike Huckabee, who has written five
books, made $148,750 in
book royalties from Margaret
McBride Literary Agency last
year. The agency helped
Huckabee, who gained
national attention after he
lost more than 100 pounds,
release his weight-loss book
"Quit Digging Your Grave
with a Knife and Fork" in
2005.
Sen. Joe Biden, D-Del.,
seems to be another exception among less prominent
candidates. He received an
$112,000 advance in 2005
for "Promises to Keep: On
Life and Politics," which
was released last month.
According to his financial
disclosure forms, he was to
receive another installment of
112,000 when he finished
the book's manuscript.
Compare Biden's six-figure
advances with those of Sen.
Chris Dodd, D-Conn., who
received a $30,000 advance
for "Letters to Nuremberg,"
expected to be released in
September.
Timing also counts.
Republican Rudy Giuliani
published "Leadership" about
a year after Sept. 11, 2001.
It has sold 6650)0 copies in
hardcover and garnered the
former New York mayor
$146,092 in royalties last
year.
Clinton's memoir, largely
about her years as first lady.
"was a hugely successful
book." said Rosenthal, who
said it sold about 1.5 million
copies. "Giuliani's was a
good seller because it followed 9/11."
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By BEN FELLER
Associated Press Writer
oTTAwA (API
President Bush,
rending to relations with two harder
nations, will try to gise a boost Monday to his partnerships with the likeminded leaders of Canada and Mexico
Bush's two-day summit with t'anadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper and
Mexican President Felipe ('aldercia is
the third of its kind during his presidency Each one has been meant to
bolster an evols mg compact --- dubbed
the Security and Prospenty Partnership
of North America — that serves as a
way for the nations to team up on
health, security and commerce
Yet for Bush, the event also allows
him to show he does not take his
neighbors for granted. they are both
vital trading partners and energy
providers for the U.S.
-The message for Canada and Mexico is that despite the ongoing empha
its on Iraq and terrorism in U.S foreip policy .. the U.S. is investing
time and attention on relationships
with Mir own region." said Chris
Sands, a scholar of North American
studies and senior associate at the
Center for Strategic and International
Studies
The partnership of the countries is
a framework for working out problems
not a deal that was ever intended
i. pnvduce dramatic annourkernents

None are expected at the summit.
Personally, Bush shares plenty of
views with Harper and r'altieron two
fellow conservatives and free-market
advocates who have come Into power
during his second term.
It's not all cheery. The summit IS
drawing protests from critics of Canada's troop presence in Afghanistan and
of the partnership among the three
countries Some Canadians see it as an
insidious threat to their sovereignty,
led by the United States.
Police were out an force Sunday in
Ottawa, where protests began even
before Bush was to arrive Monday
from his ranch in Crawford. Texas
The summit itself will take place
about 50 miles to the east at a luxury
resort in Montebello. Quebec, where
secunty is even tighter.
The broad theme of the summit is
economic prospenty, built around several topics: border security, competitiveness with India and China, product
safety and energy solutions
Bush will also be faced with mattell of specific Concern to each of the
countries.
He will first meet with Harper at
Fairmont Le Chateau Montebello. a
luxury resort made out of one of the
world's largest log cabins
Bush is sure to thank Harper for
Canada's commitment to keeping
troops in Afghanistan

Meanwhile, Harper is frustrated over
a LI S law that tightened passport
rules for Canadians visiting the U.S.,
although Bush has pledged to enforce
it and has little leeway.
Harper is also expected to assert his
nation's claim to the fabled Northwest
Passage through the resource-rich Arctic Competition to control the Arctic
has intensified with global warming;
Russia sent two small submarines to
plant a tiny national flag under the
North Pole this month. The U.S. and
Norway also have claims.
Bush and Calderon will have their
own one-on-one session later Monday.
With them, the messy issue of
immigration looms large. The last time
these two leaders met, in March in
Mexico. Bush was optimistic about
getting a new immigration law.
Since then, his plan died in Congress.
So Bush recently issued an executive order meant to tighten border
security, streamline guest-worker programs and pressure employers to fire
illegal immigrant workers. \
The U.S. government his been
working on a major aid package to
help Calderon fight drug trafficking in
Mexico The deal may he announced
in part or in whole at the summit.
The three leaders will join at day's
end for dinner, then resume talks
Iliesday
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Cayman Islands officials impose curfew and
evacuate tourists as Hurricane Dean nears

Obituaries
Bruce Wayne McManus
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Bruce Wayne McManus, 46, Kirkwood Drive, Murray, died
Saturday, Aug. 18, 2007, at 9:27 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
GEORGE TOWN, Cayman
He was of Church of Christ faith. Born Aug. 21, 1960, in Murray. Islands (AP) - Frantic vacahe was preceded in death by his father, Hugh Wayne McManus: tioners lined up at ticket counpaternal grandparents, Hugh Willard McManus and Anna Lois ters and slept on the airport
McManus Dykes; maternal grandparents, Marvin Winchester and floor, rushing to leave the
Elta Lassiter Winchester.
Cayman Islands ahead of an
Survivors include his mother and stepfather, Mary Francis expected brush this morning
Thompson and Loyd Thompson,one brother, Kevin McManus, and from Hurricane Dean, which has
one niece, Laurel McManus, all of Murray; three aunts, Virginia left a deadly trail of destruction
Henson, Jackson, Tenn., Wanda Moeller and husband, Lynn, across the Caribbean.
Paducah, and Yvonne Herndon and husband, Dwain, Atlanta. Ga.;
With winds nearing 150 mph,
two uncles, Jackie Winchester, Las Vegas, Nev., and Mack Dean was expected to pass to
Winchester, Gilbertsville; stepgrandfather, Richard Dykes, the south of the Caymans but the
Paducah.
government said it still posed a
A pnvate services will be conducted with John Dale officiating. "significant threat" to the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
islands and imposed a curfew on
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The Dialysis Center, the British territory. Forecasters
do of Lourdes Hospital, 1530 Lone Oak Road, Paducah, Ky., said the islands could receive up
42003; American Heart Association, Ky. Region, 240 Whittington to 12 inches of rain.
Parkway, Louisville, Ky., 40222; or American Diabetes
Cayman Islands Gov. Stuart
Association, 2207 E. Morgan Ave., Suite H,Evansville, Ind., 47711. Jack said all but 1,500 tourists
had been evacuated from the
Mrs. Charlotte Wagner
British territory by Sunday
Mrs. Charlotte Wagner, 98, Murray, died Sunday,Aug. 19. 2007. afternoon.
at 9:40 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. J.H. Churchill
"It's kind of spooky," said
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
George Mitchell, of Detroit,
who missed his flight out. "We
Larry Calhoun
don't know what to do or where
A graveside service for Larry D. Calhoun will be Tuesday at I to go. It freaks you out."
p.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. Rev. J. Bill Jones, his uncle, will
The National Hurricane
AP
officiate.
Center in Miami said the first
Kingston.
downtown
in
boulevard
11
to
waterfront
9
a
to
from
Home
approach
season
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral
hurricane of the Atlantic
A photojournalist fights the wind to
was a powerful Category 4 dunng the pass of Hurricane Dean over Jamaica, Sunday. Dean plowed into Jamaica as a
a.m. Tuesday.
Mr. Calhoun, 70, 26th Street NW, Atlanta, Ga., formerly of storm, and could reach the high- Category-4 storm Sunday after the Jamaican Prime Minister Portia Simpson Miller made a
Murray, died Friday, Aug. 17, 2007, at 1:45 p.m. at Hospice of est level - Category 5, with last-minute plea for residents to abandon their homes and head for shelter.
maximum winds greater than
Atlanta.
He retired after 34 years of service with Blue Cross and Blue 155 mph - later today.
Nicolas Martignoles, 27, a
Dean expected to intensify
As of 8 a.m. EDT this morn- teacher from Paris, stretched out
Shield of Mississippi at Jackson. Miss., serving as vice president of
claims, human resources and corporate affairs.
ing, Dean was about 440 miles on the airport floor with friends,
Officials protect Hurricane Dean will reach category 5 status,
with sustained winds of 160 mph before crashing into the
Born Jan., 3, 1937, in Murray, he was the son of the late John C. east of Belize City, traveling prepared to wait all night. "We
Cayman Islands and the Yucatan peninsulat.
west at about 21 mph, the came to the airport because we
Calhoun and Irene Jones Calhoun.
As of 5 p m EDT
CATEGORY
MAX WINO
Survivors include two brothers, Jim Calhoun and wife, Karen. National Hurricane Center said. are on standby, but all the flights
MOVEMENT
Hurricane LOCATION
4
146 mph
Dean I 17.1 /4,76.r W VI 20 mph
In Texas, already saturated are full, so we are waiting for
Evansville, Ind.. and John Steven Calhoun, Cincinnati, Ohio.
after an unusually rainy sum- another flight tomorrow."
Ocean
U.S.
mer, emergency operations cenmi.Hurricane warning
Dean killed at least eight
CAYMAN
,
Gth r,
Hunan* welch
ters opened, prison inmates people as it moved across the
ISLANDS
MEXICO 2 p.m.
were moved inland, and officials Caribbean, but Jamaica avoided
Wed. 2 p.m a13s, -JAMAICA - Tropical storm warring
20.
2 a m •distributed sandbags - taking a direct hit when the storm
0 500n1
Thur
no chances even though Dean's wound up passing to the south
0 5001on
path was still uncertain.
Pat
Sunday night. Still. Dean
-2 p.m. Mon.
fun
,
0
-•
"Our mission is very simple. uprooted trees, flooded streets
5tr
4110-8"
Wit
It's to get people out of the kill and tore the roofs off many
AP
ESRI
NOM,
SOURCES
NEW YORK (AP)- Leona luxury of their pnvate fortune, zone, to get people out of the homes, businesses and a prison
George Lee, mayor of the
Helmsley, the hotelier who went flying the globe in the couple's danger area, which is the coast- block in Jamaica. No prisoners prevent damage to the power
Portmore community near the
to prison as a tax cheat and was 100-seat jet with a bedroom line of Texas," said Johnny escaped.
grid.
Jamaican capital Kingston, said
more
up
set
government
reviled as the "queen of mean," suite. The couple's residences Cavazos,chief emergency direcThe
shootout
a
into
Police got
included a nine-room penthouse tor of Cameron County, at with looters at a shopping center than 1,000 shelters in converted appeals to evacuate went
died this morning at age 87.
islanders said
with a swimming pool over- Texas' southern tip.
Helmsley
in the central parish of schools, churches and the indoor unheeded. Some
looking Central Park atop their '
died of heart
In Mexico, travelers also Clarendon, but nobody was hurt, national sports arena, but only they were afraid for their
own Park Lane Hotel; an $8 mil- slept on floors at Cancun's inter- Constable Cheree Greaves said. 47 shelters were occupied as the belongings if they moved to
failure at her
lion estate in Connecticut; a national airport, hoping for one Assistant Commissioner of storm moved in, said Cecil shelters.
summer home
much crime in
"Too
condo in Palm Beach; and a of the last flights out Monday Police Linval Bailey said cur- Bailey of the Office of Disaster
in Greenwich,
mountaintop hideaway near before Dean was expected to fews were in effect until Preparedness and Emergency Kingston. I'm not leaving my
Conn., said her
Phoenix.
publicist,
slam into Mexico's Caribbean Monday evening. Authorities Management. More people home,- Paul Lyn said in Port
Royal, east of Kingston.
Their money supported char- coast.
Howard
also cut power on the island to trickled in later.
ities, including NewYorkRubenstein.
Presbyterian Hospital and its
Already
affiliated Weill Cornell Medical
expenencecl in
Helmsley
College, which received tens of
estate
real
before her marriage. Helmsley millions of dollars, including a
helped her husband run a $5 bil- $25 million gift in 2006 to
lion empire that included man- improve its treatment of digesEmpire State tive diseases.
the
aging
"We feel that they've given ment. A spokesman for the fed- ers from the flooded Quecreek
HUNTINGTON, Utah (AP
Yet Helmsley nickel-andBuilding. She became a housein western Pennsylvania.
Officials said six trapped coal up and that they are just waiting eral Mining Safety and Health mine
hold name in 1989 when she dimed merchants on her person- Administration did not return a But those miners were only
expire."
to
miners
six
the
for
outfound,
be
never
may
miners
was tried for tax evasion. The al purchases, stiffed contractors
about 230 feet below the surmembers of the said Sonny Olsen. a spokesman call seeking comment Sunday.
sensational trial included testi- who worked on her Connecticut raging family
in
face.
used
was
capsule
rescue
A
a
from
say their loved ones for the families, reading
mony from disgruntled employ- home and terrorized both menial men who
dead.Searchers prepared statement Sunday 2002 to pluck nine trapped mMees who said she terrorized both and executive help at her homes are being left for
were grim Sunday after receiv- night as about 70 relatives of the
the menial and the executive and hotels, detractors say.
air readings from a fourth trapped miners stood behind
ing
in
died
When her husband
help at her homes and hotels.
1,500 feet him.
That image of Helmsley as 1997 at age 87, Helmsley said in hole drilled more than
"We are here at the mercies
The readmountainside.
the
into
is
tale
fairy
"My
statement:
a
the "queen of mean- was sealed
the officials in charge and
of
oxyinsufficient
detected
ings
when a former housekeeper tes- over. I lived a magical life with
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their so-called experts. Preciou
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Hotelier Leona Helmsley,
reviled as 'queen of mean,'
dies of heart failure at 87

I

Official: Miners may not be found; families accuse
owners and government of leaving men for dead

Ir° STOCK MARKET REPORT

Evangelist Billy Graham reported
in fair condition at N.C. hospital
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Need Line
lists special
needs

South Marshall Senior
Citizens plan breakfast

Need Line has issued a lists
items needed to replenish
the pantry for the clients They
are salmon. tuna. spaghetti
sauce, spaghetti, rice and instant
potatoes for the pantry. eggs.
'6read BA harden fresh pro- duce tor freezer/cooler. dish liquid, shampoo. diapers size 4
and bath tissue for personal
hygiene and cleaning supplies.
and large brown paper hags
these items may be taken to
the Need Line building at 6.18
South Fourth St . Murray.
between 10 a.m. and 4 p m ,
Monday thrutigh Friday For
Photo provided
information call 753-6333
HISTORY AWARD: Amy Winkler, second right, graduate at Calloway County High School,
was presented the History Award at CCHS by Woodmen of World Lodge 728. Also pictured,
from left, are Dot Bazzell. lodge member, Wanda Johnson, history teacher at CCHS. and
Mildred Horn, lodge member
7
/
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Free workshop for grades 4-12
teachers is Aug. 27 at MSU

Travis Cole
Gore
Sir and Mrs Edward Shawn
Gore of Almo are the parents
01 J Son, MIS Is ('tile Gore.
horn on Monday. June 11,
211117., at 11.27 A.M. at Murray
Calloway County Hospital
The baby weighed 7 pounds
II ounces and measured 19
1/2 inches The mother is the
former Teresa Lee A brother
is Edward Lee Gore. 2
Grandparents are Terry and
Barbara Ice of Murray and Mal
and Becky Gore of Benton.
tireat-grandparents
are
Genes
Lee and the late
I homas Lee of Murray. Clyde
and Lavotua Rowland of Alm,.
Hilda Rowland of Indianapolis. Ind . Joe and Nell Wilson
of Benton, the late Ed Gore
anti Rutiye Burchett and the
late Clinton Burchett of Slur
fay
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The Murray State University Center for Economic Education and the Kentucky Council of Economic Education
invite teacher of grades 4-12
Iii participate in a free workshop about the "Butcher. Baker.
Candlestick Maker" entrepreneurial prince'. The workshop
will be held from 4 to 7 p.m.
on Monday. Aug. 27. in Room
302 of Business Building North
on Murray State's campus.
The workshop will provide
training to use the "Butcher.
Baker. Candlestick Maker" curriculum to provide students the
opportunity to gain hands-on
espenence in creating a business. This is done through
both a simulated ens in annent
and sometimes in the real
kciVece
The curriculum pros ides all

the step-by-step lessons, including a pre- and post-test, and
matenals to sponsor an Entrepreneurial Fair at school or in
the classroom. Students who
complete their entrepreneurial
project can learn all Kentucky
Core Content in economics and
consumensm while demonstrating an increased initiative and
self-confidence.
They can
acquire practical living skills
and learn to solve problems.
learn about real-world business, expand their vocabulary.
improve their social skills and
apply core content.
Teachers participating in the
workshop will receive a S50
stipend for attending and opportunities to receive additional
teacher stipends for using the
curriculum in their classrooms
this school year. They'll also

receive classroom assistance to
help organize entrepreneurial
projects per the curnculum.
Best of all, this workshop
with hands-on training is free
for all who attend. Participants will receive a certificate
for three hours of professional development. A light supper will be provided.
Barry Brown, director of the
MSU Center for Economic Education, urges teachers to sign
up for the free workshop as
soon as possible. Space to
join the program is limited and
pre-registration is mandatory.
To register, email your name,
school and grade taught to
econed(amurraystate.edu. You
may also register by calling
1270) 809-4277. Registration
closes Friday, Aug. 24.

Mayfield accepted into honors
program at Florida university
NORTH MIAMI. 11.1
Kati Leigh Mayfield of Keller,
less.. has been accepted into
the honors program at Johnson and Wales l'ioscrsity in
North Miami where she will
he pursuing a ballICIOf 'S degree
in Culinary An.
Mayfield has been awarded
a bury ear Presidential Academic scholarship and a four
year Merit ssholarship She is
a three-year honor graduate of
Central High School in Keller
where she ranked 211th of -542
seniors graduating with .1
100 514 GPA
She is the daughter of Marc
and Kay %CIS held of Keller.
lesas, formerly of Murray. Ky
Iler grandparents arc Max
and lo 1-arks
r and

Emenne and the late Billie Mayfield. all of Murray
lier great-grandparents are
Sue Morton and the late Joe
Morton. the late Ernest and
Thelma Mayfield. the late Minnie Belle Shrader and the late
Wilson and Eva Farley.
Grandparents are Terry and
Barbara Lee of Murray and
Alas and Becky Gore of Benrim
Great-grandparents
are
Genes lee and the late Thomas
Lee of Murray. Clyde AflaHAVOMa Rowland of Almo. Hilda
Russ land of Indianapolis. Ind .
Joe and Nell Wilson of Benton, the late Ed Gore and
Ruhye Burchett and the late
Clinton Burchett of Murray

Ladies of he Oaks
Country Club will play golt
on Wednesday morning. Aug
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moviesinmurray.com

SHOWTMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN ONLY
Su pi'rbad

R - 7 “1 • 9.55
The Bourne Ultiniatum
PG13
:7:10 - 935
Rush Hour 3
P613 - 7 2S - 9-25

The Invasion
P613 - 7:00- 9:15
The Last Legion
PG13 _- 7:35
The %spoons Movie
PG13 - 9:40
Stardust
PG13 - 7135
Underdog
l!he Prem.lie NeiI 12'7
PG13 8:45

Jo's
Datebook
By

Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.
at First United Methodist Church. Please enter
from the southside rear door located near the
playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in
a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall. Ill North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call
Tracey at 227-587.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mike at 293-6043.

Hospital retirees will meet Tuesday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will meet Tuesday at 11 a.m. at The Big Apple. For
more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

Angel Alert issued by center
An Angel Alert has been issued by the Calloway County
Family Resource Center. Needed is a reliable car for a single
mother and her children. Anyone having one to donate call the
center at 753-7333.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
officer vision/glaucoma screenings as well as blood pressure
and pulse checks on Wednesday from 9 to 11:30 a.m. at Hamlin One-Stop, Hamlin. on Thursday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.
and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Wal-Mart, Murray.

North Council will meet
North Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will have a special called meeting today at 4 at the school.

MHS Council will meet
Murray High School Decision Making Council will meet
today at 4 in the school library. Tresa Speed, principal. invites
all interested persons.

Volunteer training tonight
Volunteer training for parents of Calloway County Middle
School will be held immediately after the PTSA meeting at 6
at the middle school. Parents planning to volunteer in any
capacity for the 2007-08 school year are encouraged to attend.

Murray Electric Board will meet today at 4 in the chambers of Murray City Council on the second floor of the /City
Hall building. Members are asked to note the change in meeting place.

Support group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7.
This is a support group for people who have lost one or both
parents due to death and to help each other through the hard
times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Kaci Leigh Mayfield

Murray Chapter of TOPS. 40616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church, II North Fifth St., Murray. (Note change in place) Visitors are welcome. For more
information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 227-4625.

Grogan reunion scheduled
22. at the club with Kitty Steele
and
Broods Parker As hostesses. Sign-up is not necessary. All Members Are encouraged to attend.
Winners of golf play on
Aug IS were Patsy Woodall.
Laura Parker and Cynthia Darnall, first place.
ladies Tuesday Night Golf
will be played at 5:30 p.m. TuesAl the club.
NA inners of play on Aug
14 were Betsy Whitfield. Cathy
loung and Melonie Lowe for
first place. according to Mel-

tunic Lowe Ihe format used sca,
first three holes scramble, next
three holes best ball and last
three holes alternate shot.
Winners of the third flight
of the Betty Shepard Golf Tournament held Aug 1 at the club
should have been Linda Jones
and Claudene Epps
A potluck luncheon and business meeting will be held on
Aug 29 After golf play. All
members are encouraged to
attend and bring their favorite
dish

LadlessfMurrayCountryClub
The Ladles or the Murray
Country Club will play golf
on Wednesday at 9 a.m. at the
club
Pairing will he made at the
tee 1-or information call 753%14

Winners oi the 9-hole golf
play scramble with Rainey
Apperson as hostess on Aug
15 were as follows
Jennifer Crouse and her team
of Patsy Green and Jane Meger

Tod 5 Reasons People Mose Reed Interiors

the Annual Grogan reunion will be Sunday. Sept. 2, at 1
p.m. at Unisersity Church of Christ. A potluck meal will be
served. For more information call 759-3159

CCHS Class of 1987 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1987 will have its
20-year reunion on Saturday. Sept I. in the Murray room of
the Regional Special Events Center of Murray State University. If you are a member of this class, or know someone who
is, please submit your information for free at www.classmates.com
or e-mail Lee Ann Taylor at cchsclassof87@hotmail.com for
more details concerning the dinner and other events that weekend.

South Marshall Class plans reunion

The 1967 graduating class of the former South Marshall
High School will have its 40-year reunion on Saturday. Sept.
IS, at Ponderosa in Draffenville. All members of this class are
invited. For more information call Phyllis Wood at 1-270-5271198 or Esther Ford at 1-270-527-3386

Beginning Pinochle Class planned
A Beginning Pinochle Class for those 60 and older will be
offered at Murray -Calloway County Senior Citizens
Center,
located at 607 Poplar St.. in the Weeks Community
Center.
Classes will be held each Wednesday in September from 9
to
It a.m in the education room. Conducted by Francis Latham.
the class size will he limited. For more information or to sign
up. call the center at 753-0929.
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The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday from 6:36
to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray. Funds
from the Bingo help support focal, national and international
charities. For more information call 293-7061.

MES Board will meet today

Ladlesof theOaks
I he

w

A country ham breakfast will be 'hiesday from 6 to 9 p.m. at the Hardin Community building, Hardin.
This is being sponsored by the South
Marshall Senior Citizens. The cost will b
e $4 for adults and $LSO for children. The
public is invited.
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Howling
south ages 3-21) and Adult are
being
formed now for the fall season at Corvette Lanes
Leagues
are certified through the United States Bowling Congress where
you can cans awards and recognition or achievements while
having fun. No previous experience is necessary Ke more
information, visit the website at www.murrayusbc ors,
at bowlensurrayusbc org. or call Dolma Darnell at 759-9246
or Corvette Lanes at 753-2202.
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STUBBORN AT THE STATE FAIR

State's July crop
prospects mixed
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With his mother Karen pushing, Heath Mineer of Flemingsburg, Ky., tries to pull an uncooperative young Holstein calf to the
show ring at the Kentucky State Fair in Louisville, Ky., Friday.
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Ag task force looks to hire consultant
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'Ile Kentucky Agriculture Council Task
Force on the Future of Agriculture is
looking to hire a consultant to help refine
a strategic plan for Kentucky's agriculture industry.
The task force has issued a request
for proposals for a consultant. The consultant will compile the task force's findings into a draft strategic plan to be
issued in September. The consultant then
will incorporate public input from a series
of regional meetings scheduled in October and compose the final strategic plan.
The task force will consider the plan in
a meeting Dec. 17.

The task force worked toward consensus on its six key points in a meeting
Thursday in Louisville. Representatives of
49 agriculture-related organizations and
government agencies ranked and scored
strategies for increasing agriculture education, addressing a shortage of agriculture workers, increasing net farm income,
improving health and health care in Kentucky's rural communities, developing a
successful renewable energy industry in
Kentucky, and promoting regional agricultural economic development in rural
Kentucky.
At the end of the meeting, Governor
Ernie Fletcher complimented the task force

on its work. "I think this task force is
one of the mostimportant initiatives we've
got going on," Gov. Fletcher said. He
again pledged to support dedicating 50
percent of Kentucky's share of tobacco
settlement funds to agricultural diversification.
For more information on the request
for proposals for a consultant, contact Dr.
Tony Brannon, dean of the School of
Agriculture at Murray State University
and chairman of the task force, at 8096923 or at tony.brannon@murraystate.edu
or go to the Kentucky Agriculture Council's Web site, www.kyagcouncil.org.

Teff may be summer forage option for farmers
By LAURA SKILLMAN
University of Kentucky
Extension Service
The heat of summer often
leaves pastures and hayfields
floundering and farmers looking for other options for livestock forages. Teff. an African
grass, could hold some promise.
Teff is a warm season grass
utilized as a grain crop in Africa.
It can grow more than four
feet tall and produce more than
six tons per acre per year. It
is a very small, seeded grass
relatively easy to establish. Teff
also is known as summer love
grass or annual love grass.

Tim Phillips, a fescue breeder for the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
first used it in rotations to suppress weeds where he'd later
be planting fescue in the fall.
He has also been conducting
some research on this grass to
determine its worthiness for
Kentucky farmers and highlighted some of his findings during a recent UK field day.
-The seeds are really, really small - about 1.3 million
per pound. It makes timothy
and white clover look big," he
said. "About 100 years ago it
began being used as a forage
crop in South Africa, so it's

not new as a forage, but it is
a somewhat new summer annual forage grass option for us
in Kentucky."
A major threat to the grass
is frost, he said. Frost will
completely kill it. Seeds must
be planted in spring after the
risk of frost has passed. It is
recommended that about six
pounds of seed per acre be planted into a firm seedbed at a
depth of one-eighth to onequarter of an inch. Sixty pounds
of nitrogen should be applied
at seeding. The grass does not
reseed itself.
With good rainfall, seed distribution, and if it's not seed-

ATTENTION: FARMERS
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Main Location: 1977 Wilkins Road - Benton, Kentucky
Office: 527-5283 • Eric 832-5347
Off Hwy. 402 (tOriner4 hwy. 80, in the Brewers Community of Marshall County

Prices and Info Available at http:www.ehgrain.com
Buying - Contracting - Storing
White Corn - Yellow Corn - Soybeans - Wheat
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Storage Room Available for 2007 Crop

OUR PRICES & BASIS WILL ALWAYS BE
COMPETITIVE - SOMETIMES EVEN BETTER THAN
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Basis is the differen«, between the Chicago Board of Trade and the price
you can get at an elevator.
keep in touch with us Basis/Prices are constantly changing. We will always remain competitive!
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OPEN: Monday-Saturday 8 am-8 pm
Sunday 1 pm-5 pm During Harvest
( ontact Us At Anytime:
oft1( e - ;27-i2tii • Iris 832-5347 • Heather 205-0576 • Ron -) I(I- -1086

ed too deep, farmers can expect
a good stand. However, if the
seed sits there waiting to germinate for too long, weeds
may begin to grow reducing
the quality of the stand. A
good stand will suppress weed
growth.
The grass needs to be cut
to a three- to four-inch stubble height before it develops
seed heads for the best quality. It has good regrowth and
typically, it can be cut again
within five to seven weeks.

Staff Report
Prospects for Kentucky crops
through July were mixed
according to the Kentucky Field
Office of USDA's National
Agricultural Statistics Service.
Yields were down due to dry
field conditions while production of corn and tobacco was
up due to increases in acreage
for harvest. All forecasts in
this release were based on conditions as of Aug. 1 and assume
normal growing conditions for
the remainder of the crop season.
Production of corn for grain
in Kentucky was forecast at
160.8 million bushels, up 6
percent from the 2006 crop.
The larger crop was brought
about by an increase in harvested acreage. Acres for harvest as grain was estimated at
1.34 million acres, up 300,000
acres from the previous year.
This would be the largest grain
acreage in 21 years. Yield was
estimated at 120 bushels per
acre, down 26 bushels from
the 2006 crop.
Lack of soil moisture has
been the limiting yield factor
this summer. Most farmers have
received scattered rains but
more is needed for the crop
to develop to its potential. Conditions continue on the dry
side as crop development continues and grain kernels are
filling. The U.S. corn production was forecast at 13.1 billion bushels, up 24 percent
from last year and 17 percent
above 2005. Based on conditions as of Aug. I, yields were
expected to average 152.8
bushels per acre, up 3.7 bushels
from last year. If realized, this
would be the second highest
yield on record, behind the
160.4 bushel yield in 2004.
However, production would be
the largest on record as growers intend to harvest the most
corn acres for grain since 1933.
Kentucky soybean production was forecast at 43.3 million bushels, down 28 percent
from the record high 2006 crop
The smaller 2007 crop results
from both a decrease in acreage
Harvested
and low yield.
acreage at 1.14 million acres
was down 230,000 areas from
the large 2006 acreage. Yield
at 38 bushels per acre was
down 6 bushels from the pre-

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, Aug. 22,
2007:
You might want to head in another direction.
Listen to your inner voice with a partnership
and/or financial involvement. What you can trust
is that these areas of your life might not be stable.
Judging or reacting will not get the results you
want. Think rather than act impulsively this year.
Communication will be unusually important, and
backfires can occur. For instance, if you're buying
a car, you might choose a lemon, and an expensive
one at that! The same might occur with a computer. Be sure you have warranties. If you are single,
working out a relationship could be difficult. You
might hook up with someone from your past. This
bond might be karmic in nature. If you are
attached, you will need to be understanding and
accepting, as misunderstandings could run rampant. Trust that your sweetie will be step No. 1 .
SAGITTARIUS helps you smile.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 Difficult
ARIES(March 21-Apell 19)
*** A lively discussion opens doors. Know that
much more can come out than you think. You will
see a situation with far more understanding if you
tune in to your loving side. Tonight: Let your hair
down.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You might want to defer to someone else
who will handle a situation differently. This person
might seem to have a better understanding of the
basics than many of those around you. Know
when to defer. Tonight Go with another's suggestion
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Others want greater feedback. You might
want to see them with more light and understanding. Reach out for someone at a distance. Speak
your mind more clearly, yet with greater caring.
You'll get a new vision of what is possible Tonight
Let others make a decision
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You might want to see a situation in a different light. Recognize what could be possible if you
relax and take in more information Emphasize
what you can do as opposed to what you cannot
accomplish. Tonight Run errands.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might have difficulties that are unforeseen Perhaps the reason is your very difficult or

vious year. Soybeans have had
a stressed growing season due
to general lack of soil moisture. Soybean blooming, and
pod-fiffing progress has been
ahead of last year and average despite the lack of precipitation received so far. Timely rains will be needed during
this critical state of development for adequate pod development. U.S. soybean production was forecast at 2.63 billion bushels, down 18 percent
from last year's record high
and down 14 percent from
2005. Based on August I conditions, yields were expected
to average 41.5 bushels per acre,
down 1.2 bushels from last
year.
Burley tobacco production by
Kentucky farmers was forecast
at 154.0 million pounds, up fractionally from the 2006 crop.
Yield was down from 2006
while harvested acreage was
up. Yield was estimated at
2,000 pounds per acre, down
100 pounds from last year's
crop. Acreage for harvest was
forecast at 77,000 acres, up
4,000 from the 2006 crop. A
very dry spring and early summer has limited tobacco growth.
Recent spotty showers have kept
the crop growing but current
dry and hot conditions may limit
additional plant growth as harvest approaches.
Disease and insect damage
has been minimal.
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touchy attitude. Others do their best to inspire you,
though someone does it through the unexpected.
Surprises mark your thoughts. Tonight: Invite fun
in.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Upset surrounds interactions with friends
and partners. Close down for a short time, and you
will see life far differently. Focus on home and
security. Think about what works rather than play
Don Quixote bathing windmills Tonight: Order in.
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
***** Friends and those on your team cheer
you on. It does seem possible that you will hit a
home run. Understand what might be ailing a close
friend or relative. Actions you take might be greeted with surprise. Tonight: Hanging out is always
fun.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Cash -- its existence or lack thereof -- might
be an issue, as expenditures could have recently
been more than anticipated. How you deal with
someone could define your professional bond for a
substantial time. Tonight: Treat yourself to a special dessert, plant or whatever suits your fancy!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Your spint survives even through a morning jolt. You come back better than ever. If you
keep returning to the same thought or idea, do follow through on it. News from a distance might be
quite good. Tonight: You have reason to smile!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Deal with one person carefully and privately. Respect this person's pride and privacy, which
could make a big difference in your relationship.
The unexpected encourages you to loosen up.
Tonight. As you like
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Aim high even if you experience some
morning wildness. Lesser signs might be tossed
into a tizzy, but not you. Stay on top of a project Of
a long-term desire. You are just about to make a
desire a reality. Tonight: Where the action is.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Examine what is happening, but not in
such a manner that you force an irrevocable
change Using care and responsibility will pay off
even if impulsiveness rages in your heart. Chill and
use self-discipline! Tonight: Could be a late night.
BORN TODAY
Guitarist John Lee Hooker (1917), author Ray
Bradbury (1920), actress Valerie Harper (1940)
Jacqueline BIgar Is on the Internet at
http://www.facguelineblgar.com.
(c) 2007 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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lookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of the
.onstruction site of the regional
special events center of Murray
.5tate Cnisersity The new lagct
date for opening is in 11-ebruary
Liken flicks porcelain doll .011sin has an exhibit id her work
now at the Calloway County Public I thews
Published ale pictures of piano
students of Joyce Herndon who
were featured in the annual recitals
held Ai the Farrell recital hall of
fine arts center Murray
Stair University
20 years age
Work continues on the daily
proses% of paving of l2th Street
in Murraywith the completion
date wheduled fi mr-157rivrernhei '
Au force Sgt Craig W John
soft. son of Louie F and Perry
I Johnson of Murray, Is serving
as • ground radio conununication
spec al 1st with the 1961.1 Ciosup
in the Philippines
Births reported inc luck .1 buy
to Kent And Wendell ('hadstrick.
Aug IS. a boy to Michelle and
Tern I eonard And a boy to Lisa
and Shairmni Cross. Aug 16: a
'WV .411 Donna and Mark kk4indman and a boy to Nancy and
Kenneth Sutter, Aug 17, a girl
to (ilerida And Kenn) Gallimote.
Aug 18
30 years ago
Murray-Calloway County liosvital Board of Commissioners has
soled to have a pharniasy located in the new office building of
the hospital
lam Cusses has been named
s postmaster of the New Concord post office
Mr And Mrs Maurice E
Ilunqthrey I 111 Murray are among
the tiNge than 1.600 people who
attended the (2nd annual meeting
ot the Soil Consers Anon Society
at Richmond. Vi
Births reported include a boy
to Dale And Helen Spann. July

25
40 years ago
Army Specialist 1-,,ur James R
Osbrun. son of Mr and Mn George
A Osbron. has been assigned to
near
the 512th Transportauon
Qui Nhan, Vietnam
Published is a fixture of members of the Swim Team of the
Murray Country( lub at the team's
awards banquet the photo was
by Staff Fliotographer Gale Gasnson
Jimmy Allen will be the speaker at the gospel Meeting AI Seventh And Poplar Church of (Ina.
Aug 21-27 Josiah Darnall. member of the faculty tot Murray State
Uruversity will direct the singing.
50 years ago
Published is a picture of Ads
Beth McCuiston, Mrs Raymond
!Limbo And Don Matson, first place
winners of the Fishing Contest.
sponsored by The Ledger & Tones.
Recent births reported at MUrray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs William Ahart and a
boy to Mr and Mrs Lebuid Peeler
Psi Hugh Wells. Jr. son of
Mr and Mrs Hugh Wells, is now
pnister for the 656th Engineer
Typographical Hatialion serving in
fiermany
60 years ago
Ihr Murray Girl Scout Association has announced that the
new Girl Scout cabin is expected
to be completed soon in time for
the tall programs. according to
Mr, George Han, president of
the association The cabin is being
built on Sharpe Street in the Murray City Park Leaders arc needed for the fall programs
Mr and Mrs Fred Clark and
children. Carol and Rodney. of
Chicago. III . have been the guests
of their parents and grandparents,
Clark and
Mr And Mrs M
Mrs Pearl Jones, And Other relatives

COMICS / FEATURES
Family unsure how to take
child's conflicting stories
DEAR ABBY: Were having a problem with my little
sister, "Madison.' She's 6 -almost 7. Mom told me that
Madison talked to her dad and
told him that my grandfather
touched her. Two weeks after
Madison told him, he finally
my
told
mom. Mom
to
talked
Madison
about it, but
she denied
saying it.
Mom asked
I
if
me
would talk
Dear Abby to
my little
and
sister
By Abigail
see what her
VarlBuren
response
was. When I asked her if Grandpa had touched her, she put
her head down and quietly
said, 'No.' She does that when
she's lying.
waited an hour or so and
asked about it again. She still
said no, so I asked if she
would like me to talk to Grandpa for her. She said yes. Then
I asked, "So he did touch
you?' She quickly said no and
changed the subject.
Mom and I don't want to
cause trouble with my grandparents, and we don't have
enough proof that he dad touch
her Please help. Were in desperate need of it. -- PROTECTIVE SISTER IN WASHINGTON
PROTECTIVE
DEAR
SISTER: Sometimes people

Todaylnilistorg
By The Associated Press
friday is Monday. Aug 25/. the
212nd day of 2007 there are
II; days lett in the Seal
!MIAS S Highlight In History
On Aug 20. 1968. the Solari
Union and (otter Warsaw Pact
nations began ins ailing Creamyslosakta to crush the "Prague
Spring- litseralitaiion drisc ut
Sic altfrf I klbcek'N repute
On this date
In 18 33. Bent:ohm Harmon.
2ktd president •ut the I 'tilted States

born in North Bend, Ohio
In 1866. President Andrew
Johnson formally des lamed the Civil
War over. months alter fighting
had stopped
In 1914 German forces occupied Brussels. Belgium during
World War 1
In-1920. pioneering American
radio station ft 51K in I/dont later
%Wit began daily broadcasting
In 1940. British 1'11111e Minis
ter Winston Churshill paid trill
say
utc to the 14tIVill Alf
was

ing, "Never in the field of human
conflict was so much owed by
so many to so few"
In 1953, the Soviet Union publicly acknowledged it had tested
a hydrogen bomb
In 1955, hundreds of people
were killed in anti-French rioting
in Morocco and Algeria
In 1964, President Johnson
signed the Economic Opportunity
Act. A nearly SI billion anti-poverty measure.

El L_CI NI11 E_0,3

who molest little children lead
them to believe that it was
their fault, or tell them that if
they tell their mother, the
molester will harm the mother. It is time to involve a trained,
nonthreatening professional an
this discussion.
I recommend that your mother ask Madison's pediatrician
for a referral to a child psychologist who specializes in
abuse. Through discussion, all
projects and "play" sessions.
he or she can evaluate the situation and deterrtune what did
or did not happen.
In the meantime, Madison
should not be alone with her
grandfather unless she is closely supervised.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 24year-old recent college graduate. I have a great job and
live in a country club community. My problem is. my
boyfriend and I eloped. and -I
have yet to tell my ultra-traditional parents. They have
never met him, as they live
up north and I am in Honda.
Do you have any advice on
how to tell them that I am
SERIOUSLY
-married?
SCARED IN FLORIDA
SERIOUSLY
DEAR
SCARED:The longer you hold
off telling your parents, the
more angry and disappointed
they will be. I suggest that as
soon as you and your husband
can possibly manage it, you
pay your parents a visit so
you can tell them the good
news. Put it this way: 'Mom,
Dad. I have a once-in-a-lifetime gift for you. Meet your
son-in-law! I know you'll grow
to love him as much as I do."
Then duck.
•••
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Alcoholism most
pressing health problem
my oncologist learned by acciDEAR DR. GOT: My hussucked on a
band has been a beer dnnker for dent that if patients
Popsicle or ate ice while getting
approxonately 40 years Hc averwould not
ages 96 cans a week Can this the Adnamycut, they
months
dinking habit cause neuropathy, develop mouth sores. In siut
gout, impotence and diarrhea? He of chemo, I never got one.
After my treatment was comtakes medication for high blood
plete. I ran into a friend whose
pressure and
emphysema, mother was suffering from hornble mouth sores due to the Adribut all blood
work says his amycin. I told her what I had
MO.* organs learned, and the next time I saw
are OK. What this mend, she indicated that her
mother no longer had the probmy
should
greatest con- lem.
1 hope this helps a lot of peocern be?
ple
DEAR
DEAR READER: Every time
READER:
Your greatest someone discovers a borne therDr. Gott concern, apy for something as senous as
a chemotherapy mouth sores, I buy
without
By
doubt, is his in. I'm publishing your letter in
hopes that other people with the
Dr. Peter Gott alcohol consame problem can be helped.
sumpt ion
DEAR DR. GOTT: I recentNinety-six beers per week averages out to just over 13 per day. ly began taking flaxseed oil (1
This is more than excessive. He tablespoon per day). I have hearing loss and wear $5,000 digital
is an alcoholic.
hearing aids in both ears. You
Alcohol can affect the body
can imagine my amazement when
in many unhealthful ways, includI awoke and was hearing soundS
ing worsening high blood presI never hear, even with my hearsure and sexual problems. It would
ing aids in. Since it seemed so
be appropriate for him to reduce
unusual and the only thing I could
his beer intake to no more than
three cans a day If his medical attribute it to was the flaxseed
oil, 1 e-mailed the flaxseed oil
issues improve. wonderful. If he
refuses to reduce his drinking, company to inquire about any
research done on hearing loss with
you might need to give him an
their product. They told me to
ultimatum Reduce the drinking
himself or get professional help do a simple Internet search on
and stop drinking completely. You "hearing loss and omega-3" for
lots of Information on the submight wish to involve his priject, Apparently, many people have
mary care physician.
DEAR DR.GOTT:I have been improved their hearing with the
meaning to wnte to you in hopes addition of omega 3 to their diets.
I might help someone undergo- The recommended dosage is I
tablespoon per 100 pounds of
ing chemotherapy and suffering
weight, so I plan to increase my
from mouth sores.
In May 1999. I began chemo dosage but have found the amount
for non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. I'm already on has worked wonLuckily, after six months of treat- ders. I'm absolutely amazed. I
wouldn't have believed it if I
ment, ending with radiation, I was
hadn't experienced it myself.
and still am cancer-free.
DEAR READER: How the
With every TV of Adruunycin,
flaxseed/omega-3 works is a mysthe nurse would bnng me a Poptery' to me, but I am eager to
sick and tell me to suck on it
learn of other patients' expenuntil my IV was done When
ences
asked, the nurse explained that

DEAR ABBY: My fiance's
parents told us they would
help us pay for our wedding
and sent him a check.
am the one designated to
dummy. Ikclarer then conceded a
South dealer
plan this affair, but my fiance
club to the ace, after which Becker
Both sides vulnerable,
to
access
to
refuses
give me
could do no better than cash the ace
NORTH
the money and says his parof diamonds to hold South to I I
•A 10 7 3
tricks
If—
ents gave the money to "him"
Losing 850 points was no doubt a
•5 3
for our wedding. He would
bitter pill for Becker to swallow, but
•K QJ 10 8 4 2
rather I make the purchases
at the other table was
• EAST
WEST
then ask him toe
teith-:
en worse than he might
• •4
as
•A 10641
led. Vi,ith his teammate,
ment. The check was mmla ...•K Q 7 4 3
ilding the North-South cards.
*1 8 764 ". •
out to him. Should I feel any '•A Q 92
41.7 5 3
the bidding went.
*A
right to have access to the
East
North
West
South
SOUTH
money" -- CONFUSED OR
2•(!)
I If
2+
Pass
•KQ962
4V
1*
3•
CONTROLLED
Pass
1111 98 5
5•
Pass
1•
Pass
*K 10
DEAR CONFUSED OR
I/ble
+96
CONTROLLED: Be thankful
to
decided
East,
Here Smith,
The bidding:
this issue came up when it
muddy the waters by throwing in a
East
North
West
South
did. In the future, will any
psychic two-spade hid, and it worked
2•
2•
I•
Pass
like a charm Becker's befuddled
4•
5•
3•
2 41
money your fiance's parents
teammates nes er got themselves
Pass
5•
Pass
Pass
give you lboth) also be constraightened out, and they wound up
Pass
Dble
trolled by him" You should
doubling use hearts West then proking of hearts
Opening lead
the
to
definitely -have access
ceeded to wrap up that contract for
money without having to go
This deal occurred in a playoff another 850 points, losing only a
spade and a trump
between the It Jay Becker and Curhat in hand to him.
Thus the Smith team made fise
its Smith teams to determine which
Many marriages have ended
spades doubled at one table and five
would represent the firmed `states in
over issues of money and condoubled at the other table for a
hearts
the 1471 %odd championship The
trol, and my advice to you,
Becker team won the match handily. combined gain of 1,700 points. Fortunately for Becker's squad, it was
hut not before it was badly clawed on
before you get any closer to
able to recover from this disastro .
this hand
the altar, as to sign up for preBecker, West. doubled I-Ise spades loss, pros ing that one hand does ..
marital counseling with your
a bridge match make
and led the king (if hearts. ruffed in
fiance to be absolutely sure
Tomorrow: There's only one nght play
you're on the same page before
c:or Ions I enonvs Syndwate Inc
marrying him.

ContractBridge
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Coming Up

Staff Report
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. — The Murray High Lady
Tiger soccer team traveled to Marshall County over
the weekend to participate in a round robin event
against Daviess County and Owensboro.
The Lady Tigers (2-0-1) had an impressive win over
24th-ranked Owensboro, 2-1, in the evening matchup
after battling Daviess County to a 2-2 tie earlier in the
day.
In the early match against Daviess County, goals
scored early by Shelby Johnson and Caitlin Williams
gave the Lady Tigers a 2-0 lead. But the heat began
to take its toll on the Lady Tigers, as the Lady Panthers fought their way back to a 2-2 tie.
The assists in the match were credited to Morgan
Steiner. Goalkeeper Morgan Graham had 14 saves in
the game, as Daviess County out shout Murray 14-9.
In the nightcap, Murray once again scored early off
a penalty kick by Leslianne Gilson, in the upset of
Owensboro.
The Lady Tigers dominated the contest, outshooting
Owensboro 24-3. But they found difficulty finding the
back of the net. Shelby Johnson scored the deciding
goal with just over five minutes to go in the game oft
an assist from Sydney Smith. Graham had two saves
in the match.
Murray will host the first Lady Tiger Cup this weekend at the Mallary France Soccer Complex.
• In junior-varsity action on Saturday, MHS posted
a I-1 tie versus Daviess County and a 4-0 win over
•
Owensboro.
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MHS upsets
Owensboro, ends in tie
with Daviess County

MHS POSTS WINS OVER
FT. CAMPBELL, GLASGOW
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SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger II Times
Racer defender Omre Harris (94) chases after a loose ball as a Murray State offensive player tries to recover it during Friday's scrimmage at Roy Stewart Stadium. The Racers will end their preseason camp schedule on Tuesday with
a 3:05 p.m. scrimmage

RACERS RETURN FOR LAST PRESEASON MO-A-DAYS
By MSU Media Relations
The Murray State football
team practiced in full pads on
Sunday during a breezy afternoon with thunder in the distance, but no rain came and
the Racers were able to practice for nearly two hours.
The offense worked on their
hurry-up offense yesterday,
quickly getting to the line after
a completed pass and running
a no-huddle offense — even
spiking ball the stop the clock.
The offense also scrimmaged
the defense, emulating thirddown situations and their goalline offense. A highlight from

the third-down scrimmage was
a 60-yard touchdown on a screen
pass from Jeff Ehrhardt to Marcus Harris on third-and-13.
The quarterbacks focused on
hitting wide receivers with fades
in the back corner of the end
zone, while the receivers worked
on making sharp cuts.
The running backs worked
on their quickness and footwork, running through a set of
cones with the ball tucked safely in their hands, using their
off-hand to reach down on the
ground and guide them around
the cones. The offensive line
worked on getting a quick first

step, blocking techniques and
double-teaming a defensive lineman, then switching off to a
charging linebacker.
The defensive unit worked
on stopping the run, stuffing
the ballcarrier before he could
find a gap, while the safeties
and defensive backs individually worked on dropping back
into coverage, then sprinting
and charging the ballcarrier.
The
defensive
linemen
worked on staying still and not
flinching for an offsides penalty, with the linemen focusing
solely on the ball in the center's hands and then reacting

when the ball was snapped by
lunging on a large pad.
The Racer special teams unit
worked on punting, extra-point
attempts and field goal attempts.
For the first time all preseason, the punting unit worked
on fake punts. The duo of Sean
O'Brien and Tyler Weiss combined to go 4-for-4 on pointafter trys and field goals from
both hashes.
The Racers returned to the
field today for the last two-aday workout of the preseason,
practicing at 8:15 a.m. and 3:35
p.m.

Staff Report
FRANKLIN, Ky. — A pair of blowout wins helped
the Murray High Tiger soccer team to a 2-1 record
over the weekend at the Franklin-Simpson Invitational.
The Tigers (3-1) opened play in the event on Friday night, smashing Fort Campbell 6-1 before falling
to John Hardin 5-3 on Saturday. Murray rebounded,
though, to hammer Glasgow 8-0 in its last contest on
Saturday.
Against Fort Campbell, Murray took control early.
as Bobby Puckett scored the first two Tiger goals off
a pair of assists by Jordan Benton after just 12 minutes of play.
Benton was on the other end of a score eight minutes later, scoring an unassisted goal to put MHS ahead
3-0. Jeremy Curd finished the first-half scoring off an
assist by Sudan Loganathan.
Curd added two more goals in the second half, as
Puckett and Dillon Ward both picked up assists.
Aldo Torres added the only Fort Campbell score
with 25 minutes left.
Murray won the battle of shots 16-2. Nolan Jackson had one save for the Tigers. while Bryce Whitson
had eight for Fort Campbell.
On Saturday, Robert Vogel and Robert Lyttle scored
two goals apiece for John Hardin in a 5-3 decision
over MHS.
The Tigers received two goals from Matt Hines and
one from Curd in the losing effort. Puckett had two
assists, while Benton had the other.
John Hardin outshot Murray 7-6. Will Hudson had
one save for the Tigers, while Ross Redmond posted
three for the opposition.
In Murray's last contest of the event, it used three
goals from Hines, two from Curd and one each from
Ward, Puckett and Loganathan to blast Glasgow.
Hines and Benton were both credited with two assists,
while Puckett and Wil Doran had one each.
The Tigers had 18 shots to only two for Glasgow.
Hudson and Jackson had one save each for Murray,
while Daniel Asnel recorded eight for Glasgow.
Murray returns to the field on Tuesday night, when
it travels to Paducah to take on St. Mary.

CUBS/CARDINALS POSTPONED
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Raining on Big Z's parade
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No MAKEUP DATE HAS BEEN ANNOUNCED YET
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hicago's Matt Murton, left, walks back to the dugout
ch Matt Sinatro after a rain delay was called during
against the Cardinals on Sunday in Chicago.

CHICAGO (AP) — Carlos Zambrano wanted to But Sunday he appeared like the pitcher who'd won
show why the Cubs gave him a whopping five-year, nine times in his previous 11 outings before the three$91.5 million dollar contract. For three innings Sun- game lapse.
day night, he did. Then the game against the St.
"I was feeling good," he said. "Beside that the
Louis Cardinals was rained out.
good news is that Milwaukee lost today, we took a
After retiring all nine batters he faced, Zambrano half-game, so we're still in first place."
looked sharp, relieved and relaxed after getting his
The Brewers lost to the Reds, 7-6, and now trail
contract situation resolved after a season of waiting. Chicago by a game in the NL Central. The Cardinals
He was certainly on track to be better than he had are four games back in third place and will send Joel
in his previous three starts.
Pineiro out to face the Cubs' Ted Lilly in Monday's
"Oh way better. Yeah," he said. "I was throwing series finale. The Cubs won the first two games on
the ball where I wanted and I was feeling good with Friday and Saturday.
all my pitches today and it was going to be a good
"For us to avoid having to face Zambrano the
game today."
whole game is probably a plus, at the expense of my
the
•bottom
But after a 1 hour, 48-minute delay in
start," said St. Louis right-hander Kip Wells, who opposed
of the third, the game was finally postponed. No
Zambrano on Sunday night.
makeup date was announced.
It had rained most of the day in Chicago but
Zambrano, who's been stuck now on 14 wins since
July 29, will have to go for No. 15 in his next start tapered off in late afternoon and then stopped in time
and he wasn't sure when that would be. He won't for the grounds grew to get the field ready in time
come hack Monday in the series finale but said he'd for the scheduled first pitch.
Chicago manager Lou Piniella said if the uncertain
he ready to pitch Tuesday or Wednesday.
Zambrano's previous three outings before Sunday status of Zambrano's future had affected the big rightwere forgettable. He had to leave one with heat-relat- hander recently, the new contract should help settle
ed cramping and then was hit hard in the other two. him down.
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NFL PRESEASON

Super Bowl rematch will be for backups
INDIANAPtiLIS (APi
('olts quarterback Jim Sorgi past
waged lir make a guest appearance in the Super HowL Nothing Way, maybe kneel down
garne'• end or hold for an
extra point
fie never got a chance had
mg up the garlic's MVP. Pes
ton Mammy
It in Monday night. Sorgs and
the tithtlf super subs will take
enter stage in the pseudiv-Super
Howl rematch between Indianapolis and Chicago
"I don't know how much
the offense will play. maybe
me or two series." he said -Then
you're going to see all the guys
who were shuttling on the sidelines List year. So it's our Super
Howl. even though the score
,Iiiestrft count "
*Me game will hardly resemble Miami's grand atmosphere.
So crazy interview sessions. no
imiipti presentation, no celebrities and thankfully, no ram
inside the RCA Dome Heck.
tickets were even available
'bursary alter the Bears returned
jilt to the Colts
But instead of seeing superstars. fans will he primarily
att.htity guys like Sorgi
Manning. the two-nnie league
515 1 and Rex Grossman might
play into the second quarter
Bears linebacker Brian UrIs.hthe 210,5 defensive player
.ml the year. might not play at
If and(.011s safety Bob Sanders
even dress
In the hack of your mind,
vou're thinking this is the team
, fill th IN- Super
that heat )
Bowl, Grossman said But its
still Just a preseason game"
1)on't mistake reality for apa
vhs
Bears c ornerbac k Charles
illman said he still gets annoyed
watching replays of the 29-17
loss, and satety Mike Brown.
who missed the game with 4
I t kit injury, tries not to think
about what could have been it
he hadn't been out with a foot
(Milt)
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Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

Call me today tor a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 filln 121 N. BYPASS • MURRAY.KY
con
arum
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iduort elexonder,kribins

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
Al Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
—
74 S0..597
Boston .
4
565
54
70
New Von
63 8051210 1/2
Toronto
16
57 65 467
Baiwnore
47 76 38226 1,2
Tamps Bay
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
-68 55 553
Cleveiend
540 1 12
57
67
Detroit
6
504
61
62
Minnesota
13
55 68 447
Kansas City
14
54 69 439
Chicago
West Division
L Pct G8
W
—
72 51 585
Los Angeles
2
69 52 570
Seattle
12
488
61 64
Cieldand
18
54 69 439
Texas
MICHAEL CONRO

AP

left, talks with receiver Marvin Harrison,
Indianapolis backup quarterback Jim Sorgi.
during the team's training camp in Terre
center, and quarterback Peyton Manning
take a snap in the Super Bowl, and the
Haute, Ind., Saturday Sorgi, who did not
Bowl rematch between Indianapolis
-Super
pseudo
the
in
other subs take center stage
and Chicago tonight.
reach the Super Bowl, Lovie
Smith and Tony Dungy. who
remain triends, also believe the
game is significant -- albeit
for a different reason.
"Whenever you get a chance
to play against the world chamSnuth said. "It's
pions. it's
Just another chance to see exactly where we are with our evaluation of our football team "
Arising Smiths priorities are
getting longer looks at rookie
tight end Greg Olsen and Devm
Hester. the Pro Bowl return
specialist who is being used more
at receiver during the preseason
Dungy. meanwhile, needs to
find replacements for five Super
Bowl starters the biggest hole
is left tackle. where the Colts
lost three-time Pro Bowler Tank
Glenn to retirement
Rookie Tony ligoh. a second-round pick. takes over on

blind side and performed reasonably well against
DeMarcus Ware last week. This
week. he's challenged by one
of the league's best and deepest defenses.
Dungy also wants to see if
new starting cornerbacks Marlin Jackson and Kelvin Hayden
continue their aggressive play.
Bears fans should remember the
unheralded Hayden, who picked
off Grossman late in the Super
Bowl and returned it 56 yards
for a TD to seal Chicago's fate.
But both teams have shown
preseason results Mean little
when the regular season starts.
Chicago went 2-2 in 2006
then opened the regular season
with seven straight wins — its
best start since the 1985 Super
Bowl season.
Indianapolis lost eight of nine
preseason games in 21105 and
2106 and still managed to

become the first team in league
history with back-to-back 940
starts. The C'olts' summer misery continued with last week's
23-10 loss at Dallas, giving
them 10 losses in II preseason games.
"We'd like to win.- Dungy
said. "Fortunately for us. it has
not earned over into the regular season."
Ilse Bears should also expect
a frenzied atmosphere.
Dungy wants to begin establishing dominance at home, and
he's expecting an excitable
crowd to help in Intly's first
home game since winning the
AFC' title.
"It means a lot when you
have people accuse you of pumping up the noise and turning
up the heat because that means
people are uncomfortable there
and that's what you want,"
Dungy said.

—

Sunday's Games
N Y Yankees 9. Detroit 3
Toronto 3. Baltimore 2. 10 innings
Tampa Bay 4, Cleveiend 3, 12 innings
L A Angels 3. Boston 1
Minnesota I. Texas 0
Oakland 6. Kansas City 1
Seattle 11 Chicago White Sox 5
Monday's GOMM
Texas (Padilla 3-8)81 Baltimore
ID.Cabriera 9-12), 6.05 p m
Oakiend (Blanton 10-8) at tomato
(Marcum 10-4). 6.07 p.m
Elation (Wakefield 14.10)81 Tampa Bay
(Kazin' 9-7). 6 10 p
Sestet.(Ramirez 7-4) at Minnesota
Garza 2-3), 7 10 p.m.
Kansas Cay(Media 7-11) at Chicago
White Sox (Busty* 9-8). 7 11 1)
NY Yankees (Hughes 2-1) at A
Angeis (Moseley 4-2) 9 05 p m
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland (Carmona 14-7) at Detroit
(Jurnens 0-1) 6 05 p m
Texas (Rheinecker 1-1) at Baltimore
(Bedard 12-4) 6 05 p m
Oakland (Haven 13-4) at Toronto
(McGowan 67) 607 p m
Boston (Lester 1-0) at Tampa Bay
(Sonnanstne 2-8) 6 10 p m
Swank,(Washburn 8-10) at Minnesota
(Baker 6-5) 7 10 p m.
Kansas City (Nunez 2.0)11 Chicago
White Sox (Vazquez 10-6) 7 11 pm
N V Yankees (Mussina 8-8) at L A
Angels (Escobar 13-6) 9 05 p m

National League Standings
All limes CDT
East Division
L Pct 08
W
—
70 53 569
New York
5
528
58
65
Philadeiphia
65 59 524 5 1/2
Atlanta
56 68 45214 1/2
Ronda
55 69 44415 1/2
Washington
Division
Central
L Pct GB
W
—
63 59 516
Chicago
1
63 61 508
Milwaukee
4
483
62
58
St Louis
8
56 68 452
Houston
54 69 439 9 1/2
Cincinnati
11
52 70 426
Pittsburgh
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
71 54 568
Arizona
4
66 57 537
San Diego
1/2
6
516
60
64
Los Angeles
7
63 60 512
Colorado
54 70 43616 1/2
San Francisco

Sunday's Games
Atlanta 6. Arizona 2
San Francisco 6 Honda 5
N V Mets 8. Washington 2
Pittsburgh 8. Philadelphia 4
Cincinnati 7 Milwaukee 6
San Diego 5 Houston 3
L A Dodgers 4 Colorado 3
St Louis at Chicago Cubs ppd rain
Monday's Games
San Francisco 10111z 2-3) at Florida
(Mitre 5-6) 12 05 p m
St Louis (Pines° 2-1) at Chicago Cubs
(Ley 13-5) 1 20 p m
Atlanta IT Hudson 14-5) at Cincinnati
(Dumatrait 0-1). 6 10 p m
Washington (Redding 2-3) at Houston
(Jennings 2-8) 7 05 p m
Pittsburgh (Moms 7-81 at Colorado
Jimenez 2-2) 8 05 p m
Milwaukee (Gallardo 4-3) at Arizona
(Davis 10-10). 8 40 pm
Tuesday's Games
LA Dodgers (Tomko 2-10) at
ia
Philadeiph (Kendrick 5-3). 605 p m
San DI090 (Young 9-4) at NY Mets
(Maine 13-7), 6 10 pm
Atlanta (James 9-9) at Cincinnati
(Livingston 3-3) 6 10 p m
Washington (Hanrahan 2-11 at Houston
(Rodriguez 7-11) 7 05 p m
Florida (Barone 0-1(11 St Louis
(Wainwnght 11-9i 7 10 p m
Pittsburgh (Armes 2-3) at Colorado
(Dessens 1-1) 8 05 p.m
Milwaukee (Bush 9-9) at Arizona
IL Hernandez 9-7). 8 40 p m
Chicago Cubs (Marquis 10-7) at San
Francisco (Lincecum 7-3), 9:15 p.m

NASCAR

R.01,2FIC4S
Please join us for a FRF.F
educational seminar on:
New options and surgical
treatment in Rotator Cuff
repair.

Dale; August 23, 2007
Time:6 p.m.
Location:

Henry County'
Medical Center
301 Tyson Ave.
Paris, TN 38242
Learning Center:
Classrooms 2 & 3
Presented By.

Dr. Blake Chandlet, \ I . I )
AAOS
Board Certified

This Seminar Will Provide
Valuable Information On:
• What is Arthroscopic Rotator
Cuff Repair?
• Arthroscopic vs. Open Rotator
Cuff repair
• How long is recovery?
• Who is a Candidate'?

Fo register for the seminar
or to receive more
information please call:

731-644-FIND (3463)
or 1-800-246-2508.
Or on the web at
www.hcmc-tn.urg
k limited!

301 Tyson Ave • Pans, IN 38242
731-642-1220

Dale Jr. moving forward
without signature number
WITH THE No.8
RI N1 %MING AT DEI,
JR. PREPARES
FOR LIFE AFTER
BROOKLYN. Mich. (AP)
Dale Earnhardt Jr. is excited about the future now that
he knows for sure he will have
to leave the No. 8 behind at
Dale Earnhardt Inc.
Negotiations to take his iconic number along to Hendrick
Motorsports in 2008 broke
down earlier this week, leaving Earnhardt disappointed and
putting the onus tai stepmother Teresa Earnhardt, iiwner of
the team
Dale Earnhardt
founded by his late father
'Its her number, it's her
decision." he said Sunday at
Michigan International Speedway. "My personal feelings are
disappointment But. like I said.
I kind of knew that 11 was
going to be hard to convince
her to let us have it, and that's
the case"
Earlier an the weekend. Earnhardt. NASt'Aff-s most popular driver. slid. eVkii though
he expected all along that the
talks would fail, he didn't say
anything because he hated disappointing his fans.
But. Sunday. he said he was
only looking ahead.
"I've already been thinking
about what other direction I
want.to go and we'll di, thdt
Asked what numbers he is
thinking about. Earnhardt said.
"When I'm ready to decide
and tell everybody. I'll tell
everybody then. I'm not going
to tell you everything that runs
through my head, but we got
some pretty neat stuff that we
talk about
"1 mean, it's a lot of fun,
sort of building whew we're
going to do next year. ... We
definitely were planning to have
to go in this direction, so we
got our game together and.
whenever we decide and whatever we decide. I think that
I'm going to be excited about

7°441
e

LUKE BRODBECK / AP

Dale Earnhardt Jr waits in the garage area dunng practice for the NASCAR 3M Performance 400 auto race at
Michigan International Speedway in Brooklyn, Mich., Saturday
kind of get over the idea that nate a new contract with DEI
we're not going to be No. 8 that would have kept him in
no more, which I'm fine with the No. 8 and given him conthat and. hopefully. my fans trot of the team.
can do the same and we'll
build on a new identity"
AIR" Wt111$4169.1it
la.
Max Siegel. president of
Lindy Salter
rip
global operations for DEL said
mow law)ram* Apo
he and DEI tned their best to
r
To ie. a yria ex Nuance
work out a deal with Earn, wow
rein
hardt and the Hendrick team.
..1111 liN IOW. 14. • 113-11843
"I understand his frustration
and his disappointment," Siegel
W,radio
said 'We share similar disapToday
the
way
LEAGUE BASEBALL
the
in
LITTLE
pointment
2
pm.
future's going (with Earnhardt
ESPN — World Series. pod
lea% mg). But. again, we're
rourx1 Hamillon Ohe vs Lake
Oswego Ore at Willemaport Pa
going to support him and we're
3 p.m.
going to do everything we can
ESP42 — World Semis pool PEllY
to represent Dale Earnhardt Inc
round Apeldoorn Netherlands vs
lAsuacsbo Venezuels.iiVVIlleinepoeL
in a positive way.
Ps
"As (Junior) said, I don't
I FAL
fans
the
to
know what to say
ESP'S — World genes pool play
round Walpole Mess vs Warner
I certainly don't expect them
Retina CM at Willarrepon Pa
to understand. Hopefully, foie
7 p.m.
will
years from now. people
ESP442 — World Sines Pool Plalf
round TaiChung Tereran vs Mend*
say nice things about Dale
Menai at WIllenseporl Pa
he
will
this
and
Inc
Earnhardt
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
-9 p.m
a part of our growth process
ESPN2 - N V Yankee, L A Angel,
This was Just the latest failed
NFL FOOTBALL
negotiation between the driver
pm.
11
ESPN — Preseason Chicago Si
and DEI Earnhardt tned and
inclined:Ws
"I think my fans will be failed earlier this year to negoexcited about it and we just
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
Lefai
Notice
CONSTRUCTION OF
CALLOWAY COUNTY HEALTH CENTER MEMORY LANE
MURRAY,KY 42071
FOR
CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF HEALTH
The Calloway County Board of Health will receive sealed bids for the construction
of the above referenced project as described herein and as set fort in the contract
documents
In general, the project consists of construction of a new single-story, 9,950 square
foot Health Center, to be built at the above referenced location
Divunona of work include, but are not limited to, site clearing, earthwork, termitecontrol, hot-mix asphalt paving, lawns & grimes, cast-in place concrete I limited
applications), cast stone, unit masocury assemblies, cold-formed metal framing,
metal fabrications, rough carpentry, metal-plate-connected wood trusane interior
architectural woodwork, building insulation, polymer-based exterior insulation &
finish system, asphalt shingles, siding, sheet metal flashing & trim, Join sealants,
steel doors & frames, flush wood doors, aluminum-framed entrances & storefronts,
glaring, gypsum board asaemblies, acoustical panel ceilings, resilient floor tile, carpet, painting, fire extinguisher cabinets, toilet A bath accessories, mechanical &
electrical
Bids will be received for the above project until 2.00 PM_ Prevailing Time jin the
21821 day of SEPTEMBER 2007 at the Calloway County Health Center, 701 Olive
Street, Murray, KY 42071, at which time and place all bids will be publicly opened
and read aloud.

BUSINESS.& SERVICE DIRECTORY
"PUBLIC NOTICE"
STEPS ARE BEING TAKEN

Proposed forma of contract documents are on file at the office of J Patrick Kerr
Architects, Inc 1117 North 8th St., Post Office Box 2266, Paducah, KY 42002
2266, and at Fame, McIntosh, Tremper, Inc., PO. Box 7209, Paducah, KY 42002
7209. and will be available on and after itd/GUST 21. 2007

TO IMPROVE MANY FACETS OF OUR
OVERALL OPERATION FOR THE
BETTERMENT OF THE FAMILIES WE SERVE.
ONE OF THOSE STEPS IS TO VALIDATE THE
INFORMATION IN OUR CEMETERY FILES WITH
ALL OF OUR PROPERTY OWNERS

Associated General Contract.,
1623 Highway 121 Bypass
Murray, KY 42071

National Construction News
1133 West Mill Road, Ste 107
Evansville, IN 47710

Dodge Reports
1604 Elm Hill Pk #200
Nashville, TN 37210

FW Dodge Corp
1811 Cargo Courts
Loutionlle, KY 40299

Builders Exchange
2330 Meadow Drive
Louisville, KY 40218-1372

Copies of the documents may be obtained from Paducah Blueprint & Supply
Company, 999 Broadway, Paducah, KY,(270) 444-6171, by depositing •company
check in the amount of Two Hundred Dollars 11200 001, made payable to the
Callow/ay County Board of Health for each set of documents so obtained An additional amount will be charged for shipping and a separate check must be made
payable to Paducah Blueprint & Supply Co. The amount of the shipping charge is
available from Paducah Blueprint & Supply Co The $200 00 plans deposit will be
refunded to each person who returns the plans & specifications in good condition to
Paducah Blueprint & Supply Co. within ten days after bid opening
The Calloway County Board of Health reserve, the right to reject any or all bids &
to waive any formalities in the bidding No bid shall be withdrawn for a period of
forty-five day*(45) subsequent to the opening of bids.
Bidders must comply with the President's Executive Order Nos. 11246 and 11375,
which prohibit discrimination in employment regarding race, creed, color, sex, or
national origin Bidders must comply with Iltle YI oldie Civil Rights Act of 1964,
and Anti-Kickback Act, Section 3 Segregated Facilities, Section 109 and the
Contract Work Hours Standard Act
Attention is called to the provision for equal employment opportunity and payment
of not lees than minimum salaries and warm as set forth in the specifications must
be paid on this project
Bidders must certify that they do not and will not maintain or provide for their
employees any facilities that are segregated on the basis of race, color, creed or
national origin.
Federal law prohibits discrimination on the grounds of race, color, national origin,
religion, age, handicap. and sex in this project Minority firms are particularly
encouraged to participate
For those projects with HUD-CD13G Funding, the Agency shall require a telephone
Telecommunication Device for the Deaf iTDD), which has been established via an
800 number for the hearing impaired Call I-800-247-2510 and an 'interpreter' will
connect the caller with the requested person/slate office
The successful bidder will be required to furnish and pay for Satisfactory
Performance and Payment Bond(s)
•No plans and specifications will be issued after the date of the pre-bid conference
Calloway County Board of Health.
Larry Mans,Chairman

DEI
im in

NOTICE or HEARING
CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
The Calloway County Board of Education will hold a public hearmg in the
Calloway County Board of Education meeting room. 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray. Kentucky on September 4, 2007 at 800 p m to hear public comments
regarding a proposed general fund tax levy of 37 80 cents on real property and
:19 90 cents on pereonal property

con-

ST

The General Fund tax levied in fiscal year 2007 was 394)0 cents on real property
and 394)0 cents on personal property and produced revenue of $4,194,739 91 This
proposed General Fund tax rate of 37 80 mote on real property and 39.90 emits on
personal property is expected to produce $4.399,137 42 Of this amount
$663.621 10 is from new and personal property The compensating tax for 2008 is
36 30 cents on reel property and 394)0 cents cm personal property and is expected

MANAGEMENT ASKS IF YOU ARE AN
OWNER, PLEASE CONTACT OUR OFFICE AT
753-2654 SO WE CAN HELP YOU AND
YOUR FAMILY.
FOR APPOINTMENTS PLEASE CALL
753-2654 BETWEEN MON.-FRI. 9 A.M.-5 P.M.
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
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THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
Mip Wiinted
A child needs you'
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-4439004
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Certified Nursing
Assistants
We offer
competitive wages and
an excellent benefit
package Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street
Hwy
641S
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
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The General Assembly has
nation contained herein

minilett

publication of this advertisement and altar

The Calloway County Board of Education will hold • special called meeting in the
callow/ay County Board of Education meeting room 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray. Kentucky on September 4, 2007 at 6 30 p n to appro.e the shove proposed tax levies
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NOTICE
The Ftioral year the 2008-07 Annual Financial Report of the Murray Independent
School District has been posited on the Diet/set weliente. for public viewing If you
snob to stew this report. go to the following addreee
of
idillairnallalldikEeltheansad Cita or.fthe'ut Us* It the to1, the Me.
463
then Tinsisciad Info " This has been published in accordance with KRS 160
and KM 42410
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All Occasion Trassponstaos • Airport Service•Certified Driven

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $992 on Part A, $131 on
Part B Call me for more information
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILM FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

"How To Protect A Lifetime
Of Savings"
'14.4% is guaranteed on first year

money.

— PREPLANNING

—
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangenient Specialist

Avoid inflationary cost

'No risk to principal because it is guaranteed
'The rate is subtect to change so call now
(270)210-2533
If you have, 401-K, 403-13, Stocks, Mutual
Funds, CD's or other retirement investments.

Call Ron Sallin (Agent)
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell 270 210-2533

Al Types of Refuse Service

to 1-800-585-6033

Sip Warilsd

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
Set up Pre-Thana Trust.

COFFEE Shop
Manager
Fidalgo Bay Coffee
Shop. Murray, KY, is
seeking an experienced manager to join
its bansta team. The
job requires proven
management
skills,
organization
and
scheduling experience
and a solid customer
service background.
Responsibilities
include working with
Our
outstanding
employee team, providing exceptional customer service, determining
marketing
strategies, maintaining
inventory system and
Enjoying
scheduling.
coffee is a plus. Salary
benefits offered.
Send resume to Attn:
Sara Fineman, PO Box
1402,
Murray, KY
42071. Attn: Coffee
Shop
Manager
Position.

Tony Travis
270-753-2279

270-753-2311

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry IsaacsIKaren Isaacs, Chimers
libteasimiLld Fasherw.iPtrykei

Whirlpvel

ime uable55 0%1,01
OM

it,

Appliance
& Electrical Repair
Hazel, KY 42049

226-9398
492-8191

Paving - Sealcoatmg - Hauling

TN LiCa58393• KY UnICE60221 ME9837

Serving West KY & West TN For 23 Years

Call Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
at 753-1916
and place your ad today!

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork corn.
By default.,
Murray and local ioh
listings will appear on
this website.
However. a. a national
website. not all listings
on the nihnetwork cool
Are placed through
ific Murray Ledger
ai Times Please call
us it you havc any
ouestions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings Thank you

BUSINESS
ASSISTANT We are a growing Dental practice
looking for an individual
with a great personality
to grow with us Dental
expenence preferred
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-A. Murray,
KY 42071

WANTED- counter and
warehouse help. Must
be self motivated and
able to follow verbal
and written instructions Some electrical
experience preferred
but not required Will
person
train
nght
Benefits include paid
vacation, 401k, and
insurance_ Apply in person at Murray Supply.
204 East Main St
Murray. KY No phone
calls please See Keith
or Kathy

HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 'PIM*
daily 7 days a week.
S91r after paid
training Benefits
Contact us now!
1-888-974-JOBS or
www 1 888974iolisixon

Miss

Lresi
Robes

Lead
Notice

Invitation Tiz11141
The City of Murray will receive sealed BIDS for the Bee Creek Sewer
Interceptor Relocatioa of approximately 706 linear feet of 16' DIP gravity
*ewer. 74 linear feet of 10' DIP gravity sewer. and installstion of 2 manhole*
with all related work as specified and shown on the Drawings Bids will be
accepted by the City of Murray at the City Clerks Office in the City Hall
Boat's', 104 North 6th Street, Murray. KY 42071 until 200 p.m. (Local
Time, Ilikiebdiay. September IS, 1007. and then •t said office publicly opened
and resit aloud in the 2nd Floor Council Chambera of City Hall Award shall
be made on the basis of lowest hid price, experience. workload, and ability to
meet schedules The above is a general description and is not an all inclusive
het of project dense he which the eantreeter i, responsible The work to be
completed or detailed in this Bid Packer. Specifications and Dressings
Copase of the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS may he obtained at the Cily_liall
Btalltigaiit4lige3MMAIM41LNISMeial.MMEIMYJa.42011 for the cost of•
NUS retstaidebie deposit.
Bide Atoll be eccompanied by a bad bond or•certified check payable to the
of the bid to *maitre
City of Murray in the amount equal to five percent
the etereUtion ads. contract few which the bid Is made
The OWNER reeervee the right to reject any and all BIDS anti waive any for:
malities in the bidding No BID shall he withdrawn for • penod of sixty
days subsequent to the opening of the BIM without the ronoent of the
OWNER

vl•

Does Your Policy Pay l005 of
the Deductibles?

Limousines & Vans

TRAVIS ASPHALT

060
Mice

Lou V. McGary

411.

Commercial Waste
Disposal

753-1752
I

INSURANCE

1111.0'0 liabP4,00

to produce *4.242,06823
The genera/ areas to which revenue of $204,397 51 above 2007 revenue IS to be
allocated are as follows cost of collections. 66.669 41, building fund, S83.201 87
under funded salary mandates $146,036 23

Wear Headquarters

11101111fr MEMORIAL GARDEN

Copies of the documents will also be on file at the following locations for examina
Uon by interested parties
Associated General Contractors
2201 McCracken Blvd
Paducah, KY 42001

AT

Ceespirte Format

MISR 111:11011AL ULM;

A pre-bid conference is scheduled for Wednesday. SEPTEMBER 12_ 2007 at 9
AM Prevailing Time, at the Calloway County Health Center

/ AP

VISA

020

010

precce at
Sat-

day.

Professional Position Available
The West Kentucky Educational Cooperative. 420 Wells Hall,
Murray State University, Murray, Kentucky, is accepting resumes
for the position of Director of an American History Grant Project
that provides training for area American History teachers and
promotion of quality instruction.
Applicants must hold a Baccalaureate Degree in American
History or a related field from an accredited institution. Master's
Degree, high school teaching and administrative experience preterred. Position otters a maximum of 185 days of employment
annually. Salary and benefits commensurate with approved
salary schedule of the West Kentucky Educational Cooperative.
Position available for immediate employment.
Interested applicants must submit a written letter of Interest and
a professional resume to include a listing of references.
Submit to:
John C Settle, Executive Director
West Kentucky Educational Cooperative
420 Wells Hall
Murray State University
Murray. Kentucky 42071
Resumes accepted through Friday, August 31, 2007

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
APO'? at
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-6111
ENERGETIC
sales
help wanted for paint
and flooring center
Call 759-4979

EtCeP

to I•ower n1 I Anil,

'
Help to Help Aid%'
Be a osier Parent

CALVERT CITY
CONVALESCENT
CENTER, INC.
"JOIN OUR QUALITY FIRST TEAM"
100 Bed SNF/NF, Non-Profit Facility
immediate Openings For CNAs, All Shifts:
Expenenced Restorative CNAs.
Days and Weekends; CMA, Afternoon and
Weekend Shift, RN/LPN, 7 PM to 7 AM
Weekends and Charge Nurses All Shifts
Shift Premiums, Excellent Pay and
Benefits Based On Expenence
Apply In Person To
Human Resources, Mon.-Fri. 8A114-4PM
110

Convalescent Drive,
City, KY 42029, EOE

Calvert

(270)898-1293
(866)30NECCO
PART time recePRonist/coordinator needed
for construction equipment rental company
Fax resume to
(270)527-9497
ask for Cynthia
(270)527-9494
VENDING —sales Dad
time 4PM-9PM Con
270-444-9989

Adecco
or SION.011ISST MORI

IS NOW HIRING for INDUSTRIAL MAN
TENANCE
and
ADMINiSTRATIVE
positions
Maralmance pootioe regains everience isCNC machine.,
Igloos, and mills Adaratite positions require previom
expaieste es account* ad pinioning Com** an
online application IC lapalleepp adecco corn, zip code
42001 You MUST call 800-403-07970 when completed
Induorial poeticise 113911112 00Att drug 'crafting

.4DECCO

',/,•••••••••• -•••••••••■111•••••••••••••••••-.•'.••••

4B • Monday, August

•

11..
./.•••••

•

•

.•

CLASSIFIEDS

20, 2007

BIOMEDICAL
EQUI1PMENT .
TECHNICIAN(BMET)
lienp,, County Medical Center is seeking a
Biomedical Equipment Technician. The
Biomedical fechructan is responsible to
maintain. repair and perform preventive
maintenance On 5/1101.1s hospital medical
equipment including Lax iratory, surgery,
sits) signs, physiological monitoring sfsterns including hardwired and telemetry.
lhc technician will also 4S5151 in main1.(niny telephone and data infrastructure
Applicant must have an Associate of
Applied
Science
in
Biomedical
Engineenng (Equipment Technology) or
equtialent training in biomedical equipment repair. Also required is a minimum
of three (3) years experience working in a
hospital environment maintaining medical
equipment
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including health, vision, dental,
and retirement. Interested candidates
should staid r resetnestrupply to person.

Henry County Medical Center
PA). Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472
.
I 1..1 I .ipcxxtusury

Eu.spirct

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

FULL-TIME positions
as residential providers
available for communi
ty based
residential
program for developmentally
disabled
adults Our company
offers venous shifts but
all openings are nights
and weekend shifts
We offer opponundy lot
advancement, excel
ant benefits including
paid training. 401K
medical.dental insur
mice. paid holidays.
vacation and sick
leave Please awry in
person at Community
Alternatives
of
Kentucky 102 Caky
Drive ()onion KY
HELP wanted at arbys
Night time positions
Apply ;n person at 507
N 12th
HELP
wanted
Maintenance
repair
Person
needed to
maintain 30 group
nOrnes
Must have
knowledge of general
maintenance. minor
electrical minor plumbng. some carpentry
Must have a minimum
two years back •
ground in maintenance
repair Bring qualifica•
lions to Community
Altematrves at 102
CAKY Dm, Banton.
KY 270-527.2255 You
must apply in person to
be considered tor this
opening We offer a
rode range of benefits
to our
employees
including vocation. hobWy pay medical insur•
woe, dental insurance.
others
IMMEDIATE need lot
carpet layers helper
Apply at Jo* Smrth
Carpel 753-6680
INSiDE
Safie
Representative Pella
Window and Door is Wi
need of entry level
inside Sales NIP In
the Murray. KY show-

NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS F01•
THE MANAGER'S
POSITION AT
HILL DALE
APARTMENTS
IN HARDIN KY
Paid vacation and
nee/in insurance available 40 hrsevik We are
seeking someone with
a good work record
Previous experience
with properly manage
merit anctor the HUD
Section 8 program
would
be
ideal
Employment
Credit
and Cnmtnal histories
will be checked This
position includes heavy
paperwork personnel
supervision marketing
and contact with the
public To be successfl you must be discipaned organized arid
sett motivated We also
require a neat preleltsional
appearance
proper

grammar and
legible
hancginting
This is a tough property
and requires a 1000^
individual Do not apply
unitise you are seeking
long form employment
and we open to chal
lenge
Equal
Opportunity Employer
Please submit a corn
plies resurne t or come
by and M out an save
cation
at
Heildale
Apartments 64 Maisie
Lane r301 Hardin KY
42048

NOW taking applK•
bons for all posnions
and all stuns Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in 217 S 12th
St Murray, KY No
phone cello
PART.TIME office help
Some telephone Mar
kr/Ong experience help
lui
Local
office
Monday. Wednesday
and Friday PAM 3F4.4
Write PO Box 2426
Paducah, KY 42002

Firaceca Denim

Armory
We are now accepting
registration
for the
SAWN proceth through
class which begins
product
derNonstra
non, tech assist tor Sept 8 2007
You will be trained on
waili in customer
It
preparing cuesomer for Saturdays
for
crowd* sales team week* allowing you to
,:nntact and general keep your present lob
"co duties Itxtvidual *Mae you gem skills tor
must be energetic an a rewarding career
•Rcellent comfnuflorAlMost dental ammetents
have evenings -tot Awl organized. and
have strong computer ends and holidays off
For more information
skills
Constructiombudding and registration forms
products knowledge visor our
website
fielphir
but
not wens boetaidentai core
required Reese a-onaa Or cal our office
Dr Chariot Bonie
or fat cover getter
returns end salary 270-442-02%
Financing Available
rogue/emeriti
to
Enrolment is Leneedf
;Ob•pelladif•Ct COM
1016-346 3864
PT/FT-Assort
r0Orri

involve

Petition

initiating

the

MOO
hiring
ashens cooks and
.nrn waders Must be
available log at shills
Appry in woman 208 N
12th Si
10 C.

"2
1 r

Mairesnarioearid
groundassork.
435-2345

kicURITY-

guard
opening MUrray we.
IANt be dependable
notable Fax resume to
270-444-03119

We make house calls at
no extra charge'

••••••••

to•tle
nes...to
,
•

46.• 01 tom tominlipi
•••• •moll•••••••••1

eis wow •
sw•

aZik etigspon awn
pony looking tor
or
ors Traneportabon
must tiernediee Man
inias 2
,
0-435-4778

Woe
Looking for
entiling
morning lk lunch
help FITT.
Apply in
person
at Werwiy's

vinyl replacement
windows by:
RESICOM CONTRACTORS
210-227-2115
•
tf 270-293-1899

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

i'anous Computing Services

(Inc And Two Bedroom
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

35/hr!

SPECIAL RATE: ONLY

Call 270-205-9490 Or see 4s
flailp
leatercomputerrepair corn

Office Hours 8 am.- 12 p.m..6
1 p.m to 4 p.m.
12l

Lees hoper
Labor Day
LAKEFRONT SALE
I. AC - $74,900
irs/ BOAT DOCK
Pay NO Closing
Costal
Beautifully wooded
waterfront on Kentucky
Lake Excellent financing. Call now 1-800704-3154, x.1442

150
&ream
Peril.
SPORTSMAN S
ANCHOR RESORT
I MARINA
Hearsokeeping
Position Available
Looking for honest
haniworlung aid/Wu
ski able to work any
day of the week
Pert time positions
Applications now being
accepted.
Sportsman's Anchor
Resort & Manna
U S Highway 68E
Benton KY 42025
Please Call For
Appointrient 270-3546568

e

WANTED Responsible
party to take on small
Monthly payments on
High Definition Big
Screen TV
1 800 398 3970

Applases

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
Square Muria.

CLEANING tog Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
759-9553

Computer
10Connection
3 Sycamore - 752-0438
Conant SeissISeroce
Notelolung Services
Uor NOW ilsoi*Raclw
MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759 3556
*ant x Bui
ANTIQUES Cal Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH peed for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th,
Murray
6000 used refrigerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters. air conditioners
baseboard
heaters Usei -arpet
wig 753-410'.
I \
1.N 1 II
Ill `kik 11.'414.-.
.1'snempli plait-up
as WW1&
•Isirm prig.
.•
At.% St 10PtItisi
753-5540
150
/Ades
Peril.
07 Hot tub brand new
in package 6,7 person
lots of lets digital,
azoneator water tati
cover. retail $7 300
must sell $3 600
(573)300-1031
2 burial plots in Elm
Grove Cemetery $400
each Phone 759 4665
for more info

EXTREMELY nka
26R. 0114 apt- spacious living 8 When
area, loaded in•great
neighborhood If Interested call 2173452
UVE Oak Apes.
Nirwly Remodeled
I BR $29000
2BR $34000
3BR $42500
$100 deposit special
tor qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today Its appointment

(270) 753-1713
WASHER & Dryer.
$225-S250 753-4109

5-PIECE solid oak wal
und $900 Solid oak
table with 4 chairs and
table leaf. $400
270-167.2229
SOFA. loveseat chair
tables, pictures. lamps
rugs. accessories All
good condition Great
prices, 753-8673

Howes For Si.
OWNER
FINANCE
98 38R 28A $5000
clown $645 Meth 1
acre 72 Sundance
753-1011
18X80 mobile home
Custom
cabinets.
$10500270-293-0115
1998 16X80 Clayton
mobile home. 38R.
28A, 200-amp, excond Must be moved.
Kirksey, KY $18.000
270-293-7090
ki
-of Fleetwood 16x80
38R 28A, extra nice
270-489-2525
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERSI Zero down! Your
land or family land
731-664-4921 Ends
st 15

NON-SMOKING 1BR
unfurnished apt . water
paid, available now, no
pets 753-5980
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3beoroom Apts
We accept Sact19"
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Ants
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportundy
TDD 11-800-648-6056

RED OAKS APTS.
Speelel
Slot) Deposit
1BR $325
213FI $375
Call Toclayt
753-11010.
VERY Close to MSLP
Affordable one bedroom apartment mci
basic kitchen appliances and covered
picnic area Starting 0
$205/no 227-4654

2 bedroom, 1 bath 2
car garage. washer.
Completely
dryer
remodeled,
many
extras
$550 Plus
deposit No pets
753-8944. 226-8150
2. 3 8 48F1 houses
a deposit
required. 753-4 I 09

Lease

Name kr Ibmi
AIR IBA 12x72. partially furnished 166
Roiling Acres Ln $350
searrity. $350 month
No pets 753-8558
SMALL 28R 1225
753-6012

$110 per month Newer
homes only 492-8486

219 Wood-awn 38R
IBA, computer room,
new CAVA. stove,
refrigerator. rig', pets
considered $875 •
depose 759-1771
2BR in city, fenced
backyard $4254no
deposit 753-4751
3 BR, 1 1/264, SW of
town, large yard.
garage. appliances.
$750/rno • deposit.
references. NO PETS
753-7920
311-FI IBA C/FPA.

I OR 2tir wiz new
2 crypts at Murray downtown
Murray
Memorial
Gar dens starting at S200imo
side-by-side
inside 753-4109
Chapel level 2 Meese
18R duplex CM/A. all
co 01791750-4811
aPPliancips tumrshed
2 curio cabinets. 7
including mai no pets
therms oath. AA of
$350 month 402-8 N
colonial village II
Ilth 436-2731
accessories $110000
IBA near MSU other
Cal after 5prn
locations medal:de.
(270)227-1974
aPplarices Coleman
APPROX 400 board ft
RE 753-9898
cedar lumber Venous tan al appliances fur:
rodess. On long. $350
rushed,
University
(270)293-0237
Heights Subdivision
Deposit.
CINDERELLA
prom No pots
dresses 1 IAN 4 yel- S325ernonth 753-4937
low 1 size biu• $150 or 753-1551
t8Ft. venous locations.
each 270-492-6614
COOKBOOKS for sale $200•9300 Coleman
Codling Favontlis of RE 753-9908
29R duress. nice.
Faxon 2nd edition
CAVA. whence* bur130. recipes $8 each
noshed Venous locoCall Deets* 753-0970
eons Coleman RE
293-3546
7S3-11018
Murray Memorial 29R chyme, Noe
C/WA washer, dryer
Gardena
appitancee shed II
2 Crypts
deck
teitA
de chapel
Ridgewood lease
deposit $475 mo nO
pets 753 799 t 226'--1001
28P
OWA.

e

(270)247-0335

IP
REPlanc
7S3-reSe
Cdsmir
2EIR, evenerterye..
PAM neighbOMIXXL ne

pets S475/morills •
deposit 753-0919
NEW pool MON. never 4104 28A, al epeeused l'-siale solid enrol central WA
wood carved legs. P. C.olemen RE 733-9808
occ package *Vass SCiliteIWOOD eon$4500
selling tor dentiodumes. Al eeell$1500
must sett encee behead
(S73000- 1031
1374001.

GaC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m IA-F

AL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
EXCaled at 72(15 4th St

270-436-5496

270-293-6906

753-8221
NEAR ono/wady 1.
28R apts 753-1252.
753-0606
NICE 28R duplex, carport, no pets. 2273054 753-7457

usu.

swami."aw

Lifetime glass breakagewarranty On

150 Diuguld Drive • Murray, KY 42071

lle DAMN

Nap WINN

Murray Ledger & Times

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside (*mate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Sale 8 clean
We sell boxes,
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905,
293-1480
Office Spice:
Economical single furnished offices for lease
with common board
room CENTURY
21 .ask tor Loretta
753 1492
SHOP for rent
121 North
1 ma. outside city
*3 Bays
*Large Parking area
*Water provided
*Natural Gas Heat
*Air conditioned office
*Available for storage
1270)753-2486

AKC Golden Retriever
puppies Parents on
premises $300
270-395-8396
DOG Obedience
438-2858
REGISTERED
Miniature
Schnauzer
pups
Black male.
female
and
Silver
temaie Vet checked.
shots wormed. tails
docked. $500
293-1482
SHIBA
Mu
males. $50
270-382-2831

Pups.

puppies
SHIH-TZU
AKC, CKC. dew ciaws
removed,
shots.
wormed.
male
8
female $300- $350
270-251-0310 after 11
AM

an

socuancess. $475
Brand new 38R 264 xi
Hazel C/I-VA. all new
aPpliances. $525
References. deposit
lease No pets
753-1059
36R. 2 NM home on
was with private dock
WO month 759-9046
436-5258
EXCEPTIONALLY nice
3 bedroom 2 bath
home with farnity room
2 car grope large
lanced yard. attic stasis", all appliances
Located
in
Oaks
Country Club Golf
Course
communtty
$900/mo
(270)759.
5186 or (270)293-7085

litepleate
A&F Warehousing
Near IASI) $20-50
753-7688
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532906 or 753-7538

11YR OH golOng, kid
broke 270-293-0715
WHEAT straw $3 Per
bale
270-641-1806
mobile number

Al Real Estate *dyer
heed in the newspaper
is subject to the
Federal Fee Housing
Ad of HMG. as amended. irifiszh makes it a.
gal to • advertise any
Preference. limitation.
or diecrinmation based
on race, color, megiori.
sex, or nation* origin.
or an reention to maims
any such preference.
Imitation, or discrete-notion This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advielleing
for mei semis stet is
an siolifficon of lie Me
Out readers we herfferY
informed
that
all
thiselleige advertised in
this newspaper are
eyetiebre on an WINN
coporiunity basis'

LAKEFRONT
SPECIAL
3.15 AC • 5149,900
we' 2 Boat Slips!
Wooded. park-like set
brig has 2 prime WF
hornesites Great location on Kentucky Lake
Don't miss this one
call now 1-800-7043154, x 1448

1111Weep
1 to 295 acres Wes
Calloway
Owne
financing
489-2116
leave message
16
acres
on
Backusburg
Road.
Kirksey
489-2994,
(270)831-0419

'"OWNER
FINANCING"'
405 S 5th St 38R
IBA, $3,000 down,
$450 month. 7531607 Kirkwood
Elegantly remodeled,
redecorated, nice lot,
trees, excellent location, completely updated many modem
features, 2BR, 2-BA,
master with whirlpoolwalk-in shower. LA
sunroom wiriay windows great room- nice
FP- gas-logs, French
doors to deck, updated kitchen and dinInc area, nice almond
cabinets & appliances.
new roof & covered
guise's, CAVA. Must
see to appreciate.
(270)753-8029
1710 Magnolia Orhie,
4-8R. 3-BA, LA. DR.
eat-in kitchen, recreation room. Well maintained. 227-5414
3 BR 1 Bath Murray
school drstricl. CA-1/A.
newts, remodeled
227-0345
FSBO: 1.900 ite4ft.
brick home 4 bed/2
bath, large
eat-in
kitchen. Irving room,
oversized family room
wrfireplace and builtins. Murray schools, 2
car garage w/workshop, spacious fencedin backyard $148,000.
978-1026
FSBO
148
Edinborough Dr W
38R 28A
approx
2,200 sq ft , bonus
room, 3 years old
(270)978-2852
FS80 Gatesborough
1,1-level. 48R 38A, itground
Pffnl,
$250.000. 293-2418

ThrliEk
So 0010 as

FUTRELL'S Tree
2000 Ford F550 truck
Service
with 14' Supreme box
removal,
bed. VIO engine, like -TrImmrng,
new, 1 owner, 4,000 stump grinding, fireactual miles, garage wood. Insured.
kept. 753-6660 or 978- 489-2839.
0402
1997 Ford F-150, 4x4,
leather. ext cab, brush
guard, custom grille.
spray in bed liner.
$5,800. 227-8.414 or
753-9609
Nikes
1995 20' Playbuoy
pontoon boat. 85 HP
Force engine. $5,500.
Very good condition
(270)436-6124 ask for

LAM
LAWN SERVILE
Mowing, Manicuring
& landscaping
Sati*lar lion guaranteed
Call 753-1816
or 227-0611

uiI

LAMB ESP'MIMES

Since 1986
24 moue Sitnifice
Res., Corn., & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or %Mal,

Moving Experts
I ocatil.ong Distances
deril I'crew. if. Insured
Free estimates
loran% neglect operated
Sen-4110-1 %SIR 1s2i

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional-Trate
Service Complete tree
removal, etc Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
gunk & tree work
Joe's Mower
repair pick-up, delivery 436-2867
A-I

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry
additions. decks
Hauling clean up gunk
Garage yards
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

\!lichen Bros.
Pas jug
„
759-0301
753-1537

mounted

1980 CJ-7 Jeep 334 V8 new beck met and
gas tank 227-0956
eller SPM

2006 ((is
Amami
loaded 18,000 miles
914.909 090 Mao
1994 molorhorne 71531078. 752-0448
1998 OWN 310 NOW
eledublik*
larallver.
loaded Healed eases
and minors Sunroof.
excetfent
40 inpg
contemn. 5 speed.
85.003 meet Cal 2707SIMPIS2 sPat GPM
97 Hondo CMC. *Mr
(270419.5090

&
It

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No job to,small
Free estimates.

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
PURCHASE Area
Hypnosis
Learn Relaxation
Relieve PTSO and
Anxiety.
(270)436-5927
THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
OCCUr.
Readers
using this information do so at their
own risk Although
persons and companies
mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
any
responsibility
whatsoever for their
act/Mies

WHITE
CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in poured
concrete basements
Licensed & Insured

519-2713

BACKNOE

Cell 753-5606

JOE'S JOBS

Hill Electric
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Start,

Attention

Tobacco Farmers
Irrigation services
available
Call
(270)293-7109

753-4344• 227-5644
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USED TIRES

HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete. carpentry, and masonry
work. Home 731-247333
59 or Cell 731-23459

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Vat IS eV,iili'

iris

OCISIMMA/011 5iit dramas
759-1151 • 293-

HOUSE wash special
$89.00 up to 1,500 sq.
ft, Sidewalk included.
Lic & Insured
(270)978-1772
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MIL'S VV,V+11
MANAGEMI

TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system. gravel.
white rock.
436-2113
Doter wort & Track
hoe
NADEAU'S
Cu
*boring •Dacke
-Vinyl siding -Al
Home Improvements
(270)11179.2111
Licensederwured
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service Al extemai
cleaning Vinyl. ferwsis
etc (270)527-7178
DOW HANDYMAN
We do at Ihe odd gibe
you don't have erne
kin
Punting. acing. roors
decks
293-5438

FREE

WILDLIFE
Food Plot
Consonants
-Deer and Turkey
•Custom planting
*Sod testing
earning and Fertilizing
•SiPraying
*Bedding area Design
and Construction
•Wildite Trees and
Shrubs Available
(270)293-5519atays
496-8950/evenings
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Free
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Racer Football Wraps Up
With Final Scrimmage Today
— See Sports

Ending Polio Worldwide
www.rotary.org
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Rotary. Humanity in motion.
www.rotary.org
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Farming
accident
claims life
Staff Report
A 2I-year-old man was killed Monday afternoon when a combine
fell on him while he was working on Faxon Road.
Derek L. Glisson, of Dowdy Trail in Murray, was pronounced
dead at the scene at 1:15 p.m. by Calloway County Deputy Coroner
Ricky Garland.
Calloway County Coroner Mike Garland said Glisson died from
mechanical asphyxia because of crushing injuries. Glisson was
attaching a corn header to a combine when it slipped and fell on him
while he was working beneath.
The medical call came into a Calloway County dispatcher at
12:34 p.m. Monday, according to the sheriff's department activity
log.
Murray Fire Department also responded to the farming accident
for extrication purposes.

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
An SUV dnves over new "rumble stnps" that were place on Ky. 94 east of the Ky. 94/Robertson Road traffic signal to serve as
an audible warning to drivers that a traffic signal and intersection is approaching. The intersection has been the sight of three
accidents — including one fatality — in the past month.

Following three crashes, transportation
officials raising awareness of intersection
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
State highway crews are helping create
awareness at the Ky.94 and Robertson Road
after three crashes — including one fatality
— at that intersection in the past month.
Even so, the safest intersections are the
ones with attentive drivers, according to
Kentucky Department of Highways
spokesman Keith Todd.
"All intersections are dangerous to a
degree," he said. "You have to pay attention
to what other people are doing.
"We encourage people to drive defenlively," Todd said.
. In July, state highway crews installed
oversized "signal ahead" signs on Ky. 94

and additional signs to bring notice to the
traffic light on Robertson Road.
The timing of the signal also was adjusted.
Last week,"rumble strips" were installed
to alert westbound traffic of the approaching
traffic signal at the four-way intersection.
Todd said the strips, which cause a "rumble" sound when vehicle pass over them.
serve as an audible reminder to drivers who
are too often distracted.
-There is good visibility in all directions
at that intersection," he said. "We commonly see issues at rural intersections like that
because there aren't as many houses there to
make think people they should slow down."
Two of the four corners of the intersection are in the city limits.

Todd relied on a couple stories when
encouraging safe driver. Take the driving
instructor who failed a student after he ran a
red light, to which his mom inquired "'How
red was it?"
"A red light is a red light. A traffic signal
is a traffic signal," Todd said."A lot of what
we see is driver inattention."
So with that in mind, state highway crews
are trying to help drivers, but the safest
streets will be when drivers help themselves.
"We can't drive cars for people. We need
people to be engaged. When you approach a
traffic signal, don't assume the other guy
will stop," Todd said. "... Any time you try
to rush through an intersection to save a
minute at most, that's how we have some of
those horrific incidents."

Lawmakers return, begin
debate on energy bill
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Lawmakers returned to the state
Capitol on Monday for what
they hope will be a quick special
session as they begin debate on
an energy bill that is intended to
lure a $3 billion coal gasification
plant to Kentucky..
The measure appears to be on
the fast track to passage with
legislative
leaders predicting that it will
clear
the
General
Assembly by
week's end.
"It will pass
very comfort•41 ably."
said
Richards
House Speaker
Jody Richards,
1)- Bow ling Gfeen. "In my judgment, there won't be many votes
against ii"
The measure had been caught
up in an election-year political
squabble that nearly doomed it
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until House and Senate leaders Commonwealth is lobbying
hammered out a tentative agree- against the bill and has even purment after weeks of closed-door chased newspaper ads criticiznegotiations.
ing the proposal. Teri Blanton, a
The dollar value of a pro- member of the group, said she
posed
incentives
package fears it could lead to the leveling
intended to land the Peabody of even more mountaintops by
Energy coal gasification plant coal companies taking advanwould be substantial, but law- tage of the incentives.
makers say they are not certain
"It's not that we need to lure
of the actual amount.
them here." Blanton said. -The
Legislative leaders have coal is already here."
agreed to provide financial
Blanton plans to testify
incentives for all qualifying against the measure on Tuesday
companies that build alternative during a meeting of the House
fuel facilities. Early estimates Appropriations and Revenue
put the value of the proposed (.'ommittee.
Peabody incentives at $300 milIn addition to Peabody.
bon.
Houston-based ruture Fueft
Under the legislation. actual LLC has also expressed an interincentives would be decided by est in building in Kentucky. The
the
Kentucky
Economic company is working with
Development Finance Authority, Kentucky River Properties LLC
riot the General Assembly.
to develop two "clean coal"
The proposal would provide projects near Hazard, Ky.
breaks on sales taxes, income
Gov. Ernie Fletcher had
taxes and coal severance taxes included the issue on an agenda
for alternative fuel plants.
with several other items when he
The environmental group
Kentuckians
for
the •See Page 3A

3-DAY FORECAST
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Two Murray men were
arrested last week in connection
with various thefts from city,
county and university locations.
Justin L. Bearsby, 19, and
Eric T. Owens, 19, who live at
Country Hearth Inn, were each
charged with five counts of theft
by unlawful taking more than
$300 and one count each of
receiving stolen property more
than $300, third-degree burglary, possession of marijuana and
possession of drug paraphernalia, according to their arrest citations. Bearsby faces an addition-

al count of third-degree possession of a controlled substance.
Both men are due in
Calloway District Court for preliminary hearings at 9:30 a.m.
Wednesday.
Murray Police Department
charged each man with one theft
count after a 17-foot utility trailer worth $1,600 was taken from
J&D Motors on Aug. 11.
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department carried the bulk of
the charges against the men.
Bearsby and Owens were
charged with receiving stolen

•See Page 2A

WELCOME TO TOWN

TOM BERRY/ Ledger & Times
Murray State University President Dr. Randy Dunn greets students downtown Murray Monday
evening during the annual Great Beginnings program sponsored by Murray Main Street and
MSU's Town & Gown. Students were offered a special welcome to Murray by downtown businesses where they registered for a $200 cash drawing at participating stores.
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WVU regains pa

Calloway County Sheriff's Deportment
• A caller from Paientine Church Road reported at 8:13 p.m.
MORGANTOWN, W.Va.
Monday a four-wheeler stolen around 4 p m A case was opened
for theft by unlawful taking more than $300
(AP) — For the first time in 10
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
years, West Virginia University
• A dryer in a residence on Creekside Lane was on fire at 407 is back where students say it
p m Monday There was no damage
belongs, ranking as the nation's
• Firefighters assisted Mayfield Fire Department with an out-of- No. 1 party school in the
annual
control fire at 5 01 p.m Monday Four CCFR trucks responded as survey
by The Princeton
well as DES and Calloway County's American Red Cross
Review.
• A caller from Watson Road reported a subiect across the road
To the historic disappointburning trash at 6 16 p m Monday The burn in the trash barrel
ment of school administrators
was extinguished
• A subiec1 was cited for illegal burning after a fire on Kays Road who have worked hard to curb
by Van Cleave Road at 9 15 p m Monday CCFR Chief Greg underage dnnking and other
Cherry ramindedlp•stdents that people are being cited for violak rowdy behavior. WVU has been
ing the burn bartlbal is in effect until Calloway County receives among 'the top 20 party schools
enough rain to improve the dry conditions
seven times in the 15 years stuMurray State University Police Department
dent, across the nation have
• Jeffery A Goins, of Greencastle, Ind , was arrested at 528 a.m. been surveyed.
Friday at Ky 121 and U S 641 on a felony warrant from Putnam
Not since 1997, however,
County Sheriff's Department A MSU officer also cited him for have the
Mountaineers taken the
driving on a.suspended CDL license and having no tail lights
top spot. LAM year. WVU was
- Information is obtained from reports. logs
No. 3, bested by the University
and citations from various agencies
of Texas at Austin and Penn
State — both of which remain in
the top 10 this year.
WVU also ranks No. I in the
category of Their Students
(Almost) Never Study.
West Virginia sophomore
Stuart Sauer said the No. I ranking is just speculation.
"1 think there's no way to
measure that," said Sauer. 20, of
Richmond, Va. "Every school's
Special to the Ledger
a party school."
the Murray -Calloway County Chamber of Commerce is issuing
But senior Katie O'Hara said
marketing alert to the community by advising local businesses and
WVU is No. 1 because "no matcommunity members that the Calltiwas County map project being
ter what kind of party you want
solicited by Hometown Production% iii Peona. III, is not affiliated
it's here — bars, fraternities,
with the Chamber of Corium:Ise
house parties."
The tour-colot Chamber of (Oitimerte publication prialuced by
If you want to take shots all
Communitylank. the off-Kral Murray(
County map used by night. there•s a bar, no matter
the government 911 office and other ['kat agencies. is published what you want to do, it's there,"
esery other yea, and will he stinting out again m 2008
•said O'Hara.-22, from Arlington,
"We want to make sure none of our business owners c0111USC the Va,
official Chamber map with the putilts anon currently solicited under
Still. O'Hara said her mends
the Hometown Polska in ins.or t'msersal Nils company names." said "know how to manage their
lab Brockman. Chamber Lset utise Direstor -Fhe map in question time They know when to party
is not a 10LII-l010( publication and is not as detailed as the oltit ial and when not to"
liamher map
The rankings are contained in
Brockman suggests sornmunity members tall the Chamber at the 2008 edition of 'The Best
ktits f'olleges." which is based
754-5171 with questions ahout the sUITCtit map project or if businesses receise other Ass-rustily and 41011%44011p S0111:11411011% Irian on a Nurse) of 120,000 college
sompanies outside of the Murray area
students at those schools, mostly

Chamber alerts localbusinesses about
map ad solicitation

TownCrier
NOTICE
II The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p m at City Hall The agenda
includes a public hearing to
review the preliminary site
Plan for storage units behind
the Murray Business Center
at 1900 N 12th St and discussion
about
possible
changes to the fee schedule
• The Calloway County
Fiscal Court will meet at 5 30
p m in the Weaks Center
Agenda items include the
second reading on a budget
amendment regarding Fort
Heiman and the health
department
construction
structure maintenance ordi
mince and 2007 tax rate
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees will meet at 11,30
a m
Wednesday in the
board room The agenda
includes a construction
update physician recruitment update confirmation of
annual public meeting and
information on the acute
rehab open house
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adiustments will
meet
430
at
pm
Wednesday at City Hall The
agenda includes threat public
hearings to review conditional use permit applications for
storage units behind the
Murray Business Center to
allow non-related people to
live at 1403 Olive Blvd and
to operate a residential care
facility at 1636 Olive St
•To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916

II

Various thefts ...

From Front
property tot hakirty fltlftlef0t1•
signs stolen from Tennessee as
well as 11140 coolers and two
taus.
Three more theft charges
torn the sounty stern lroffl stealing a 111,010tC5l IC and tour%heeler and unlawfully using a
boat at Cypress Resort on Aug.
II Me tow wheeler Was 10%411dd. hut the 111010fi. s lie was
stolen from the Marlin Chapel
Road loijitoti at sshn h Bear-shy
and I )wens had hidden it They

used the boat and then returned
according to the citations.
Murray State University
Polar Department charged
Bearsby and Owens tor stealing
an ATV from a North Farm barn
on Aug. 1 or Aug. 4 The vehicle
is sallied at S2.500
During the insestigation,
manivana and glass pipes also
were found as well as the Xanax
that led to Hearst),'s possession
01 a lontrolled substance charge.
according to the arrest citations.
Both men are out of jail on
$5.000 cash bonds.

-i'00.4 BERRY/Ledger & Tones

DRAWING A CROWD: Murray State University students sign
up for pl200 Cash drawing as well as special offenngs from
down14
shops banks and Other businesses dunng the
annual Great Beginnings program on the Courthouse Square.
Free food drinks and special music were also a pan of the
program

school title

AP

A large crowd dances inside the Illusion Nightclub in downtown Morgantown, W.Va. Saturday
The club is a popular spot for West Virginia University students
during the 2006-07 school year.
The Princeton Review says
the guide is intended to help
applicants who can't visit every
school in person.
Incoming WVU President
Mike Garnson focused on the
positive rather than the rankings.
saying the students he met over
the weekend and on the first day
of classes Monday are more
concerned with their futures
"and with the great year we have
ahead."
"I'm focused on the way this
university changes people's
lives, the research that we do
and the service we provide to the
state of West Virginia,- said
Garrison,
who
officially
replaces David C. Hardesty Jr.

(Mass.);
College
on Sept. I.
and
Guide author Robert Franck Birkenstock-Wearing.
Tree Clove-Smoking
said each of the 366 schools "is Hugging.
a 'best' when it comes to aca- Vegetarians, Hampshire College
(Mass).
demics.
This year, WVU finishes
"But as anyone visiting colleges can attest, their campus among the top 10 in several
cultures and offerings differ other categories: No. 4 in
greatly.- he said. "It's all about Students Pack the Stadiums; No.
5 for Best College Library: No.
the fit.At the other end of the party- 6 for Lots of Beer; No. 7 for
ing spectrum is Bngham Young Lots of Hard Liquor; and No. 8
University. claiming the "Stone for Best College Newspaper.
The Princeton Review, which
Cold Sober- category for the
10th straight year.
is not affiliated with Princeton
The book, which goes on sale University, is a New York comtoday, has 62 categories in all, pany known for test preparation
including: Best Campus Food, courses, educational services
Virginia Tech: Most Beautiful and books. It published its first
Campus, Sweet Briar (Va.): survey findings in August 1992,
Dorms Like Palaces, Smith

Va. Tech panel asks for more time
to complete report on shootings
('HARLOTTESVILLE.. Va.
OAP) -- A panel apponed by
Virginia's governor to study the
mass shootings at Virginia Tech
asked for more time to coinplete
its report, which originally was
scheduled to be made public this
week.
The eight-person panel met
for nearly II hours in closed
session Monday and is scheduled to meet again Friday to.
continue its discussions. The
group originally was to finalize
the report for release Friday.
Gos Timothy M. Kaine granted
the panel an extension, and now
the group intends to submit the
report to the gosernor next
week.
"It hasn't been one of those
days where we'se been in there
fighting.- said panel chairman
W. Gerald Massengill. who
called the discussions "really
product's e cons ersations.)(Mlle spokesman Kevin Hall
said that if the panel needs additional time to produce a -quality
report. they've got it"
"These citizen panel members have worked too hard to
rush this process here at the sery
end," Hall said
Though the report has been
delayed, panel members still
plan to brief families of victims

of the shootings on the report's
contents on Tuesday. Several
parents have said they want a
candid accounting of how it was
possible that gunman Seung-Hut
Cho was able to kill 32 students
and faculty members and wound
many others before committing
suicide.
Earlier. Massengill said it
would have been hard to stop the
Virginia Tech gunman after the
initial two deaths because police
didn't know who they were
looking for.
Cho fatally shot two students
in the West Ambler Johnston
dorm April 16. then went on to
kill 34) students and faculty
members more than two hours
later across campus in Norris
Hall The campus was not
warned about the threat until
shortly before thy Norris shootings began.
"If Cho was to have been
stopped, it certainly would have
had to happen before the first
two hours (after the dorm shoothe said "The time to
hase stopped Cho, based on
what we know now, would have
been prior to Al"
Massengill, the former state
police superintendent, made his
remarks outside the closed
meeting.

The eight-member panel privately consulted with attorneys
and discussed confidential
records and information as it
reviews the report.
The panel reviewed the gunman's scholastic, mental health
and medical records, personnel
matters, and law enforcement's
response to the Apnl 16 killings
and the ongoing criminal investigation.
Panel members had ' thick.
300-page draft reports on hand.
Discussions in the closed session helped to determine
whether the full document was
to be ready by Friday.
When asked about whether
the report would answer specific
questions, including whether
Cho sought mental health treatment after he was committed in
2005, Massengill declined to
comment, saying that the report
will address a range of issues.
including "what could've been
done differently, what should'ye
been done differently.The panel, appointed shortly
after the shootings, gathered
information on issues ranging
from the timeline of the shootings. Cho's background, the
workings of the mental health
system. safety practices and
educational policies and laws.

Rotobrush®
Air Duct System Cleaning
In today's an-light homes. Indoor Ail Quality is a growing concern. Most house
hold dust contains dust mites, mold, mildew. pollen. and animal dander. Many ot
these contaminant s are circulated through the central air systems in most homes
and can aggras ate the symptoms of asthma and allergies
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GREG TRAVIS/teciper & TITO%
THE GRAND TOUR. Mitch Hultman, center, a junior, middle school education mator from
Paducah, leads new students on a tour Monday of Murray State University Tours
were offered
throughout the day as a pail of the Great Beginnings program at the university Hultman was
pointing out the Price-Doyle Fine Arts Building to the students
•
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Candidates start airing ads
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Gesturing toward the state
Capitol, Democratic gubernatorial candidate Steve Beshear
echoes what has become a
familiar refrain about cleaning
up state government in his first
television ad of the fall campaign.
"Unfortunately, some politicians care more about what's
good for themselves," Beshear
laments in the ad. "Inirunning
to change that, to finally clean
this place up."
The words are reminiscent of
those used four years ago by
Gov. Ernie Fletcher, who won
handily by making that his chief
campaign promise only to have
his administration marred by a
special grand jury probe into
political patronage.
The Beshear ad, which began
airing on Monday in Louisville
and other Kentucky cities,
marks the kickoff of the most
expensive part of the fall campaign, the one where candidates
reach out to voters in their living
rooms. Fletcher is expected to
begin airing his first television
ad on Tuesday. In it, he vilifies
casino gambling.

Gov. Ernie Fletcher

Steve Beshear

The frequency of the ads will
quicken as the Nov. 6 election
draws nearer.
"People are desperate for
leaders, real leaders who can
bring us together to _make
Kentucky better," Beshear says
in his ad, as he calls for a change
of leadership in the state.
Fletcher plans to air a series
of ads that talks about a tour he
made of casino communities
across the country.
"What I saw was not very
pretty," Fletcher said in a state-

ment about the tour. "I learned a
great deal about the financial
and social costs of casinos and it
is
important
show
to
Kentuckians firsthand what
harmful effects casinos would
have on Kentucky."
Fletcher is trying to make
casino gambling a key issue in
the race. He has taken a strong
stand against expanding gambling beyond Kentucky's horse
racing tracks. Beshear favors a
proposal for a referendum to
allow voters to decide whether

KentuckylnBrief

to change the state Constitution
to allow casinos.
Fletcher
campaign
spokesman Jason Keller said the
ads will air on network television in Bowling Green, Hazard,
Lexington, Louisville and
Paducah and on cable stations
across the state.
Money determines when
campaigns begin the ad wars,
said Larry Sabato, director of
the Center for Politics at the
University of Virginia.
In the Kentucky race, both
.Fletcher and Beshear ad tough
primary campaigns. Fletcher
spent about $3.4 million to
Beshear's $1.9 million, according to records the candidates
filed with the Kentucky Registry
of Election Finance.
Sabato said if the candidates
didn't have to replenish their
exhausted campaign accounts
after the primary election, they
likely would have began airing
political ads earlier for the general election.
-I think most of us wish we
could return to the good old days
when Labor Day was the advertising kickoff," Sabato said
'Those days are gone forever.'

Tropical storms
could carry
soybean rust
EVANSVILLE, Ind.(AP) —
Storm clouds from the remnants
of tropical systems churning
northward from the Gulf of
Mexico could be bringing more
than rain to the drought-stricken
Ohio Valley — they may also be
carrying the spores of Asian soybean rust.
Under the right conditions,
that fungal disease can destroy a
soybean crop.
Plant pathologists Greg
Shaner of Purdue University and
Don Hershman from the
University of Kentucky have
been tracking Asian soybean
rust's northward spread since it
was first found in the U.S. in
2004.
They said storm projections
from the remains of Tropical
Storm Erin, which has drenched
parts of Texas and Oklahoma,
show wind patterns pushing fungal spores
west toward
Oklahoma and Kansas, not north
into the Ohio Valley.
That could mean that winds
from Em n may not pose much
threat to Indiana's crops.
Shinier and Hershman said
soybeans planted in the spnng
are now developed enough that
they likely wouldn't be significandy damaged if soybean rust
came to the Ohio Valley.
But soybean crops planted
after wheat was harvested in

June or July could be damaged if
the fungus arrives, they said.
Asian soybean rust is
believed to have arrived in the
U.S. from South Amenca with
Hurricane Ivan in 2004. The disease can last through the winter
in warm Gulf Coast states, and
has been identified this year in
fields from Florida to Texas and
as far north as Mississippi and
Oklahoma.
-There's definitely enough
spores in the United States, in
the central part of the country, to
spread," Hershman said. "So
now, it's all depending on the
weather pattern."
Extension organizations at
Purdue and the University of
Kentucky have "sentinel" plots
of beans that are checked at least
weekly for signs of rust spores.
So far, none have been found in
either state. and Hershman is not
recommending that farmers
apply fungicides to their fields
to prevent the disease.
After soybean plants become
infected, damage can usually be
seen within 10 days, with masses of tan spores developing on
the underside of leaves.
The leaf lesions may resemble those caused by other diseases, so plant pathology labs at
both universities can assist
farmers in making positive identifications of the disease.

AP

House Majority Leader Rocky Adkins, of Sandy Hook, left, and
Keith Hall of Phelps talk in the House chamber during the first
day of the special legislative session in Frankfort, Ky.,
Monday.

,

NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) --- A soldier based at Fort Campbell,.
Ky., drowned over the weekend while trying to swim across the
Cumberland River, Nashville police said. Investigators didn't immediately release the victim's name.
The soldier and a friend might have been drinking on Saturday
when the victim tried to swim the river near downtown, investiga- tors said. The river is more than 500 feet wide in the area, said a U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers spokesman.
The soldier's body was found Sunday afternoon not far downstream from where he went in.

Louisville students finding transfers
tough to come by
LOUISVILLE, K.(AP)-- When the U.S. Supreme,Court ruled'
in June that the city's school district couldn't use race as a factor in 'student assigtiment, Toya Martin thought it meant her two children
could finally go to school closer to home.
She thought wrong.
A week after schools in Jefferson County started, Martin's children were denied a transfer to Byck Elementary because the school
didn't have enough space.
It's a scene that's played out in dozens of schools throughout the
first week of the 2007-08 school year, as packed schools are preventing parents from taking advantage of the Supreme Court's ruling.
Over half of the district's 120 non-magnet schools are at or above
capacity, and the number of openings at the others are fluctuating on
a daily basis, leaving parents like Christina Cook wondering what
the problem is.
Cook applied for a transfer for her daughter to a school closer to
home. She had two to choose from, but was denied a transfer to one
and didn't even apply to for a transfer to the other because of lack of
space.

Couple charged with two murders
in Kentucky
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A man and his woman companion
were indicted Monday in two murders in Kentucky, the third state to
charge the couple.
Jeremy Brooks, 27, of Greenwood, La., and Coty Martinez, 28,
of Cutoff, La., were charged in connection with the deaths of Hugh
Patrick O'Dea, 69, and an unidentified person in Louisville earlier
this month. O'Dea's body was discovered on Aug. 4. The other victim was discovered on Aug. 6.
A grand jury in Louisville charged Brooks and Martinez each.
with two counts of complicity to commit murder. The couple also:
face several other charges, including complicity to commit robbery,
tampering with physical evidence and fraudulent use of a credit
card.
Brooks, who sometimes uses the name Travis Allen Guntenaar, is
also charged in Wright County, Minn., in the killing of Ruth
Ouverson, 58, of rural Montrose, Minn. Her body was found in a
bedroom closet of her home on Aug. 4.
Brooks and Martinez also face charges of attempted first-degree
murder and armed robbery on June 2 in Slidell, La., where authorities say Martinez lured a man to a hotel room and Brooks nearly beat
him to death with a malt liquor bottle and a tire iron.
Louisville police officer Phil Russell said Kentucky will work
with other states to prioritize who will get Brooks and Martinez first.

•Energy bill ...

llinq Hills
ar er

limited the agenda to only the
energy bill, calling on lawmakcalled the General Assembly ers to make any necessary finaninto a special session last month. cial appropnations to get the
House lawmakers refused to measures implemented. He said
take part, saying many of the' the measure would decrease the
items could wait until they con- state and nation's dependence
vene in January.
on foreign oil and create more
In an order Friday, Fletcher markets for Kentucky coal.
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Bond hearing for
Curlin's owners
delayed by appeal
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
Three lawyers jailed while
awaiting trial on charges of bilking clients of millions of dollars
in a diet drug settlement will
have to wait a little longer to sec
if they'll be freed.
A federal judge postponed a
bond., hearing scheduled for
today for William Gallion,
Shirley Cunningham Jr., and
Melbourne Mills. Gallion and
Cunningham are minonty owners in Preakness winner Curtin.
In a 10-page order issued
Monday, U.S. District Judge
said
Bertelsman
William
because the three attorneys
appealed the order to put them in
rail, he'll let the U.S. 6th Circuit
Court of Appeals decide if it was
the nght call. The 6th Circuit
had not issued a decision as of
Monday morning
month,
this
Earlier
Bertelsman agreed to the
lawyers request to push their
trial date back to Jan 7. 2008.
but ordered the men held until
then. The trial had been set for
Oct. 15 Bertelsman later scheduled a hearing for today

Fort Campbell soldier's body pulled
from Cumberland River

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-5

IDENTITY THEFT
• Is the fastest growing crime in America
• Affects 10 million Americans annually
• Affected over 26 Murray residents in 2006
At The Murray Bank, were proud to present

Identity s fraud Protection Plus,

.16

!IS It)IC jg,

offering Identity Theft Insurance, Fraud Assistance,
and 24-Hour Credit Monitoring for your security.
So don't be another crime statistic - be protected.
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Creatively
coping with 1:1:1
1
the heat
In the days before air
conditir tning. every family
had its strategies for coping
with the heat. In my house.
that meant replacing winter's hers v damask drapes
-with -fluttery sheers. and
slanting the blinds to haltmast to keep the sun from
heating in Sisal rugs that
tickled the bottoms of bare
feet were substituted for the
(menials, which were
whisked away to cold storage by the time school was
out
'pstairs,
quilted
bedspreads
gave way
to cotton
chenille.
and flannel
nightgowns
were set
aside for
Main Street Baby Doll
By Constance
From
Alexander
top to botLocal
tom, the
Columnist
house was
shady and
silent as a funeral home
Getting up early in the
morning to complete
assigned chores was another
means to a cool end After
that a girl could hop on
her hike and pedal to the
library, where there were
she'A CS of hooks transported
readers to the most exotic
,Ilftle• Otte Summer I read
Jules Wine% novel
-Michael Strogotr so I
ould cool niy heels in
Siberia instead of suffering
the sweltering humidity of
emir! New Jersey
though not air conditioned, the lihtar was an
_island ot comfort The huge
windows were opened from
the top and the bottom, and
electric tans placed nest to
the c heck out desk kept the
.11f ribs trig
The head librarian. Miss
Grace Halsey, was ramrod
straight and unrelentingly
proper in (*ACrs. season Her
Nails were 411.4!. % the
same. wound around her
head like a °roma Her
tailored skirts and high
necked blouses were acce•minted with her mother's
wedding pearls Iler shoe-,
nese(' %ailed, they were %en
sihle (tabards with leather
soles that squooshed slightly
when she walked So matter
how tort id it was outside.
Miss Halsey .s body temper
alum hovered a few degrees
abuse (leering
Many of the streets in
.

ONLINE IDEAS

We,

/

As the day edged toward
dinner, meal preparation
revolved around recipes that
would not transform the
kitchen into a furnace. My
mother concocted side dishes like tomato aspic, that
PORTSTEWART. NORTHERN IREmade us kids gag. but at
LAND — Britain's New Labour,
least did not require use of
despite criticism from Prime Minister
Gordon Brown of a government that
the oven
has grown too fast and costs too much.
My father switched from
has been quietly planning a % ast capanscotch on the rocks to gin
shin of government The Sunday TeirAnd tonic, and donned
graph recently reported that the Ecostraw hat with his summer
nomic Research Council. Britain's oldest
suns, instead of the usual
think tank, has concluded that it the
fedora
growth is allowed to happen. J huge
After dinner and the
superstate will be created that will cost
dishes, my sisters and
overburdened taxpayers 170 billion
brother would go outside
With windows flung open to pounds, which is equivalent to about
$340 billion U.S. That is more than
steal whatever breeze there
five times the amount of Britain's
was, the sounds of radios
delete's! budget
and tys floated outside to
If any of the leading Democrauc
mingle with the squabbles
presidential candidates win the 2008
of stickball games in the
election, a similar superstate will come
street. and the sing-song
to America. The threat of such a govrhymes of girls playing
ernment taxing at higher les els and
Jump rope. Even though the
regulating virtually every area of our
Alexander kids spanned
lives
in exchange tor a promise to
twelve years from oldest to
"take care- of us otters an opportunity
youngest, sometimes wc
for Republicans that will soon pass if
played games like Hide and
not quickly setred
Seek will the cries of
It is fine tor Republicans to speak
"Home tree" faded with the
of
tax cuts, which indisputably have
lighting of the lainps.
contributed to record econotnic growth.
When the Good Humor
but a parallel issue tor Republicans in
truck tolled its bell. the
2008 should be a focus on out-of -conStreet filled wrth kids of all
trol spending. America's puritanical
ages from is far away as
-wasic not want not" heritage might
two of three blocks over.
yet stir enough id us to oppose needThe littlest ones trailed out
less spending it tied to an appeal for
in their pajamas. tiptoeing
more personal responsibility and
daintily over pasement still
accountabilits tor one's life Eliminathot from the day and
ing. or at least reducing, wasteful
asoiding the sharp stones in
spending weakens the Democrats' argugravel dnveways. Everyone
ment tor tas Increases Even under
was eager to buy a cooling
Republican maionty rule, including a
Popsicle or a dime cup of
Republican president. government has
ice cream
continued to grow. Only a break with
that heretical Republic.unsin will restore
--credibility with siaci• who increasingly
Read Wain Street onitrw
view the two parties as mdistingueshat is isis murrus ledger( oat
able.
Contan t the
at
iO?l%I(JPi(eaI€i4iflJfr(fl
(i4%t(4iC
ornm net

A new old message for Republicans
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my hometown were treelined, offering sanctuary
from the sun In the stifling
heat of summer afternoons.
people sat on porches or in
the shade of backyards, fanning themselves with the

140)1 Whatnell Ave.• Murray, KI 42071-1040
Phone (2701 753-1916• Fax (270)753-19'27
Mon. - Fri- 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
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--For a list of 50 things to
survive the heat.
www associatedcontent
corn/article/277311/50 ide
as for oldfashioned summer fun html
—The 'cool- novel
-Michael Strogofr
www gutenberg.org/elexV
1842.
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Where to start .'
The always excellent
chronicler of such
things, Citizens
Against Government
Waste f w ww.cagworg
offers a road map in
its publication, "Prime
Cuts 2007." CAGW
estimates that if all of
its 750 recommendaCal's
tions for cutting
Thoughts unnecessary and
By Cal Thomas wasteful spending
Syndicated
were enacted, taxpayColumnist
ers would save $280
billion next year and
$2 trillion over five years. According to
the CAGW. we send $1.1 trillion of
our money annually to Washington land
more to state and local governments).
Demanding responsible spending from
elected officials might prove to be a
winning issue.
Some programs have long outlived
any usetulness they might have once
dentbnstrated. Among them, the CAGW
maintains, are the White House's
National Youth Anti-drug Media Campaign (eliminating it would save $512
million over five years). sugar subsidies
(saving $)W00 million over five years).
and the Advanced Technology Program
(saving $721 million over five years).
The Historic Whaling and Trading
Partners program. (S45 million in savings over five years). and the Denali
Commission 1$35 million over five
years) are two other programs recently
added to the CAGW's list.
The Historic Whaling and Trading
Partners program. says the CAGW, is
charged with developing "culturallybased educational activities, internships,
apprentice programs. and exchanges to
assist Alaska Natives, native Hawaiians,
children and families living in Massachusetts. and certain Indian tnbes in

Mississippi. Projects in 2006 include
the New Bedford Whaling Museum and
the Peabody Essex Museum, both in
Massachusetts, the Alaska Native Heritage Center, and the Bishop Museum
in Hawaii." This is pork and in any
case ought not to be a federal responsibility.
The Denali Commission, established
in 1998 during Republican control of
Congress, is, according to the CAGW,
-a federal partnership with Alaska to
provide utilities, infrastructure, and economic support to poor rural communities." Whatever perceived benefits that
might have come from this program.
the commission duplicates several programs in the Labor Department.
"including - those related to the Workforce Investment Act, from which
Alaskans received $10.6 million in
2006." Who favors paying twice for the
same program?
Democrats love it when Republicans
focus only on cutting taxes, because it
cedes to them the "fairness issue."
Focusing on waste, fraud and abuse,
which admittedly some Republicans
have been guilty of 'in the recent past,
could restore the GOP to its previous
position as guardian of our pockets and
purses against the overreaching hand
and insatiable appetite of government.
To paraphrase Ronald Reagan, government never thinks it spends too little or
taxes too much.
British Labour is way ahead of
America in its plans to grow their government. Republican presidential candidates had better start speaking to America about the dangers in following their
lead.

Direct all mail for Cal Thomas to:
Tribune Media Services, 2225 Kenmore
Ave.. Suitt 114, Buffalo, N.Y. 14207, or
rinseditors tribunt.com.

Calling for less U.S.-Cuba restrictions

MIAMI (API — Demos
tic presidential candidate
Barack ()barna is leaping
into the long-running Cuba
debate by calling for the
S to ease restrictions for
Cuban- Americans who want
to visit the island or send
money home
fibarna's campaign said
Monday that, if elected. the
Illinois senator would litt
restrictions imposed by the
Bush administration and
allow Cuban Nmericans to
%tot their relatives Mare frequently. as well as ease limits on the amount of money
they can send to their fami
lies
-Senator °barna feels that
the Bush administration has
made a humanitarian and a
strategic blunder.- spokeswoman Jen Psaki said an an
e-ITIAII "111, talc ern is that
this hao had a profoundly
negative impact on the
f'uban people making them
more dependent on the C tro regime, thus isolating
them frown the mansform,ative
message c.inied by t'uhanAfrlerliCalla
°llama was explaining his
position in an op-ed piece
today in Ilse 4htomt Herald

2008 ELECTION
By Laura Widesmunoz
While the U.S. embargo
has limited who can travel
to the communist island and
what call he sent there since
the early 1960.. restrictions
added by the Bush administration tr. 2004 made visiting
and shipping gifts to Cuba
inure difficult
Most Cubans in the U.S
can only visit the island
once every three years and
can only send quarterly
remittances of up to $300
per household to immediate
lama. members Previously,
they could visit once a year
and send up to $3.000 The
U S also tightened restrictions on travel for education
al and religious groups
The (•uhan-exile vote is
considered key to winning
Honda, and top presidential
candidates have generally followed the recommends/ion,
of thecommunity's most
hard-line and vocal leaders,
who support a full embargo
against Fidel Castro's government Castro. BO, is in poor
health and turned over temporary power last year hi his

brother Raul
But sentiment in the
Cuhan-Amencan community
is changing Unlike the early
waves of immigrants who
brought their entire families,
often by plane, to the U.S..
most Cubans now flee by
boat and are forced to leave
relatives behind Fewer of
these immigrants were overt
political opponents of the
government, and they want
to be able to visit loved
ones and to send money
home
Many Cuban exiles are
also frustrated with the U.S
embargo, which has failed to
yield fruit after nearly 45
years And with the specter
of an ailing Castro and a
possible change in leadership.
they are more open to
changing U S policy
Last week, the MIAMIDade Democratic Party came
out against the restrictions.
(*lama will speak at a
fundraiser for the chapter
Saturday at the Miami-D•de
Auditorium, the tame Little
Ha% ana site where Ronald

Reagan won over many in
the Cuban-exile community
more than two decades ago.
Joe Garcia, the group's
chairman, prai)td Obama's
proposal.
"It shows courage, and it
shows commitment to move
beyond the status-quo politics
of rhetoric, which is all the
Cuban-American community
has received from any party
for the last half century."
said Garcia, a former head
of the Cuban-American
Foundation, a leading exile
group
None of the other top
presidential candidates have
sought to ease the restrictions.
In May. Democratic rival
Hillary Clinton said she
opposed immediate changes
in Cuba travel but added
that there may be need for
change in the next presidency if Castro is no longer in
power
Clinton must contend with
her husband's legacy on
U.S -Cuba relations, particularly when he authorized
U.S. agents to return young
Eh= Gottraler to his father
in Cuba. alienating many
exiles

NATIONAL /INTERNATIONAL
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filltrarles
Derek L(Amon
Derek L. Glisson, 21, of Dowdy Trail, Murray, died Monday.
Aug. 20, 2007, at 1.15 p.m. on Faxon Road. Arrangements are
incomplete at Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

Larry Mains
Larry Williams,64, Paducah, died Sunday, Aug. 19, 2007,at 515
a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He started in 1963 at Medical Office Methods and purchased it in
1987, when it became known as Williams Business Products. A
Kentucky Colonel, he served as a member of the McCracken County
Board of Education from 1980-84 and was a member of Immanuel
Baptist Church, Paducah.
Mr. Williams was the son of the late Bill and Edith Leigh
Williams.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Christine Belt Williams; four
daughters. Cathy Ann McAlister and husband, Bobby, and Christie
Moss. all of Paducah,-Carla Leigh Henry and husband, Sam.
Murray, and Tammy Sullivant, Indianapolis, Ind.; one son. Shaun
Sullivant and wife, Beth, Fredencksburg, Va.; two brothers, Preston
Williams, Cary, N.C., and Rick Williams, Paducah; six grandchildren, Olivia Schmitt. Dustin Moss and Lindsey Moss, all of
Paducah, Hannah Henry, Murray, Mike Sullivant, Fredericksburg,
Va., and Sandee Deanes, Wilmington, N.C.; one great-granddaughter, Emily Deanes, Wilmington.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Milner
& On Funeral Home, Paducah. Rev. Jamie Broome and Rev. Tim
Purdue will officiate. Burial will follow in the Mt. Kenton Cemetery.
'visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
i Tuesday). Expressions of sympathy may be made to Immanuel
Baptist Church Window and Paint Fund, 3465 Buckner Lane,
Paducah, Ky., 42001.

Bruce Wayne McManus
A private service for Bruce Wayne McManus will be conducted
with John Dale officiating. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge
of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The Dialysis Center,
do of Lourdes Hospital, 1530 Lone Oak Road, Paducah, Ky..
42003; American Heart Association, Ky. Region, 240 Whittington
Parkway, Louisville, Ky., 40222; or American Diabetes Association,
2207 E. Morgan Ave., Suite H, Evansville, Ind., 47711.
Mr. McManus,46. Kirkwood Drive, Murray, died Saturday. Aug.
18. 2007. at 9:27 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was of Church of Christ faith. Born Aug. 21, 1960, in Murray,
he was preceded in death by his father, Hugh Wayne McManus;
paternal grandparents, Hugh Willard McManus and Anna Lois
McManus Dykes; maternal grandparents, Marvin Winchester and
Elta Lassiter Winchester.
Survivors include his mother and stepfather, Mary Francis
Thompson and Loyd Thompson, one brother, Kevin McManus, and
one niece. Laurel McManus, all of Murray; three aunts, Virginia
Henson, Jackson, Tenn., Wanda Moeller and husband, Lynn.
Paducah, and Yvonne Herndon and husband, Dwain, Atlanta, Ga.;
two uncles, Jackie Winchester, Las Vegas, Nev., and Mack
Winchester, Gilbertsville, stepgrandfather. Richard Dykes. Paducah.

Military officials focused
on reducing U.S. combat
role in Iraq next year
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WASHINGTON (AP) U.S. military officials are narrowing the range of Iraq strategy
options and appear to be focusing on reducing the U.S. combat
role in 2008 while increasing
training of Iraqi forces, a senior
military official told The
Associated Press Monday.
The military has not yet
developed a plan for a substantial withdrawal of forces next
year. But officials are laying the
groundwork for possible overtures to Turkey and Jordan on
using their temtory to move
some troops and equipment out
of Iraq, the official said. The
main exit would remain Kuwait,
but additional routes would
make it easier and more secure
for U.S. troops leaving western
and northern Iraq.
The official, who spoke on
condition of anonymity because
internal deliberations are ongoing, emphasized that the discussions do not prejudge decisions
yet to be made by President
Bush. Those decisions include
how long to maintain the current
U.S. troop buildup and when to
make the transition to a larger
Iraqi combat role.
It is widely anticipated that
the five extra Army brigades
that were sent to the Baghdad
area this year will he withdrawn
by late next summer. But it is far
less clear whether the Bush
administration will follow that
immediately with additional
drawdowns, as many Democrats
in Congress are advocating.
Bush has mentioned publicly
that he likes the idea, first proposed late last year by the Iraq
Study Group, of switching the
emphasis of U.S. military efforts
from mainly combat to mainly
support roles. But he also has
said that this should not happen
until Baghdad in particular is
stable enough to enable Iraqi
political leaders to make hard
choices about reconciling nval
interests among Sunnis. Shiites
and Kurds.
There are now 162.000 U.S.
troops in Iraq. of which 30.000
have arrived since February as
part of Bush's revised strategy
to stabilize Baghdad and to push
Iraqi leaders to build a government of national unity.
Military efforts to stabilize
the country effort have made
strides in recent months, but
political progress has lagged.
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Dean strikes Mexico, weakens
TULUM, Mexico (AP) -Hurricane Dean slammed into
the Caribbean coast of Mexico
this morning as a roaring
Category 5 hurricane, the most
intense Atlantic storm to make
landfall in two decades. It lashed
ancient Mayan ruins and headed
for the modem oil installations
of the Yucatan Peninsula.
Dean's path was a stroke of
luck for Mexico: It made landfall in a sparsely populated
coastline that had already been
evacuated, skirting most of the
major tourist resorts. It weakened within hours to a Category
3 storm, with maximum sustained winds of 125 mph.
The eye of the storm hit land
near Majahual, a port popular
with cruise liners, and it was
racing across the Yucatan
Peninsula toward a Tuesday
evening entry into the Bay of
Campeche, where the state oil
company evacuated the oil rigs
that produce most of Mexico's.
oil.
In the largely Mayan town of
Felipe Carrillo Puerto, at one
point about 30 miles from the
center of the storm, people
stared fronftheir porches at broken tree limbs and electrical
cables crisscrossing the streets,
some of which were flooded
with ankle-deep water.
Tin roofing ripped from
houses clunked hollowly as it
bounced in the wind whistling
through town.
"We began to feel the strong
winds about 2 in the morning
and you could hear that the trees
were breaking and some tin
roofs were coming off," said
Miguel Colli, a 36-year-old
store employee. "Everyone
holed up in their houses. Thank
God that the worst is over."
With the storm still screaming, there were no immediate
reports of deaths, injuries or
major damage. Quintana Roo
Gov. Felix Gonzalez told
Mexico's Televisa network,
though officials had not been
able to survey the area. In the
Quintana Roo state capital.
Chetumal, the • storm downed
trees and sent sheets of metal
flying through the air.
At landfall, Dean had sustained winds near 165 mph and
gusts that reached 200 mph faster than the takeoff speed of
many passenger jets. It was
moving west-northwest near 20
mph across the Yucatan
Peninsula.
The hurricane killed at least
12 people across the Caribbean,
picked up strength after brushing Jamaica and the Cayman
Islands and became a monstrous
Category 5 hurricane Monday.
Sections of the Jamaican capital
and the island's east suffered

AP
A tree is seen on the ground npped out as Hurricane Dean strikes the area in Felipe Carnllo
Puerto, southeastern Mexico, in the Yucatan peninsula this morning. Dean crashed into the
Caribbean coast of Mexico as the strongest hurricane to hit land in the Atlantic region since
1988.
&Oil wets •Ctil ports
Tropical Storm Hurricane
Watch Warning Warning
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Dean bears down on oil fields
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Mexico s main oil-producing region is being threatened
by a storm that has already reached Category 4 levels
Experts say it could grow even Wenger.
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AP
severe damage in the storm, and Dean could gain power as it ble at the storm's center, which
the country postponed Aug. 27 crosses the Bay of Campeche could push sea water deep
general elections.
and would likely be a major hur- inland. Heavy rains threatened
Only three Category 5 ricane when it makes landfall a to inundate the swampy region.
storms, capable of catastrophic second time on Wednesday. The
Petroleos Mexicanos evacudamage, have hit the U.S. since storm's track would carry it into ated all 18,000 offshore workers
1935. Dean is the first Category the central Mexican coast about and shut down production rigs
5 to make landfall in the Atlantic 400 miles south of the Texas on the Bay of Campeche region since Hurricane Andrew border.
resulting in a production loss of
hit south Florida in 1992.
"We often see that when a 2.7 million barrels of oil and 2.6
Thousands of tourists fled the storm weakens, people let down billion cubic feet of natural gas a
beaches of the Mayan Riviera. their guard completely. You day.
Though expected to escape a shouldn't do that," said Jamie
This morning, Dean threatdirect hit, Cancun still could Rhome, a hurricane specialist. ened the Yucatan's most vulnerface destructive winds.
"This storm probably won't able population - the Mayan
"There's a lot of noisy wind become a Category 5 again, but people - many of whom have
now with this creature all over it will still be powerful."
seen little of the riches from oil
us," state civil protection official
At 7 a.m. EDT, Dean's eye or tourism, and still live in tradiFrancisco de la Cruz said from was over the Yucatan Peninsula, tional wooden slat huts in small
his hurricane-proof offices in 40 miles northwest of Chetumal. settlements all over this lowChetumal.
Meteorologists said a storm lying area.
The hurricane center said surge of 12 to 18 feet was possi-

In a joint statement Monday.
Sens. John Warner. R-Va.. and
Carl Levin, D-Mich., said that
while the military buildup has
"produced some credible and
positive results," the political
outlook is darker. The senators
said that during their visit to Iraq
last week they told Iraqi leaders
of Amerfran impatience with the
lack of political progress, and
"impressed upon them that time
has run out in that regard."
In a separate telephone interview with reporters, Levin urged
the Iraqi assembly to oust Prime
Minister Nouri al-Maliki and
replace his government with one
that is less sectarian and more
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - the search for her husband's
unifying.
With the search for bodies over body would drag on. leaving her
Speaking to reporters in at the site of the interstate bridge without
a sense of closure.
Washington by phone from Tel collapse, authorities
will focus Stanek said he spoke to her after
Aviv. Levin acknowledged that
on removing tons of wreckage Greg Jolstad's body was identiwhile there is broad frustration
from the Mississippi River. •
fied, and that she expressed
with the lack of action by the alDivers on Monday evening thanks to the search team.
Maliki government. U.S. offidiscovered the body of Gregory
Also Monday, Gov. Tim
cials cannot dictate a change in
JoIstad. a 45-year-old construc- Pawlenty asked President Bush
leadership there. He said he and
worker who was part of the to declare the collapse a major
Warner did not meet with al- tion
resurfacing the Interstate disaster, which would make the
Maliki when they were in Iraq crew
35W bndge when it fell Aug. 1 state eligible for more federal
this time.
In response to Levin's during the evening rush hour. money. The governor said the
remarks about dumping al- The discovery brought the offi- emergency response costs alone
would be more than $8 million.
Maliki. Gordon Johndroe. cial death toll to 13.
Bush was scheduled to be in
"There aren't a lot of smiles
spokesman for the National
Security Council, noted that here tonight,- said Hennepin Minneapolis on Tuesday and to
Iraqi leaders have been holding County Sheriff Rich Stanek, get a briefing on the bridge.
The search for bodies along
talks in recent days on ways to who was overseeing the search.
move toward a unified govern- He said recovery workers were the river prevented much other
relieved that all the people work from beginning. The only
ment.
"We urge them to come known to be missing had been removal of bridge debris so far
together. reach agreements and found, but mindful of the loss to occurred when it was needed to
show the Iraqi people and the the families. "We all have very let divers search inaccessible
areas, and state transportation
rest of the world their determi- heavy hearts," he said.
Stanek didn't close the door officials had vowed that no site
nation to create a stable and
prosperous Iraq." Johndroe told on the possibility of more work for the planned bridge
reporters, adding that the admin- remains turning up amid the replacement would stall until all
istration believes al-Maliki is wreckage. He said teams from the bodies were found.
Terry Zoller, the incident
capable of moving the talks to a the sheriff's office would maintain a presence at the bridge site, commander at the site for the
successful conclusion.
Department
of
Under pressure even from but the Navy dive teams brought state
members of his own party to in to locate the remains would Transportation. said crews
change direction in Iraq. Bush is leave town within the next day would immediately begin heavy
expected to decide his next steps or 10.
duty debris removal, clearing
after hearing in September from
Jolstad's wife, Lisa JoIstad. the tons of concrete and steel
Gen. David Petraeus, the top had womed earlier Monday that that crumpled into the river.
commander in Iraq. and U.S.
Ambassador Ryan Crocker, on 1
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Search ends for victims of Minn. bridge collapse

Woos 'anerbfgoegdo

"We're looking at hopefully
having the south end of the
bndge removed by the end of
the week." Zoller said, adding
that reopening the river channel
to boats would also be a priority.
The department has set a goal
of having a new interstate bridge
ready for business by the end of
2008. and an agency official

said recently the goal was attainable as long as building began
before winter.
Stanek said officials would
meet this morning to discuss
when to reopen the 10th Avenue
bridge, a smaller span parallel to
the Interstate 35W bridge that
has been closed since the collapse.
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Annual LBL
Homecoming
is scheduled
GOLDEN POND. Ky. —
Former residents of the area
now known as Land Between
'The Lakes LBL) National
Recreation Area will gather
again this Labor Day weekend for -their annual Home- ,
coming
The yearly reunion for those
from the Stewart County. Tcnn..
portion of 1.13L provides a
chance'for former Between the
Rivers residents to celebrate
and renunisce. It will take place
Saturday. Sept 1, at the Bison
Range Picnic Area on The
Trace in southern 1,B1.
All former residents, relatiyes, and friends are invited.
Mose Attending should bring
food, beverages, lawn chain,
and any other picnic or recrewish
they
items
ation
Restrooms. picnic tables, and
grills are provided For more
information on the Stewart
County Between the Rivers
Homecoming, contact 1.131. at
270-924-2(00
A Between the Risers
Homecoming is also planned
for Lyon County. Ky.. on Sept
15. It is held Annually at Star
All forCamp picnic area
mer residents, relatives, and
friends are invited
Land Between The Lakes
is managed by the USDA Forest Service.. in partnership with
Friends of 1.1iL, to pros tcle public lands outdoor recreation
and environmental education.
Visitors • are encouraged to
whsitc
at
the
review
w uu Ild org each season. and
ttirioughout the season, for the
Calendar of Events and updates
on programs and policies
Additional 1.B1. infomiation is
Available by calling I-11001111.-7077 ior 270-924-2000

'Meet the Lakers'event for CCHS
will be Thursday at Rose Stadium
The annual "Meet the Lakers" event
will be Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at Jack
Rose Stadium at t'alloway County High
School.
This will be for CCHS and t'alloway
County Middle School football teams,
cheeerleaders, dance team and volleyball
teams.
Hamburgers and hot dogs will be served
at 5:30 p.m. with all coaches, football players and band members to eat free. TickJo's
ets for parents and other guests will be
Datebook $5
each.
by Jo Borkeeri
The CCHS Touchdown Club will be
Community
selling memberships, T-shirts and other
Editor
Laker merchandise. The public is invited.

Angel Alert issued
Murray Family Resource ('enter has issued an angel alert
for two beds, full or twin, and one refrigerator, any size. Any
one having any of the items to donate call the center at 7534363.
Photo provided
Enjoying Aborigines of the Nyungar Tribe modem day ceremonial dance at Perth, Australia
are Kimberley B Myatt second left, and Derek Nance, right

MES Council will meet

Murray State students study in Australia

SS representative

Derek N Nance and Kimberley B. Myatt, students At
Murray State University. spent
five weeks studying at Murdoch University in Perth. Australia this summer Their course.
Waniu Boodjah. Welcome to
Country. uas about the Nyungar Aboriginal culture
this program was administered by AustraLearn affiliated
with the Study Abroad Program at Murray State University. Their studies involved five
weeks of classroom study. presentations. field trips And work
vs ith the Aborigines of areas surrounding Perth. on the southwestern tip of Australia
Their studies included a trip
to Rounest Island. and learn
mg of the history and culture
Of the Aborigines. As well as
1th the natives and
MI/rk1111."

studying with a professor of
Aboriginal descent.
• Nance is a 2005 graduate
of Murray High School and
currently a Junior at Murray
State University majoring in
biology/chemistry. He is the
vice president of Student Government Association, a First
Year Leader, Student Ambassador. vice president of the
Pre-Health Science Club, a
member of the Murray britronmental Student Society, Hester College Residential College
Council, Chemistry Club, and
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity
He is involved with the Wesley Foundation on campus and
volunteers at the Angel's Clinic He is the son of Rick Nance
and Anne Newberry of Murray
Slyatt is a 2005 graduate

of Calloway County High
School and currently a junior
at Murray State University
majoring in special education.
She was the only American
to receive a scholarship from
Murdoch University to attend
the Wanju Boodjah Course of
Study.
She is a member of Hart
College Honor Society, Gamma
Beta Phi Honor Society. Student Council for Exceptional
Children. Big Brothers/Big Sisters program and a member of
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority, as
well as involved with the Murray State Wesley Foundation.
Myatt is involved with intrainuraUsorority sports including
flag football, soccer, volleyball
and softball. She is the daughter of Jimmy and Sharon Myatt
Hatel.

Quilt Appraisal Day set at MAQS in Paducah
PAIR VAIL Ky
he
National Quilt MUseuni. Museum of the American Quilter's
Society, will offer a Quilt
Apprar.al Das for the public
Iiiesday.
Iron noon tos p
Nov 20
Nationally known Appraiser
Ann liazelvosid of St Charles.
Mo . will he uttering prides
S101141 assessments of quilts both
new and old 1-...ach appraisal
consists of a description of the
quilt in terms of pattern. fah
mt. techniques, quality of con
struction. condition, confirma
lion of information known by

the current owner, replacement
value and an apprommate date
of quill
bAner of J quilt shop since
1979, liairkhood is an Amer
Kan Quilting Society Certified
Appraiser and a funding mem
her of Professional Association
of Appraisers tor Quilted 1e tiles In addition, she is an
appraiser for the 'National
Antiques Road Show
The quilt appraisal day is
fund raising es cot to support
the late And consers anon need
ed to preserve the Museum's
Founders Collection of Quilts

Ms event is a great opportunay for people to learn more
about a family treasure for estate
planning or to venfy the value
tor insurance purposes.
Each quilt appraisal costs
S45 and takes about 30 minutes Pre-registration with a
S20 deposit is required. For
more information, or to schedule An appointment, contact the
Museum at (270) 442-8856 or
rit
quiltmuseum.com.
the Museum of the American Quitter's Society is a nonprofit institution located in
downtown Paducah. Ky The

Museum is open year-round
Monday-Saturday. 10 a.m. - 5
The Museum is
p.m. CST
also open on Sundays 1-5 p.m.
Apnl - October MAQS is handicapped accessible.
The Kentucky Arts Council, a state agency in the Commerce Cabinet, provides operational support funding for The
Museum of the American Quilter's Society with state tax dollars and federal funding from
the National Endowment for
the Arts, which believes that
a great nation deserves great
art

students based on leadership.
sercice, and citizenship
Welch is the son 4a Mark
Mid Karen %rich of Murray
lie will he maiming in °ken
rational safety and health at
Murray State
While in high school, Welch
was a member of the varsity
soccer team. Spanish Club, Key
elUb. Bela (101. Student Coun
cll. Pep Club and the Fellowship -eir Christian Athletes. He
has been recognized tor his
academic achievements by
Who's Who Among American
High School Students and the

National Honor Society.

an active member of the Glendale Road Church of Christ
youth group

ScholarshIpNews
I.uke Welch, • 20117 grad
uate of Murray High Sclinail,
has been awarded the Ma% B
and MAW, Hurt Scholarship
ansl the Rotary Club of Murray/Ralph H. Woods Menton al Scholarship to attend Murray State University
The May Ii and Mavis Hurl
Memorial Sc holarship is avail
able to incoming freshmen that
graduated from A U. hOOI Is.at eel within the First Congres:
siorial I hstrict in Kentucky
The Rotary ('Iuh ot Murray/Ralph II Noods Mettion•
al Scholarship is awarded to

Murray Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will meet today at 3:30 in the guidance office.

to be at library

A representative of the Social Security Administration will
be at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For information call 1-800-772-1213.

Charity Golf Tournament Friday
The Relay for Life Team of McKinney Insurance Services,
Inc.. will host an American Cancer Society Charity Golf Tournament on Friday at the Murray State University Miller Memo
nal Golf Course. Lunch will be served at 11:30 a.m. and the
shotgun start will be at 1 p.m. This will be a two-person
scramble with prizes given to first, second and third places,
longest drive and closest to the pin. For more information call
753-3500 or 1-877-759-3500.

Beginning Pinochle Class planned
A Beginning Pinochle Class for those 60 and older will be
offered at Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center,
located at 607 Poplar St.. in the Weeks Community Center.
Classes will be held each Wednesday in September from 9 to
II a.m. in the education room. Conducted by Francis Latham,
the class size will be limited. For more information or to sign
up, call the center at 753-0929.

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday from 6:30
to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd.. Murray. Funds
from the Bingo help support local, national and international
charities. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today at 5 at First
Christian Church fellowship hall. Ill North Fifth St. Weighin will be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call Tracey at
227-587.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 at the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at 4892909 or Mike at 293-6043.

Angel Alert issued by center

ffe&ile of Murray
ATTENTION:
Iteltone of Murray is now at our new location.
Please skit us at 707 South lr Street. Murray
h 1. Our office hours will he Moeda'', Wednesday
and Friday 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Hill 14-hoeninc Helton, Authorized Homing Aid
‘peciahrtfee Murray and Calloway Camay.
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Haley White. a 2(1)7 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded the
James E. Garrison Scholarship
to attend Murray State Universits
The Scholarship is available
to students that preferably grad
tiated from a high school in
western Kentucky A minimum
3 2 CIPA is required
White is the daughter of
Nis Ann White of Murray and
Kelly White of Paducah
While in high school. White
was a member of the varsity
soccer, track and cheerleading
teams. Leadership Tomorrow.
Beta Club. Future Business
Leaders of America. Fellowship (of Christian Athletes, Pep
Club and Future Farmers of
America She was named BooKinetics Athlete of the Week
and Rotary Club Student of
the Month
White was also a member
of the High Honor Roll. had
been recognized for her academic achievements by Who's
Who Among American High
School Students and received
academic Awards in track. soccer And cheerleading She was
named to the High Honor Roll
And the All-Region and AllIhstnct soccer teams White is

3IE

OUR STAFF HAS OVER 100 YEARS COMBINED
EXPERIENCE IN MEETING HEARING NEEDS!

Jacqueline Thomas. a 2(8)7
graduate of Calloway County
High School. has been awarded the Mabel Garrett Pullen
Freshman Agriculture Scholarship and the H. Glenn Doran
Scholarship to attend Murray
State University
The Mabel Garrett Pullen
Freshmen Agriculture Scholarship is awarded to entering
freshmen students pursuing an
agriculture-related career
The it Glenn Doran Scholarship is available to freshmen
students who are preferably
majoring in business Preference
is extended to residents of CalLyon.
Livingston,
loway.
Graves or Marshall counties in
Kentucky, or Henry County
Tenn
Thomas is the daughter of
Steven and JoAnna Thomas of
Murray.
She will be majonng in agn
culture education at Murray
State
While in high school,
Thomas was A member of
Future Farmers (it Amenca,
Future Educators of America,
Pep (Tub and World Language
Club

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
officer vision/glaucoma screenings as well as blood pressure
and pulse checks on Wednesday from 9 to 11:30 a.m. at Hamlin One-Stop. Hamlin. on Thursday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.
and 12 30 to 3 p m at Wal-Mart. Murray.

Need Line lists special needs
Need Line has issued a lists of items needed to replenish
the pantry for the clients. They are salmon, tuna, spaghetti
sauce, spaghetti. rice and instant potatoes for the pantry, eggs,
bread and garden fresh produce for freezer/cooler, dish liquid.
shampoo. diapers size 4 and bath tissue for personal hygiene
and cleaning supplies, and large brown paper bags. These items
may he taken to the Need Line building at 638 South Fourth
St. Murray. between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.. Monday through Friday. For information call 753-6333.

Grogan reunion scheduled
The annual Grogan reunion will be Sunday. Sept. 2, at 1
p m at University Church of Chnst. A potluck meal will be
served For more information call 759-3159

CCHS Class of 1987 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1987 will have its
20-year reunion on Saturday. Sept I. in the Murray room of
the Regional Special Events Center of Murray State University. If you are a member of this class, or know someone who
is. please submit your information for free at www classmates.com
or e-mail Lee Ann Taylor at cchsclassof1370hoonail.com for
more details concerning the dinner and other events that weekend

South Marshall Class plans reunion

Studies show that reading
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscnbe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information,

LEOGER&TIMEN

An Angel Alert has been issued by the Calloway County
Family Resource Center. Needed is a reliable car for a single
mother and tier children. Anyone having one to donate call the
center at 753-7333.

/1

The 1967 graduating class of the former South Marshall
High School will have its 40-year reunion on Saturday. Sept.
IS, at Ponderosa in Draffenville. All members of this class are
invited. For more information call Phyllis Wood at 1-270-5271198 or Esther Ford at 1-270-527-3386

Good Life plans Branson trip
The Murray Bank Good Life will sponsor a trip to Branson, Mo . and the Ozark Mountains Oct 23-26 For reservations or more information call Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or
e-mail lisykes(Athemurrayhatik corn
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Transportation Cabinet eager to
'adopt'students'calendar ideas
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Each
year the Kentucky. Transportation Cabinet hosts a contest to
allow students from across the
Commonwealth to submit their
creative works for use in the
Adopt-A-Highway
annual
Calendar. Exposure to the contest and to the Adopt-AHighway program provides our
young people with a sense of
ownership in Kentucky's highways and stresses the impor-

tance of keeping our highways
clean and free of lItter. It's our
way of educating our children
not to litter and encouraging
them to spread the message to
others.
"Through this program the
Cabinet hopes to increase environmental awareness and stewardship among children and to
bring about a change in attitudes
and behaviors concerning the
growing problem with litter,"

said Transportation Secretary
Bill Nighbert. "With_ your
child's help a change in attitudes
could result in a pleasing change
of scenery."
"We hope to exceed our record
breaking number of entries from
last year's contest," said
Transportation Deputy Secretary
Crystal Ducker. "We encourage
all students to participate in this
worthy contest."
Entries must be postmarked by

September 30.
As a parent, teacher or family
member, we ask that you
encourage your children to participate in this beneficial contest. To obtain an entry form
with the necessary certificate of
authenticity please contact the
Transportation
Kentucky
Cabinet, Office of Public Affairs
or access the entry form at
http://adopt-a-highway.ky.gov/,
then click on poster contest.

Photo provided

LEARNING ABOUT TEAMWORK: Mike Epperson, seventh
grade teacher at Murray Middle School, took his students out
during the first week of school to teach them about teamwork. "We were supposed to pretend the bucket was radio
active and we couldn't touch it. We had to work together as a
team to attach ropes and transfer the bucket of water into
another bucket," said student Paige Drew. Pictured above
are students in Epperson's science class working together as
a team to transfer a bucket of water.

Photo provided

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Sivills, right, works with
Scott
coach
basketball
girls'
and
teacher
science
FRESHMAN FOCUS: Calloway County High School
to the high school
transition
the
ease
students
incoming
help
To
CCHS.
at
classes
in
change
a
dunng
Lewis
Melissa
freshman
level, officials at CCHS have earmarked one of the school's wings for a majority of freshman courses.

A NEW LOCKER: Lucas Stubblefield, a sixth grade student
at Murray Middle School, tries out his new locker on the first
day of school. Murray Middle School has completed their first
full week of school. "We're off to a good start. We've had lots
of positive comments from parents and students" said Lou
Carter, principal.
Photo provided

`Adopt a Towboat' econ workshop set
MURRAY, Ky. - The Murray
State, University Center for
Economic Education. the River
Heritage Museum and The
Propeller Club of Paducah
invite teachers of grades 2-8 to
participate in a free workshop to
gain training in the use of the
curriculum "Adopt a Towboat."
The workshop will be held from
4 to 7 p.m. on Thursday. Aug. 23
at the River Heritage Museum.
117 South Water St. in Paducah.
The workshop will show
teachers how to use the Adopt a
Towboat program to communicate with workers on a local
towboat while teaching science,

history. music, economics, prac- visits. Best of all, this hands-on served.
Barry Brown, director of the
tical living/vocational studies training uses free curriculum
and technology. Participants in and there is no charge for MSU Center for Economic
Education, urges teachers to
the workshop will adopt tow- attending the workshop.
All of the lessons are aligned sign up for the free workshop as
boats in the Paducah area for
their classrooms. Classes will be with the Kentucky Core Content soon as possible. Space to join
able to correspond with their and Academic Expectations. A the program is limited to 20
adopted crews via email and certificate for three hours of pro- classroom teachers and pre-regwill track the journeys of their fessional development will be istration is mandatory. To registowboats on the Internet. issued to all participants who ter, email your name, school,
Writing poetry and job resumes, complete the workshop. In addigrade and subject area taught
and learning about fractions, tion, teachers will receive
and your email address to
rations, weather, economics and hands-on training using the free
.edu. You
econed@murraystate
river culture are just a few of the curriculum and teaching strateby calling
register
also
may
along
classroom,
the
for
gies
things the program offers to stuor by faxing to
809-4277
(270)
supa
Adopt
Towboat
new
with
to
able
be
even
will
They
dents.
meet their towboat's captain and plemental lessons for 2007-08. (270) 809-5478. Registration
crewmembers dunng classroom A light supper will also be closes Tuesday. Aug. 21.

BETA FINALIST: Leanna
Linn, a 2007 graduate of
High
County
Calloway
School placed seventh in
the oratory contest at the
Club
Beta
National
Convention held in June in
Nashville, Tenn.

For
Best
Results
Place your
ad with us
Call 753-1916

t

Murray, Kentucky's
Hearing Rehabilitation Specialist
There are reasons why so many peopig
purchase their hearing aids from Michael Stone.

41111.4%

barium —Excellence —Integrity
Mr. Stone is a nationally rk
certified hearing instrument specialist. He has
served on the Better Hearing Institute in
Washington. D.C., the National Institute for
Hearing Instrument Studies, the National
Board for Certification in Hearing Instrument
Science, and has served as President of
the International Hearing Society.
Photo provided

Forever
STUDENT OF THE WEEK: Mitch Morton of Calloway County High School is the
the son
is
He
Week"
the
of
"Student
Realtors
Jobs
Loretta
Communications arid Century 21
princiassistant
CCHS
Wilmurth,
Brian
are:
above
Pictured
Morton
Shane
and
Flood
of Jena
WNBS
pal. Rebecca Landoll. Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtor. Morton. and Amy Gannon,
1340 AM and WOFC 1130 AM representative

Subscribe by calling 753-1916
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If you have trouble hearing clearly...
we invite you to see Mr. Stone and find
out if a hearing aid will help.

Michael Stone, BC-HIS
Hearing

Rehabilitation
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Lawson. Jean Simmons. Dana Scatbrough and Margaret Shuffen taking a walk on Story A‘cnue The

photo was by Staff Photographer
Bermod Kileor
Baths reported include a girl
to Carrie and Gary Minnick. Aug
13. a boy to Karen and Daryl
Coles. Aug 15. a boy to Wendy
and Dustin Wilson. Aug 16
20 years ago
Poblishcd. ate pastures of sey •
erat- students from tfa.
straw Ss.Nxil in bregeru. Austria, touring the National Scouting Museum on the campus of
Murray State l'mversity The group

meeting of the Women's Society of Chrisnan Service of Coldwater United Methodist Church
40 years ago
Mrs George S liart has been
named to the board of regents of
Murray State University to fill the
vacancy of her late husband,
George S Han, local banker and
former mayor of the city of Murray
Larry Pranklin Leslie, Lawrence
Wiley Bishop. Jerry Murdock
Matthews and Gary Wilkinson were
inducted into the United States
Army and will be sent to Fort
Polk. La for basic training, according to Mrs GUSSIe Adams, chief
eierk sif Local Board No 10 -06

the Selective Service
50 years ago

will he in Murray until Sept 7

Published is a picture of the
Murray Hospital taken from the
air showing the building grounds

AM are visiting Calloway County High School
Lynn (stove High School Class
of 1957 held Its 30-year class
reunion at the ('urns ('enter at
Murray Slate rnIkelAgy A video
by Donna Darnell and And) Darnell. showed pictures trona this

to a fine advantage The cast
entrance was selected because of
the trees obscuring the front on
the main entrance. The home in
the lower left of the photo is the
residence of Mr and Mrs Bernard
Haney Mr Harvey is administrator of the hospital.

first grade class with Mavis
Mc('mush as leacher
Births reported include a girl
to Jill and lony Bennett. Aug
19
30 years ago
S Rep Carroll Hubbard said
at a meeting of the Murray Rotary

Club fia ;serums to get ready for
a $2 54 nuturnuni wage, hut pre
dieted a close vote on tying the
minimum wage to the t lose ot
living index
Sp 4 Winston Kent Letterman
Is seising with the United States
Army in Germany
A J Kipp. factory engineer for
the ',Sinn-ay Division itt the lappan Company, is retiring after 42

years of service with Liman
Mrs Ultrahigh Jones %as the
leaders f.a the pr..oun ini,ented

Nene

Walker

and

Herman

Wardell Scroggins were married
Aug I I at the home of Mr and
Mrs Edward Curd
60 years ago
The newly organized Murray
Retail Merchants Association has
named Nis Crawford. Everett
Jones. William Bailey. Coleman
McKee!, J.E Littleton, Vernon
Hale, Mrs G.B Scott, Solon Shackelford. Hoyt Roberts. Vernon Stubblefield as selected representatives
in the V &UM% business categories
in the city kg Murray
Charles Beaman. a member of
the ('oldw ate, Softball team, has
been named- the hotting champion

of the Murray Softball League
Ile has an average of 454 for the
42 game schedule

Todaylnillstory
By !he Associated Press
liday is luesday. Aug 21. the
211rd day ut 2007 There are 132
days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History
Two hundred years ago, on
Aug 21. 1807. Robert Uulton's
North RISC! Steanth“at set off
from Albany on its return trip to
New York, unsling NNW 40 hours
later
On this date

In I 4 1, 1,,rturr slave Nat luro
em led a violent insurrection in

%argon.* Ilk was later executed
the first of the famous
In
debates between Illinois senatorial contenders Abraham I incoln
and Stephen 1)ouglas took place
In 18714, the American Hu Association was founded in Saratoga.
NY
In 1911. Leonardo da Vinci•s
"Mona Lisa- was stolen from the

Louvre Museum i Uhe painting
turned up two years later in hal!.
In 194(1, eukd C'ommunisi rev
olutiimary Leon Trotsky died in

-MOTHER WHO HAS BEEN
DEAR ABBY: This letter
is regarding 'Second-Guessing THERE IN NEW JERSEY
DEAR MOTHER: Thank
Myself in New York" thine
9), the young single woman you for adding your personal
who wants to have a baby by perspective to this issue. The
artificial insemination and responses I received about the
thinks her dad will be a great letter from 'Second-Guessing'
role model. My sister had the were balanced and thoughtful.
Read on:
same idea.
"
Shortly
DEAR ABBY: Four years
thereafter, I after my first marnage. I decidhad my first ed that if the right man had
child. My not come along by the time I
beautiful was 30. I would have a baby
daugh-ter on my own. Then tame Steve,
was
born the man of my dreams, the
with multi- one I wanted to share my life
birth and have children with. We
ple
Dear Abby defects and began trying to have a child.
required When it didn't happen, we
many sur- explored other options, but
By Abigail
genes and Steve said he didn't want to
Van Buren
hospitalize- raise "someone else's child.' I
prayed that eventually I'd conlions. Thank God. I was marceive and my dream would
ried. and my husband was very
supportive. I had to quit my come true.
Three months ago, without
job and stay home to care for
our daughter. She is much bet- warning, my "wonderful' huster now, but will always require band of 22 years told me he
was no longer in love with
some hclp.
Our family had no history me. He had fallen for someof birth defects, and my preg- one else (who has children,
nancy was perfect. No one had by the way!). The shock is
still painful, but the truth is,
any idea that my daughter
would have problems. It was if I had stuck with my original plan I would have my child.
a big wake-up call for my sister. It made her realize that. Now at 53. I have no children and my biological clock
as a single parent. she would
has stopped ticking.
have been unable to take time
If 'Second-Guessing' is
away from her Job to care for
financially and emotionally prea child with intensive (and
pared to have a child by age
expensive) needs.
Readers who are -consider- 30, she should not deprive hering the prospect of becoming self of something she despersingle parents by choice should ately wants.-- MARRIED MR.
remember that sometimes not WRONG IN INDIANA
DEAR ABBY: At 28. with
everything goes as planned no potential husband in sight,
I was worried that I would never
get to have a baby. It was
Mexico City from wounds inflirtsomething I wanted more than
ed by an assassin
anything. and couldn't see hapIn 1944. the United States. pening unless I did it myself.
Britain, the Soviet t 'num and China
Just before I turned 30. I
opened talks at Dumbarton Oaks
met my husband. Al 31. we
pave
helped
that
Washington
in
were married, and a year later
the way for establishment of the
I had my first child. We have
United Nations
been happily married for eight
In 1959. President Dwight I)
years with two wonderful litEisenhower signed an executive
tle boys. I cannot imagine
order proclaiming Hawaii the 5(kh
state of the union, five months
doing it on my own. I have
after he had signed the Hawaiian
a loving spouse with whom
statehood bill
to share all of this joy.
I. too, was :11illimiltdr about
the high di yoke fine and
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Cold-water 'cure' for
tantrums excessive

Opting for single parenthood
is not to be taken lightly

LookingBack
II years age
US Highway 641 will be down
to three lanes tut the next month
as road crews fe•Unikt the heavily-travelled road
Published as a picture of Mary
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unhealthy relationships I saw
around me. My husband and
I sought counseling together
before our wedding to make
sure we were starting out on
the right foot, and to learn
how to - resolve conflicts in a
healthy way.
My advice: Hang in there
and work hard to find the right
partner. It is worth the wait'
- PATIENT ONE IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR ABBY: I am the
only child of the most loving,
generous, hard-working, inspiring single mother in the world.
She always wanted to have a
‘hild, got pregnant at 30, and
made the decision to raise me
by herself. My mom and I are
complete family. and I wouldn't trade my relationship with
her for anything. -- DAUGHTIR
Of A SINGLI. MOM IN SEATTLE

DEAR DR.GOTT: In regard

to your article about children
throwing tantrums, fits. etc., a
local (and older) doctor here
advised parents some 60 years
ago on how to stop these actions.
Believe me and hundreds of
parother
it
ents,
worts — not

only on children, but on
animals, too.
You tell
the kids to
shut up Or
their
stop
carrying on,
and if they
Dr. Gott
don't, don't
argue with
By
Dr. Peter Gott them. Just
get 1/4 cup
of cold water and throw it in
their faces. An instant miracle
happens. After a time or two,
all you will need to do is put
a pitcher of water on the table
and let them see it.
Like the old doc says, "A
little clean water on the carpet
won•t hurt it a bit."
DEAR READER: Although
it is physically harmless, the
act of throwing cold water in
a child's face and telling him
to "shut up- seems to me to
border on child abuse.
I was not a liberal parent
in raising my own children, and
I had success in simply sending them to their rooms when
their behavior was unacceptable. The waterihrowing tip is
a bit bizarre.
DEAR DR GOTT: I am
writing to obtain any information you may have regarding

blood pressure taken on the leg.
Is it as reliable as the arm
readings? I have had a mastectomy on both sides, with
lymph glands removed from
each of my arms. 1 also devel-

oped lymph edema in the right
arm I wear a medical alert
bracelet to prevent anyone from
giving me an IV or putting a
blood pressure cuff on either
arm. I would appreciate any
information you have on this
issue.
DEAR READER:

Because
the body's circulation is a
hydraulic system, the blood pressure is the same in the legs as
it is in the arms. Any differences are the result of technical considerations, primarily that
the legs are bigger and more
muscular than are the arms.
Consequently, the standard blood
pressure device is not suitable
for measuring leg pressures.
which requires larger and wider
cuffs. These cuffs are not standard equipment in most medical offices. I recommend that
you purchase a leg manometer
for your doctor to use when
you go for your appointments.
DEAR DR. GOTT: After a
recent colonoscopy, during
which a small growth was
removed and biopsied, the result
was explained to me as a tubular adenoma. The doctor advised
me to have another colonoscopy
in two years and not to be
concerned. I'm perplexed and
turn to you for an explanation
and clarification.
DEAR READER: Benign
adenomas, nests of cells that
arise from the colon lining,
grow slowly, cause no symptoms and may have to be
removed periodically because
they can undergo premalignant
changes in some people over
lengthy penods. The approach
to adenomas is initial removal,
with a repeat colon study in
two to five years.
I believe your doctor is on
the right track. Follow his or
her recommendations.

ContractBridge
dummy's queen, and Lag ran off
lour spade tncks for down one.

South dealer
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH

South lamented his misfortune in

•Q93
IPAKQJ
•8 5 2
•l09 2
WF
-ST
•6 5 2

EAST

•A .1 1084
IPS
•10 9 7 1
•K 5

•1096 4
•Q 6
4SO It 4
SOUTH

•K 7
•7 5 2
•A K 1 4
•A 7 6 3
the bidding
South •4

West
Pass

Soria
•

East

(ST
Pass
1 NT
sts of spades
Opening lead
Main coatrarts that fall arc often
attributed to bad luck In all too
many of these cases, though, the true
fault lies in the vay declarer played
his cards
Cortsider South's sad story in
today's deal Ile arrived at three
notruznp after Last had overcalled
with one spade. and %On Lases ten
if spades with the king at trick one
With °sly eight top tricks in
view, declarer cashed the ace of diamonds. trussed to dummy with a
heart and led a los diamond When
LIM followed loss, the jack of chaRIM& was finessed, losing to the
queen Hack came a spode, trapping

losing the diamond finesse. especially When he learned that he could
have dropped West's doubleton
queen by playing the A-K instead of
finessing
We deal coetead that declarer

should have known the queen would
Lull. hut the contract should have
been made nevertheless. The diamond fines.se posed an unnecessary
risk that might cost declarer the contract. and did in the actual case.
South should erases that a finesse
is not the only way to score a trick
with the rack of diamonds if East
happens to hold the queen. The jack
can also be convened into a trick by
cashing the A-K first, then leading up
tin the 1-4 if the queen hasn't already
appeared_ If East does have the
queen of diamonds, he can take it,
but is then unable to attack dummy's
queen of spades. so the contract It
safe
the one thing declarer cannot
atiord to do is to lose a trick unnecessarily to the queen of diamonds in
the West hand If West started with
three or more diamonds including
the queen, the cause is hopeless
regardless of host. South plays. By
cashing the A-K. though. South gives
himself the additional chance of
dropping the doubloon queen ofTside. and it costs him virtually nothing tin make this play

Tomorrow: three is not enough.
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OVC FOOTBALL

RACER FOOTBALL

Martin,
EIU find
spots in
FCS poll

21 down . 1 to go
RACERS'VVILL HOLD
LAST PRESEASON
PRACTICE TODAY
By MSU Media Relations
The Murray State football team held
its last two-a-day of the preseason
on Monday, practicing for nearly two
hours in the morning before all afternoon session that last about an hour.
The Racers were scheduled to hold

INAUGURAL POLL
RELEASED MONDAY
SPARTANBURG, S.C. — Defending Ohio Valley Conference co-champions Eastern Illinois and TennesseeMartin were both ranked in the inaugural Football Championship Subdivision (FCS) Coaches Poll, which was
released for the first time on Monday.
The Panthers were tabbed 17th in
the preseason poll, while the Skyhawks were picked 18th.
EIU was ranked 17th and UTM
22nd in the other major FCS poll (Sports
Network), which was released last week.
The tandem have been nationally ranked
by every preseason publication and
poll. In a third poll. UTM was 16th
and EIU 19th in the Sports Media
Entertainment(SME) Broadcasters poll
released last month.
Eastern Illinois returns 37 letterwinners and 13 starters from a team
that was 8-5 overall and 7-1 in the
OVC a year ago. The Panthers were
picked first in a preseason vote of
OVC head coaches and sports information directors. The team returns
2006 OVC Defensive Player of the
Year Donald Thomas (LB) and AllOVC selection Micah Rucker (WR)
among others.
Tennessee-Martin has 45 players
and 12 starters back from last year's
team that made the first Division
playoff appearance in school history.
The Skyhawks were 9-3 overall and
6-1 in the Conference a year ago. The
team returns leading rusher Don Chapman, who has a chance to break the
OVC all-time rushing record this season. The 'Hawks were predicted to
finish third in a preseason poll of
OVC head coaches and sports information directors.
Two-time defending national champion Appalachian State received 27 of
a possible 28 first-place votes and is
the preseason No. 1 team in the national. The top 10 is rounded out by
Montana, Massachusetts (who received
the other first-place vote), North Dakota State, New Hampshire, Youngstown
State, James Madison, Illinois State,
Northern Iowa and Furman.
A FCS Coaches Top 25 weekly
Poll is based exclusively on a voting
panel of head coaches in the FCS
under the cooperation of the Collegiate Commissioners Association(CCA)
and the American Football Coaches
Association (AFCA). The coaches poll
had previously been distributed by
College Sporting News (the previous
I-AA.org).
The poll is available on the newlycreated FCS website that features the
poll, conference scores and standings
and features on FCS programs and
players. The Southern Conference will
oversee the poll and maintain the web
site. The poll will be released on

their last practice of the preseason,
a scrimmage, today at 3:05 at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Yesterday, the quarterbacks and running backs worked on reading the
outside linebacker — played by assistant coach Mickey Fein — on the
option play, with the quarterback
deciding to either pitch the ball to
the running back or tuck and run
with it, depending on who the linebacker favored.
The wide receivers worked on a
hand-eye coordination "hot potato"

drill, where one receiver stood in the
middle of five other receivers and
played catch with the others. The offensive linemen worked on getting a
strong drives off the snap and exploding through a defender.
During a light scrimmage in the
afternoon session, quarterback Chris
Franklin found Marcus Harris for a
65-yard touchdown, and quarterback
Jeff Ehrhardt hit Rod Harper for a
65-yard score off a screen pass.
On defense, the safeties worked
on dropping back into coverage, then

charging towards the ball and using
slick footwork to slide to the ballcarrier. The defensive backs and linebackers worked on reading the quarterback — played by assistant coaches Rich Nagy and Kenyatta McCoy
— and getting in good position for
an interception.
At the conclusion of the afternoon
practice, head coach Matt Griffin
encouraged his players to finish preseason camp strong, and to work
towards finishing today's scrimmage
the right way.

MHS VOLLEYBALL

ADVERTISING PAYS

Lady Tigers
lose at
Lone Oak
LADY FLASH
BREAK MHS'
FOUR-GAME
WINNING STREAK
Staff Report
The Murray Hie(' volleyball
team dropped its first match
of the season on Monday night,
falling in two sets to visiting
Lone Oak at Tiger Gymnasium.
The Lady Tigers (4-1) lost.
(he -Match by scores of 25-18
and 25-23.
Leading the ..wao for Murray in the losing effort was
Caitlin Herrington, who posted a match-high three digs,
five aces and 20 completed passes. She also recorded three
blocks and one kill.
Leah Dieleman led the Lady
Tigers in kills with seven while
also posting two digs. She also
had eight passes and four aces.
Christin Gong had two kills,
three aces and 13 passes,' White
Abby Dowdy added two kills,
three blocks, two aces and
seven passes.
Lauren Dieleman had all 10
of Murray's assists while tallying three passes and one ace.
Jamie Courtney had 16 completed passes and four aces.
The Lady Tigers return to
the court on Thursday, when
they travel across town to face
rival Calloway County at Jeffrey Gymnasium. Action begins
at 6 p.m.

LAKER SOCCER

Mayfield
gets by
CCHS
FABIAN'S TWO
GOALS KEEP
LAKERS WINLESS

S See FCS, 28

FCS COMMES POU.
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Robert Montague, front, assistant Murray State University rowing coach, and William Pregliasco, a junior from
Louisville, carry a "pair boat around the MSU campus Monday. The two men were recruiting members for
the university's rowing team. Kentucky Lake serves as the home of the MSU rowing teams.

CHICAGO 27, INDIANAPOLIS 24
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XLI REDUX

INDIANAPOLIS(AP)— Rex Gross- Grossman and the Bears backups overman's second victory in the RCA Dome came their mistakes and beat Indianapolis 27-24.
wan% nearly as pretty as his first.
"I haven't lost any (confidence),"
As a high school senior in 1998.
Grossman passed for a tourney-record Grossman said. "I hope the Chicago
five touchdowns and left with a state fans and everyone else hasn't lost any.
championship. In a little over one quar- I'm a pretty optimistic guy. Just because
ter Monday night, a preseason rematch I throw an interception in the preseaof last February's Super Bowl loss to son doesn't take away from a good
the Indianapolis Colts, he fumbled three camp."
Bears coach Lovie Smith wasn't looktimes, bobbled another snap, was sacked
once and threw one interception.
ing for excuses.
Still, with Super Bowl MVP Pey"Quarterback-center exchanges, we
ton Manning retiring early to the Colts need to be beyond that," Smith said.
We haven't
sideline and Devin Hester once again "But we'll get past that.
giving Chicago big return yardage, had a problem with that, and we won't

VS. COLTS

in the future.
"This was another chance to evaluate some of our players. .. We put
them in some tough situations, and
we'll go from there," Smith said.
Manning helped Indianapolis to an
early lead with passes to Marvin Harnson and Reggie Wayne that set up
Joseph Addai's 4-yard touchdown run
on the first play of the second quarter. But LS is custom in preseason. the
starters quickly departed. content with
using the rest of the game to judge
the backups.
"Coach Dungy mentioned about 20
Sae NFL, 28

's

Staff Report
MAYFIELD, Ky. — A pair
of first-half goals from Juan
Fabian were all homestanding
Mayfield needed in defeating the
Calloway County Lakers 2-1
in boys' Second District soccer action on Monday night.
Fabian put the Cardinals (20) head with a goal off an
Anthony Njorage assist with
31:10 left in the half. He scored
again at the 17:10 mark off an
assist by Marc Wynstra to put
Mayfield in front 2-0 at the
halftime break.
Calloway (0-2) managed to
get on the board about halfway
through the second half on an
unassisted goal from Blake
Maness. But that's all the offense
the Lakers would be able to
muster.
Goalkeeper Keaton Pierce
had eight saves for CCHS. The
Cardinals won the battle of
shots 10-6.
Girls: The Calloway County Lady Lakers were also in
action on Monday, winning their
!
third match in as many tries
this season in a 6-0 triumph
at Mayfield.
No other information on the
contest was available at press
lime.
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Vick agrees to •NFL
plead guilty to From Page 18
dogfighting
charges
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Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1701 IIVY in N. BYPASS • MURRAY,KY

RICHMOND. Va. (API
Less than A month after saying he looked forward to clear-

K S DPW rray.com
••moil: stueri_cilexander • It eteins cam

ing

his name. Michael Vick
now acknowledges the heinous•
Acts associated with his name

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Anwican Limnos Standings
w AN Times COT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Boston
75 50 600
New York
70 55 560
5
Toronto
ba 61 eqf 11 112
Bellmore
57 65 447161/2
Tampa Bay
47 77 37927 1r2
canna Division
W
Pct GB
Cleveland
68 55 553
Defrost
67 57 540 I 1/2
Minnesota
62 82 500 12
Chicago
55 6044413 1/2
Kansas City
55 69 44413 17
West Divillion
W
LPL-1 GB
Los Angeles
73 51 589
Seattle
70 52 574
2
Oakland
62 64 492
12
Texas
54 69 43918 12

41C true
The _Atlanta I-alcons
teiteck said through A lawyer
Monday that he will plead guilty
to federal dogfighting conspiracy charges. an AlItimion that
likely

will mean prison time.

For now. any hopes of salaging his NH. career are Wel:otithry to his impending coo1!winch,
-His focus is tin his family. his focus is on answering
to this judge." Vick's lead
defense attorney, Billy Martin.
told Die Associated Press after
announcing the plea agreement
Monday
S

Indianapolis
District Judge

Grossman

Henry

Hudson can sentence Vick to
up to five years in pnson and
fine

him

tederal

the

Al' that

reconimend

prosecutors
4

sentence

usually

is

for

tiro-time offenders. reflecting
government's attempt to

the

show that animal abusers will
more than a slap on

receive

Chicago

the first quarter

quarterback

Rex

of an exhibition game

The Colts recovered the fumble.

physical

with our first group, some very
play on defense.-

returned

action
Detroit.

I Saturday)

against

and hopefully we can
build on some of the momen-

game

the

Backups Jim Sorg.

the

in

down

— returned a punt 50
yards to set up the next score
by the Bears A pass interfer-

And Josh

penalty in the end zone
on the Colts' Kelvin Hayden
put the ball at the Indianapo-

the plays we needed to make
to win,- Dungy said.
The Indianapolis lead in the

the touchdown.

and

two

touchdowns
Grossman. harrassed by the

Indianapolis defense

said. "We moved the
hall offensively We didn't score

group: that was disappointing
"We Just didn't quite make

combined 23-ofyards

Dungy

Hester
—
who
the opening kickoff
Super Bowl for a touch-

the

starters finished

With

Betts were a
114
232

nowhere,

from the 1 -yard line, that was
disappointing We turned it over
seseral times with our second

the whole

the wnst
Vick will return Monday to
the same courthouse where he
pleaded not guilty and resolved

back

did that.- Manning said of the
starters' limited playing time
"We'll see our most extended

tum

recommended

Mathis (98) holds

ball loose in

yard field goal tor Chicago
(2-01. After the next possession by Indianapolis (0-2) went

eela

The official said such a sentence would be more than what

Robert

time he was In the game, was
9-of-II for 59 yards.
"We did some good things

will

114 months

year to

end

he stripped the

AP

plays, and we wanted to come
out and hase a 104 of tempo
and energy, and 1 thought we

guidelines

will call for less A gosern'tient official, speaking on condition of anonymity because
the terms are not final, told

after

in Indianapolis Monday night

$250.1)00, although

sentencing

DARRON CUMMINGS
defensive

second quarter didn't 1Lst

ence

lis I. and

Grossman ran

in for

Grossman headed to the
sideline after that and stayed
there the rest of the game.

long.

Robbie Gould kicked a 32-

('CHS GOLF

Co prose his innocensc lust

25
days ago This time he will plead
guilty, and Hudson will sched-

Marshall claims dual match Monday

ule a date for sentencing.

ii0‘‘ %RD PACES LAKERS, TINDELL LEADS LADY LAKERS

Since

that

initial

appearanse. all three
co-defendantshave

court

of Vick.%
pleaded

guilty and agreed to cooperate
11 the gosernment's case against
him. including testilying against
hunt if the case hail gone to

trial in November
tiled

a• •Lhcii

Stall Report
.

the boys' and girls' golf teams from Calloway County laced Marshall County in a
dual
match tin Monday at Calvert City Country

(tub
Marshall claimed

both

matches. defeating

in the boys' competition 143.162
while winning the girls' competition 202-214
.

the !Akers

In boys' action, Chasten Howard pace4 the
('CHS effort by carding a 39. Man McReyilletls
lollowed with A 44), while Dante! Harper, posted A 41 and Brock Simmons a 42
On the girls' vide. Katie Tindell and Saliah
Hassan both tallied A 50 to lead the Lady Lakers. Ellie Fisher carded a 54 while Stemmer
Simmons added a 60

Durant, Collison
dropped from
Olympic roster
UK's PRINCE
FINDS SPOT
ON TEAM

.TJ

LAS VEGAS(AP) — After
Last
year's world ch
onships,

the

United

knew it needed better
ers. stronger defenders,
more expenenced play

Monday's Game.
Texas at Bathmore pod rain
Oakland 6 Toronto 4
Boston 6 Tampa Bay 0
Seattle 9 Minnesota 4
Chicago WNW SOX 4 Kansas City)
LA Angels 7 NY Yankees 6 10
innings
Tuesday's Gaines
Cleveland (Camiona 14-7) It Detroit
(Jumens 0-1) 6 05 p m
Taxes (Rho/nicker 1-1) at Baltimore
(Bedard 12-41, 606 pm
°inland )wns) 13-4) at Toronto
(McGovnan 8-7) 8 07 p m
Boston (Lester 1-01 at Tampa Bay
(SonnansUns 2-81,6 10 p m
Seattle (Washburn 8-10) al Minnesota
(Baker 6-5) 710pm
Kansas City (Nunez 2-0) at Chicago
Whits Sox (Vazque1 10-6) 7 11 pm
NY Yankees Musson'8-8) at L A
Angels (Escobar 13-61. 905 P m
Wednesday's Games
Oakland (Meyer 0-1) at Toronto Burnett
7-6) 11 37 a m
Sealtla (BatisW ¶3-8) at Minnesota
(Sava 9-12), 12 10 pm
Kansas City (Bannister 9-7) al Chicago
White Sox (Contr./as 6-15),105pm
Texas (Gabbard 5-1) at Baltimore
iG Olson 14), 4 05 p m 1st game
Cleveland (Byrd 11-5) at Detroit
(Venander 13-4), 805pm
Boston 164atsuzaka 13-9) at Tampa Bay
(Jackson 3-12), 6 10 p m
UMW I Padilla 3-8) at Baltimore
(0 Cabrera 9-12). 7 35 pm 2nd game
NY Yanisites (Potties 10-7) at LA
Angsts (Lackey 15-7). 906 pin

Nat100•1 League Standings
All Times COT
East Division
W
LPCI GB
New York
70 53 589
Alyea
66 59 526
5
ifIdedelpnis
65 58 528
5
Floods
56 69 448
15
Washington
9, 69 448
15
Central DIVIlla00
W
L Pct GS
Mitymukee
64 61 512
Chicago
63 60 512
St Louis
59 62 488
3
Houston
56 69 448
8
Cinannah
54 70 435 91,2
Pittsburgh
53 7043'
10
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Arizona
71 55 563
San Diego
66 57 537 31(2
tos Amp*.
64 60 516
6
Colorado
63 61508
7
San Francisco
55 70 44015 1/2

Monday's Games
San Francisco 8 Florida 7
St Louis 6 Chicago Cubs 4
Atlanta 14 Cincinnati 4
Washington 7 Houston 0
Pittsburgh 4 Colorado 2 11 nrungs
Memaukee 9 Anzona 0
Tuesday's Games
LA Dodgers(Tcmko 2.10) at
Philadelphia (Kendrick 5-3), 605 pm.
San Diego (Young 9-4) at N V Mets
(Mane 13-7), 6 10 p m
Atlanta (Reyes 0-1) at Cincinnati
(Livingston 3-3) 6 10 p m
Washington imanraran 2-1i at Houston
(Rodriguez 7-11). 7 05 p m
Florida (Barone 0-1) at St Louis
(Wainwright 11-9) 7 10 p m
Pittsburgh (Armes 2-3) at Colorado
(Dessens 1-1) 805 p m
Mohvaukee (Bush 9-9) at Anzona
IL Hernandez 9-7) 8 40 p m
Chicago Cubs (Marque 10-7) at San
FranctscoALtncecum 7-31. 9 15 P m
oleedneaday's Games
LA Dodgers (Lowe 9-11)at
Philadelphia (Hameis 14.51, 6 05 p m
San Diego tHenshey 2-3) at N V Mots
(LaerrenCe 1-0). 6 10 p m
Atlanta )Cormier 0-31 at Cincinnati
(Arroyo 6-13) 6 10 p m
Washington (Sacs* 5-6) at Houston
(W Willusms 7-12) 7 05 p m
Ronda (Olsen 9-101 at St LOUIS
(Loops. 10-10), 7 10 pm
POISOOfgh (Gorzelanny 11•7e at
cotoracto iForici 7-8) 8 05 P m
Milwaukee (Suppen 8-10) at Anzona
(Webb 13-8). 8 40 p m
Chicago Cul:a (Nei 7-7) at San
Francisco (Zito 9-11) 9 15 p m

•FCS
From

Page 18
regular

Kentucky), Denver Johnson (Illinois State). Anthony
Jones (Alabama A&M), Kevin

The KS Coaches Poll voting panel includes: Stacy Adams
(Valparaiso). Rob Ash(Montana

Kelly (Georgetown), Bobby
Lamb (Furman), Pete Lembo
(Eton), Mike Lucas (Southeast-

State). David Bennett (Coastal

ern

Carolina).

Matthews

Monday's

ern

during

the

NV4solll

Bob

Biggs

(If('

Louisiana),

Davis). Don Brown (Massachusetts), Kevin Callahan (Monmouth). Rich Ellerson (Cal

Tim

Poly).

Bob

Patterson

Henry

Frazier (Praine

Ford

(Albany).
View

A&M), Tom Gilmore (Holy
Cross). LC. Harper (Stephen
F. Austin). Danny Hope (East-

(James

Mickey
Madison),

Tripp Merritt (Davidson). Jay
Mills (Charleston Southern),
Murphy (Harvard), Don

(Western
Illinois),
Oliver Pough (South Carolina
State), Tony Samuel (Southeast

Missouri
State),
Jack
Stedlecki (Yale), Jerome Souers

ST. LOUIS 6, CHICAGO 4

Cards salvage win in
rain-shortened series

That Iasi one cost
'14
- 11se
la'

.t)

TICKET PRICES:
$10.00 for Friday and $15.00 for Saturday
$22.00 for admission on combo tickets for both nights
Kids tickets 5-12 years of age are $7.00 per day
Children under 5 are admitted free

Durant
The Sank rookie was
of two players cut
night as the

Amen

down to the

12-player

for

the

Kenlake State Resort Park
542 Kenlake Road
Hardin, KY 42048-9737
Telephone: 270-474-2211
Toll Free: 800-325-0143
Kroger
Murray. Paris, Paducah
Taco Johns
Murray & Mayfield
The Big Apple Cafe

Express Tan
Murray. Mayfield & Paris

q

that

Wednesday.
SuperSonics
Nick

Tickets On Sale At Kenlake State Resort Park,
or at these outlets...

Olympic

tournament

Collison

also

dropped when the Arneneans
announced
their
decisions
about two hours after practicing at the Thomas & Mack
(
*enter. The final meter needed to be submitted Tuesday.

The 4-Way Grill
Paris Landing

Effective FrIda, August 24, all ticket sales will be at the
Kenlake State Park only for whatever da) you are coming.

www.hotaugustbluesfestival.com

pitcher. His perfect peg from
field in the first inning

it

left

Ankiel said.

cut down a runner and got the
St. Louis Cardinals headed
toward victory Monday.

"It was a great play and unbelievable throw. I just saw something that maybe I hadn't seen
before.- Rolen said.
"It was a perfect throw. It
hit the din and softened up

surprised

me a

little

bit."

a day before the U.S. opens

run

for me when II got there. But
it was nght on the base. When

against VCOCEMBIL

Both helped the Cardinals
beat the Chicago Cubs 6-4 and
move `within three games of

the hall cline tllIt. I Was say ing 'that was special.-

The

Areasiearis

has

inesraaticed beikelbeit
saw% pase

is not

a raw

As expected. Michael Redd
Mike Miller had ra

Marshall County Tourism
Benton. KY

to see Theriot try to stretch.
"I know when I got to it
he was rounding the bag, so

the MBA AnsahaelinieUentent

and

Roof Brothers Wine & Liquors
Paducah

CHICAGO (Al') — Rick
Ankiel showed off the arm that
once made him a promising

Seseral innings later. Anklet
demonstrated the power that's
helped him make a remarkable
transition with his fourth home

learned in Mall years that

The Murray Bank

ANKIEL, PUJOLS HIT HOME
RUNS TO HELP CARDINALS

10 worry about. lise A
PM have gone too long without a reliable penrneter threat,
to they weren't going to send
home two of the NB A's hest.

first in the NL ('entral.
-Today was a good day."
Ankle! said "Every day as a
learning expenence."
Milwaukee moved hack into
a tie with Chicago for the NI.
C'entral lead by winning at AnJona on Monday night
Chicago leadoff hitter Ryan
drove a pitch to left

Thema
Besides the shooters, USA
Basketball managing director
/ern

Colangelo

and

coach

Mike Krrytewski also sought
some stoppers. That created
spots tot New Orleans' TS(SOO
Chandler. one ot the NBA's
lop re-hounder. and shot Nockand sercank Detroit toe.

ers

want Tavshaun Prince
"We knew ecactls what we
felt

we needed in terms of
adding certain components to
OW rosier and the good newt
MI

we

pitch

Were

a1tle to axon,.

that.- ('olanetio

in the first that a leaping Anklel
couldn't catch

But when the
hall hounded off Wngley Field's
hard ivy-covered wall. Ankiel
•uistled to pick it up and then
made a one-hop throw to Scott
Rolen at third to cut down the
speedy Theriot.
"An aggressive play by TheChicago manager Lou
Piniella said. "I'll tell you what.
not.-

Anklet is an athlete I didn't
think he had a chance at him
You can

Sail

he was a pitch -

Anklet was stalled at first

it111119111,111;

Ustly Stator
WO FAO MOOcat
To we am.No swot
'-ii.new
Lee Melo N.• 71341142

TV, radio
TODAY
LITTLE LEAGUE BASEBALL
12 p in
ESPN - World Series
pool CAP/
mum) kaaratsbo Venazusia vs
twitincas Memo at
WIMerreePon Pa
2 p.m.
FSPN
Wald Series pool Play
round Dhewan Sau0 Arabia it
Tokyo al Wilesenaporl Pa
3 pia.
E SRN? - Wand Soles PCO play
Turd Lubbock Texas vs Salisbury
Mit ii Willteresport Pa
II p.m
ESPN2 - *bid Serra Pool
Pay
round Wlismatad Curacao vs Whits
Rock Breen Collette at Witerepon
Ps
pait
ESP'S)? -- World Series Pool
Plan
round Chandler ArCr vs Coon
Raw% Atu NA VIIIimeporl.
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CLASSIFIEDS
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DEADLINES

Monday
Smart Save
tusedsy
mow*
Thursday
Friday
Saturiar

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

hileway Wear &TemP Mowebes £40 04.40.,
All reel mita admonition& benne bathers/mg her
timmuti Act which anion it bap so adrodies eirs prim

Lawmen
mem
itoossine

env, lontanco andocnomiestim leentftens auk ISpun Yek tararcafr. weal wow a NNW adign vr
inlerdion bfr Maio my ad'podannin loilioas or die
cannegui.
Sem Yin,SakiolionleMsi
oohs own or saver
Iblegai nilobisband on Won is Wilke toawn mimed maw kiwiion
Kik
laswiern inapt sra oriesesiog kr net sin
whidi sp in Mike elIn kor. AI planes maks*
idomel be all dwillage advertised an rwitatileas AM
wad apaniewa bask
For hotter terinonce nib Farr
Huuun, Adve= asgelensents
.1101111
Un
'*AA 1..
Raw P
(70316411-14301

Firrotell
Reserialls ValMloi
Lee'AM Pool
PeollIst Winded
0,110Mmey
Eleelmedet
Compulore
Amami pots
*Owe To Soy
MON For dale
Appimose
Home Furniehime
Animas
Low &Genies

190
110
301
310
220
SIC
570
MO
MS
300
320
330
340
MO
370
340
360
410
425

Firm Equipment
Keen Equipment
Sports Equipment
Pliewood
*mime
Mobile Nome Lots For Sao
▪
ricerms For Swe
MOIR limos For Rent
WM* Room Lots For Rent
auelmes Roriale
APerlmense For Reno
Roma For Ilrent
Homes For Rent
Mono Reeftie
Cowmen*/ Property
Pele•Suppler
threeloce I Suppees
Pubic Sib
Land For Rent or Leese

Reel Estate
L30. Property
Lots For Saw
Lae For Rent
Finns For Sal.
ACII14911
Ronne For MR
limorcycies 6 All •
Auto Pens
Span Miry versos.
Uereel Can
Vans
Used Trucks
Coopers
Doets 1 Merlon
Services 011erecl
Free Column
TOOOCCO I S.4p1*011

••••••••.,•

$8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within b Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guidel
$6.25 First Day -20 words or less
Over 2p words $31)each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per worvl per day.
$3.35 extra for Shopper(Mum Classified, go into Shopping Cuide
VI 00 el,tra for blind b. x Ad,
the oght to Mimi or edit any submitted matter
1'1 At I \MK 1.1\1 \I AND 1.1 WILL APPLAR ON
flU VIBSI I L M NO 1 NIRA CHAR( F

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens
or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5
p.m.• Fax: 753-1927

SIB Mks

060
Nab Wanted

Professional Position Available

Public Hearing
in accordance with the provisions of HB 44 enacted by
the 1979 Kentucky General Assembly, a public hearing has been set by the Calloway County Public
Library Board of Trustees for September 4, 2007 at
4:00 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. The
purpose of the hearing is to inform the public that the
Calloway County Public Library District is proposing
the 3.4 cent tax rate with anticipated revenue of
$469,083. This tax rate reflects a 4% increase in

anticipated revenue. The tax rate for the preceding
year was 3.3 cents with anticipated revenue of
$409,349. The compensating rate is 3.3 cents with
anticipated revenue of $455,287. The expected revenue from personal property is $109,852. The
increase for the 2007 budget year is needed due to the
rising cost of books, library materials, technology,
equipment, and building maintenance.

The West Kentucky Educational Cooperative. 420 Wells Hall,
Murray State University. Murray. Kentucky, is accepting resumes
for the position of Director of an American History Grant Project
that provides training for area American History teachers and
promotion of quality instruction.
Applicants must hold a Baccalaureate Degree in American
History or a related field from an accredited institution. Master's
Degree, high school teaching and administrative expenence preferred. Position offers a maximum of 185 days of employment
annually. Salary and benefits commensurate with approved
salary schedule of the West Kentucky Educational Cooperative.
Position available for immediate employment.

Remember your
rw RANDPARENTC/h
September 9, 2007
Tell your grandparents and the world how prat you
think they are by putting your picture in our
special Grandparents Day section on
Saturday, September 8, 2007!
Sin* Space - 912.00
no wan saa to.tiiidres per picture)

MAXIMUM 20
WORDS

Interested applicants must submit a written letter of interest and
a professional resume to include a listing of references.
Submit to:
John C. S•ttlik, Executive Director

Double Space - 518.00
MAXIMUM 40
WORDS

West Kentucky Educational Cooperative
420 Wells Hall
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071

The Kentucky General Assembly has required publication of this advertisement and the information contained herein.

Keegan Duvall
Grandparents
Carlie & LeeAnn Staples
Ronnie & Jane Babb
Cathy & Larry Gooch
Willis & Wilma Sanders
Jack & Denise Duvall

Resumes accepted through Friday. August 31, 2007

Nobel Automotive Tennessee LLC
is seeking candidates for the position of

Technical Program Manager, N.A.

"PUBLIC NOTICE"
MOIRE! menu.MIENS
STEPS ARE BEING TAKEN AT

-o IMPROVE MANY FACETS OF OUR

Johnthony
Kevin
Bobby
mbo
theastickey
lson).

1. Jay
them),
Don
nois);
arolina
South;
Jack •
Souers

OVERALL OPERATION FOR THE
BE-TEPMENT OF THE FAMIUES WE SERVE
ONE OF THOSE STEPS IS TO VALIDATE THE
INF CiRMAT1ON IN OUR CEMETERY FILES WITH
AU. OF OUR PROPERTY OWNERS.

MUUAY 1111:111111111L UIIUS
MANAGEMENT ASKS IF YOU ARE AN
OWNER, PLEASE CONTACT OUR OFFICE AT
753-2654 SO WE CAN HELP YOU AND
YOUR FAMILY.
FOR APPOINTMENTS PLEASE CALL
753-2654 BETWEEN MON.-FRI.9 A.M.-5 P.M.
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

STEVE VIDNIER1
.
1 .itt 1:,.

It \
11 \I'll k's A.1 •
lit1\11\ \I 1)111V-111\ t 11<1 1 I I
PRI \ II

•:'•
•:-:

753-1752

E
Maks

unhesomet seen
row. It
ned up
re. But
When
as Say -

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom
you will be redirected
to ioboetwork_com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website

ICIIIINsip Warded

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but

ASSIS,
BUSINESS
TANI We are a grow
trig Dental practice

inaccuracies do occur
Rearters using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned hereon
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Tomes, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibildry whatsoever for their

looking for an individual
with a great personality
to grow with us Dental
experience preferred

activities.

A chid needs you'
Become a foster par
ant. up to 336/day
WKUMFS 270-4439004
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting appicetions
for the Wowing positions: Canified Nursing
unalents. We oiler
competitive wages and
an excellent benefit
Plidul98 API* in Pelson at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641S
Benton. KY 42025
EOE/ME NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
NOW taking applioiaWm& tor a/ positions
and al shins. Anon
In parson In Sonic
DrIvo-In. 217 S 12.1
M., Murray. KY No
phone cans

Send resume to PO
Box 1040-A. Murray.
KY 42071.
COFFEE Shop
Manager
Fidalgo Bay Coffee
Shop, Murray, KY, is
seeking an expen•
snood manager to loin
its bansta team The
lob requires proven
management
ekilla.
and
organizahon
scheduling expenence
and • soiid customer
service background.
Responsibilities
include working with
outstanding
tea
our
aamS40Y••
pro
vidIng exceptional customer service. determarketing
mining
etralegies. mentioning
inventory system and
scheduling. Enloying
colIee5 plus. Salary
benefits offered
Send resume to Ann
Sec. Fineman. PO Box
1402. Murray, KY
Attn Coffee
42071
Manager
Shop
Pon
LOCAL irfilall0011 COM
perry looking for laborers Transportation a
must. Irivivediam opencps 270-435-4776

Main Duties:
• Manage all aspects of assigned programs
• Ensure quality, timing and cost targets are met.
•Identify and clarify custoineeneeds and ensure feasibility.
• Operate as the primary eagineenng contact for the customer.
• Specify and quote components.

Qualifications:
• BS or other related degree from an accredited university.
• Five (5)-i- years of practical engineering expenence preferred
• Familiarity with Automotive Systems & Processes (Alh(e, & Specific
Customer Requirements as necessary)
• Familiarity with Fluid Systems and Tubing is a nuilor plus.
Send Resumes to:
Nobel Automotive Tennessee LLC
Ann: Jennifer Perry
190 County Home Road, Paris, TN 38242
E-mail: jennifer.perry@nobelautomotive.com

However. as a national

website. not all listings
on the nabnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes Please call
us if you have any

questions regarding
the Murray area
Job listings Thank you.
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available_
Apply at:
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
ENERGETIC
sales
help wanted for paint
and flooring center
Call 759-4979

LS
[retch.
it to it
ag, so
C bit

DISCLAIMER

EOE

BIOMEDICAL
EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN(BMET)
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Biomedical Equipment Technician, The
Biomedical Technician is responsible to
maintain, repair and perform preventive
maintenance on various hospital medical
equipment including laboratory, surgery,
vital signs, physiological monitoring systems including hardwired and telemetry.
The technician will also assist in maintaining telephone and data infrastructure.

1i(270) 898-1293
18661 30NECCO

Applicant must have an Associate of
Applied
Science
Biomedical
in
Engineering (Equipment Technology) or
equivalent training in biomedical equipment repair. Also required is a minimum
of three (3) years experience working in a
hospital environment maintaining medical
equipment.

FULL-TIME positions
as residential providers
available for community-based residential
program for develop-

We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including health, vision, dental.
and retirement. Interested candidates
should send a resume or apply in person.

NECW

The Power et kiimih

Help Us Help Kids!!
Be•Foster Pareni

mentally
disabled
adults Our company

Offers various Shifts but
as openings are nights
and weekend shifts.
We offer opportunity tor
advancement. excellent benefits including
paid training, 401K,
medical/dented insurance paid holidays.
vacation and sick
leave. Passers apply in
person at Community
Alternatives
of
Kentucky. 102 Caky
Drive. Benson, KY.
HELP wanted at arbys
Night hme positions
Apply m person at 507
N 12th
HELP WANTED
Pert/Full time 3 shifts
daily 7 day* a wank.
Mr after paid
training.i3tananta
Contact us nowt
t-atia-974-J01931 or
wara.1111111174lobLoom
now
KFC
hiring
cashiers, cooks, and
shill leaders Must be
available for ail shifts
Apply In person 205 N.
12th 91.

VISA

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
Equal Opportunity Employes

CALVERT CITY
CONVALESCENT
CENTER, INC.
"JOIN OUR QUALITY FIRST TEAM1 00 Bed SNF/NF, Non-Profit Facility
Immediate Openings For CNAs, All Sbrtts,
Expenenced Restorative CNAs,
Days and Weekends, CMA. Afternoon and
Weekend Shift; RNA_PN, 7 PM to 7 AM
Weekends and Charge Nurses All Shifts.
Shift Premiums, Excellent Pay and
Benefits Based On Experience
Apply In Person To
Human Resources, Mon.-Fri. 8AM-4PM
110 Convalescent Drive,
Calvert City, KY 42029. EOE
PT TT

Maintenance
groundework
436-2345

Resort
end

HELP

wanted
Maintenance
repair
person needed to
maintain 30 group
homes. Must have
knowledge of general
maintenance, minor
electrical, minor Numbing, some carpentry.
Must have a minimum
of two years background in maintenance
repair. Bnng qualifications to Community
Alternatives at 102
CAKY Drive, Benton,
KY. 270-527-2255. You
must apply in person to
be considered for this
opening We otter a
wide range of benefits
to
our
employees
including vacation, holiday pay, medical insurance, dental insurance.
others.
INSIDE
Sales
Representative. Pella
Window and Door is in
need of entry level
Inside Sales Rep in
the Murray, KY showroom
Position
involves initiating the
sales process through
demonstra T
product
bons, tech, assist. lei
walk
customer,
in
preparing customer for
outside sales team
contact and general
office duties Individual
must be energetic, an
excellent communicator. welt organized, and
have strong computer
sk ill s
Construction/building
products knowledge
helpful
but
not
required Meese e-mail
or fax cover letter,
resume and salary
requirements
to:
lobOpelladirect.com
336-346-3864
PART erne receptionist/coordinator needed
tor construction equipment rental company

VENDING sales part- Fax resume to
time 4PM-9PM Cell (270)527-9497
ask for Cynthia
270-444-9909
(270)527-9494

Send payment, photo, names
of grandparents, name(s)of
childiren), and self-addressed
stamped envelope for return
of photo to.
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
DEADLINE IS
AT 12PM

SEPT. 5
NURSE'S AIDE
Will train if you enjoy working with the
elderly. Pleasant atmosphere. Good
working conditions. Apply in person at
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr., Murray, KY. EOE

1111

Ft \\1'

AL.

Leedecepes,
Ladatam deruereAre a
lune
poMiret Qwelifira motes".
Medd Mee Mewled,' of %Whinge imolltmeelmila 540ew15 bloom a meg
AMP,.
4 Pow.
114112PM

NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS FOR
THE MANAGER'S
POSITION AT
HILLDALE
APARTMENTS
IN HARDIN, KY.
Paid vacation and
health insurance available. 40 hrshvk. We are
seeking someone with
a good work record.
Previous experience
with property management and/or the HUD
Section 8 program
be
would
;deal
Employment. Credit
and Cnminal histones
will be checked. This
position includes heavy

paperwork, personnel
supervision, marketing
and contact with the
public. To be successful you must be disciplined, organized and
self-mofivated. We also
require a neat, profesappearance.
sional
proper grammar and
handwriting.
legible
This is a tough property
and requires a tough
individual. Do not apply
unless you are seeking
long term employment
and are open to challenge.
Equal
Opportunity Employer
Please submit a complete resume t Of come
by and fill out an application at: Helldal.
Apartments. 64 Hiliciale
Lane,0301. Hardin, KY
42048
PARADISE Resort now
hiring part-time housekeeping help
436-2767
SECURITY
guard
opening. Murray area
Must be dependable 8

rehabs. Fax resume to
270-444-0389
NEEDING heir
dressers
Special Effects, Benton
KY. Part time or full.
703-0542. 4374755

SUBSCZIDE
TODAY!

060

Help Wonted
WANTED: counter and
warehouse help. Mus
be self motivated and
able to follow verba
and written instruc
lions. Some electnca
experience preferred
but not required. Will
train nght person.
Benefits include paid
vacation, 401k, and
insurance. Apply in person at Murray Supply,
204 East Main St.,
Murray. KY. NO phone
calls please. See Keith
or Kathy.

Practical Dental
Assisting
We are now accepting
registration for the
class which begins
Sept. 8, 2007.
You will be trained on
Saturdays
11
for
weeks, allowing you to
090
keep your present lob
Owes& I Childcare
while you gain skins for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants CLEANING for Homes
have evenings, week- or Businesses. I have
ends, and holidays off. 20 years expenence
For more information 270-759-9553
and registration forms,
visit
our
website
wynv.bohledental.com
or call our office
Dr. Charles Roble
270-442-0256
Financing Available
/403 Sycamore• 752-0438
Enrollment is Limited!

Computer
Connection

Cornpular SalestServica
Neterorking Services
Lass Prinbr & Lapp Repair
MINA COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.

759.3556
Looking for
smiling
morning & lunch
help FT/PT
Apply in
person
at Wendy's.
SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
.3 MARINA
Housekeeping

Position Available:
Look,ng for honest
hardworking individuals able to work any
day of the week
Part time positions
Applications now being
accepted,
Sportsman's Anchor
Resort & Manna
US Highway 681
Benton. KY 4202'
Please Call For
Appointment.
270-354-6568

Went to Buy
ANTIQUES, Calf Larry
753-3633

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109

%%Vs 1 Ili 111
.11 Nk(KS
•I'r pt pick-up
at ailalole•Itrsi pricirs
hl-: U ll'k'IS
7'41.44mi

We make house calls at
no extra charge?
Various Computing Services.
SPECIAl PATS: ONtY S35/1n1
Call 270i-205-9490 or see
www lestercomputerrepair com

Calloway Carden/Essex Downs
.Npartments
is4ls Ihuguid Dnve • Murray. KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
(Mc.4 Two Bedroom Aparunenis

Murray Ledger & Times
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Lifetime glass breakage warranty on

14aers Ferias
1121
[

[- WATERFRONT AUCTION 4

vinyl replacement
windows
RESICOM CONTRACTORS

WILDUFE
1502 Henry Si, MK
Food Plot
hardwood floors, city
BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS NEW HOME
by:
district.
Censullenis
school
Ilmbwdery, Sept EMI% At 111/10 AM.
Turkey
and
293-0277
<tear
892.500
Ow sarkiwy Lake ••Cessisers lalle Seelke•
Custom planting
anytime
167 Lea Road - Meer Sekeyveles, KY
-2115
•Soil testing
From 1-24, Eke 46 Take Hwy 293 W To Rey 93
1607 Kirkwood
.111. 270-227
•Urning and Fertilize);
Turn Left, Proceed SE 5.3001..To Hwy 274,Turn
-1899
270-293
remodeled,
Elegantly
Tt
:gm's
RigN Proceed South 52 IMIse To l4oward Rd
Central Heat and Air
••
*S10111019
redecorated, nice lot,
W10
Proceed
Right
Beer
South"
HISS
'Cannon
Design
area
AppliLaboos
436-5141 A-AFFORD- 'Bedding
a.
trees, excellent locaTo nu
TUrn
avill
Mile To Lae
a.
••
and Construction
ABLE Hauling. Clean
Oa NIMINI Oa
tion. completely upDockable
Acres
Wooded
1.41
p.m.
12
Trees arid
Office Hours 8 a.m.
WNW*
gutters.
garages,
out
modem
many
dated,
Gentley Slopes To 132 Of Lake Frontage
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Shrubs Avadebie
junk & tree work.
0
*stores, 21311, 2-BA,
(270)293-5519/days
/*\
master with whirlpool- '•••.\
A-I Joe's Mower
Call us we will be
498-8950/evenings
walt-in shower, LR
roper pick-up, delivglad to help
Australian
surroorn wAisy win4a
mo
6
ery. 436-2867
MOW
G
TRENCHIN
Murray Ledger I Times
dows, great room- nice
Shepherd pup free to a
RN Ole
A-1 Slump Removal.
731-782-3951
FP- gas-togs. French
good home
2001 Fleetwood 1640
270-753-1916
Fully insured
731-336-5288
07 Hot NO. brand new 38/1 26A. extra nice
doors to deck. up270-293-0715
437-3044.
iiiaige-Wrfierson
dated ladnin and din270-489-2525
lots of isits, digital
AAA HANDYMAN
ing area, nice almond
NMENT
New Herne Built
GOVER
Quality
A
ozoneator. water tail
AS types of carpentry.
cabinets & appliances.
With Pride And Characater
FUNDS FOR 1ST
cover, retail $7300.
additions. decks
new roof a covered
For A Video Tour Visit
TIME HOME BUYmust
see 13.600
Hauling, clean up punk
gutters. CM/A. Must
virww.Jamearcash.corn
ERS! ZWO down, Your
(573000-1031
Garage, yards.
we to appreciate
Call For A Private Show....
land or family land
buildings
(270)753-8029
ri
2 bunal plots m Eke' 731-684-4926 Ends
les 30 .
1'
Grove Cemetery $400 August 15
1710 Magnolia Drive, Prompt dependable
seal Phone 759 4665
4-811, 343A. LB. DR. Free estimaes
for rnore Info
sat-in kitchen, recto- 35 yrs experience
270-623-8466t
Anytime 753-9210
anon room Wel mainR o
1i
2 crypts al Murray
tained. 227-5414
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Gardens
Memorial
I
28R IBA 12];72. per
3 BR I Bath Murray
SERVICE & PARTS
onside
Ryan
side-by-side
salty furnished 168
Gabriella
Troy
school district. CM/A,
Evans
Sharpay
1270i 293-8726 OR
Chapel level 2 Please Baling Acres Ln $350
Montez
Bolton
227remodeled
newly
nest
Evans
811
759-5534
For
Rep.
cal(479)750-4
The songsmelly. $350 month
brainy
The
school's
0345
The
Buren
Van
Chuck
The dive-inand-dance
2 curio cabinets. 7
No pets. 7534658
beauty who
athletic
1,900 sq ft
who
tor rent
FSBO
who
man
SHOP
training
MStit
to
Close
VERY
sheNes each. full of
SMALL 2BR $225
‘S111‘1.1
found
singing
brick home 4 bocia
121 North
mosey
doesn't play
Affordable one bed
colonist Maus &
7534012
confidence in
l 11rips.
heartthrob
Mitchel
eat-in
city
large
outside
I
the
mile
rules
bath,
n
the
by
stays
Ina
$160000
apartment
e
room
acosesons
a duet with
WhO is trying
kitchen, living room,
wings
*3 Bays
basic kitchen &poi
Call Met Spm.
Troy
it all
do
to
room
area
Partung
family
-Large
oversized
(270)227-1974
ances arid covered
budand
provided
vellreplace
-Water
0
picnic area Starting
AP
2000 Sunchaser pen',OuRCE Denev Channel
75941501
via, Murray schools, 2
'Natural Gas Heat
$110 per month Newer $285 Mr.1 227-4654
Won boat 20t enit1537
753.
office
whvorkconditioned
garage
"Air
car
homes only 492-8488
rods tech, 75HP
shop, spacious fenced'Available for storage
engine. Moving mug
Morass Fur.
in backyard $148.000
12701753 2486
NO $15.000. Kenmore
978-1026
refrigerator wear
2
bedroom. I bath.
148
FSBO
1 OFI 2br apt' near 2
maker. 2 yews old.
Pas I Seppess
washer,
Edinborough Dr W
Murray car garage.
downtown
$200.00.
Completely
dryer
3BR 2BA, approx
starting at $200/mo.
2005 Mack klueteng,
MG Golden Retriever
many
remodeled.
bonus
2.200 so ft
excellent condition. 114 - 753-4109
on
extras. $550 plus puppies Parents
room. 3 years old
auto. loaded, 36.000
1BR near MSU. other
premises $300. 270proved the
deposit. No pets.
LOS ANGFI _FS (AP)-"High School Musical 2(270)978-2852
BACKHOE &
miles $16900
locations evadable
7534944. 226-6150
wonder.
TV
one-hit
a
than
more
of
boast
can
ugh
Channel
Gatesboro
TRUCKING
5387
Disney
(270)436FSBO
'Pawnees Cowman
2. 3 & SEal hews's- BOSTON Terriers. 1 Id-level 48R 36A, in
million,
ROY HILL.
RE 753-9896
APPROX 400 board ft
Friday's premiere drew an estimated audience of 17.2
deposit maie. I female. $200.- ground
&
Lease
pool
gravel
Septic system
ever,
program
cable
basic
cedar lumber. Various il3R. M soOlonceil furwatched
most519the
it
270
No papers
which would make
required 753-4109
white rock
1250,000 293-2418
University
widths. Wt. long. $350 nished,
It more than doubled the
5846
Research.
Media
Nielsen
to
3EIR
according
219 Woodlawn
436-2113
(270)2934237
Heights Subdivision
1\1\11 I SI \ II
drew
room, DOG Obedience
& Track
viewership of the first movie. "High School Musical," which
Deposit. IBA, computer
prom No pets
1if1 1 1 1'1111 l' Dozer work
CINDERELLA
436-2868.
stove.
CM/A,
new
hoe
•
2006.
in
7.7
million
&Nees I eize 4 yel- $325/rnonth 753-4937
puppies
refrigerator, *id. pets SHIH-TZU
NADEAU'S
low. 1 sus 8 blue $150 or 753-1961
The basic cable record had been held by a "Monday Night
. $4175 • AKC. CKC. dew claws
considered
Construction
each 270-492-8614
various locations. deposit. 759-1771
Football" game on ESFN in 2006, which was watcher] by 16 million
shots,
removed,
wwwcrealit
'Flooring *Decks
inn,
ertt
COOKBOOKS tar sae $2004300. Coleman
&
male
wormed.
"High School Musical" has become a cultural phenomenon with
'Vinyl siding -All
29R house. vent nicer
RE 753-9888
1 I II )\II
Cooking Favorries
arid pet free female. $300- $350
ts
Improvemen
Smoke
Home
records. concerts and newly minted young stars including Ashley
hit
of Faxon 2nd edition 29A duplex. nice.
adventures
111
environnisre. Feel, last. 270-2514310 after II
(270)978-2
Tisdale and Zac Efron. 'The sequel followed the summer
130. reapes $8 each CM/A. appliances h.ir
AM
& security. One year
Licensed/insured
Pets
and Troy and their fellow Wildcats of East High.
AN
Sharpay
CM Debbie 753-9970. naked Various lora
M
{
students
of
lease. $575 month
Cleaning
DAVID'S
293-3548
Pons Coleman RE
226-8006
Service All external
753-9898
Murray Memorial
2BR in city. fenced
cleaning Vinyl, fences,
28R duplex, nice.
backyard $425/mo • 11YR OH guiding. lid
etc (270)527-7178
Gardens
C,147A, viesher, dryer a
inch
16
15.
14
depose. 753-4751
broke. 270-293-0715
2 Crypts
OtM HANDYMAN
appliances. shed &
unforeseen
are
that
ties
for
1-,tortong at S2C,
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
WHEAT straw $3 per
We do ail the odd pobs
inside chapel
181IA 3 BR. 1 1r2BA. S W. ol
deck
is your very
reason
the
Perhaps
2007:
808
22,
270-841-1
mounted
Wednesday, Aug.
bale
you don't have time
$8,500
Ridgewood tease a town large yard.
difficult or touchy attitude Others
head in
number
0.
to
Ion.
want
mobile
1
might
mOcillanc4
You
0,
9
r0
0
9
no
mo
$475
(270)247-0335 deposit
Call 753-5606 Painting, siding, roofs.
do their best to inspire you,
11750/rix) •deposit.
another direction. Listen to your though someone does it through
p515753-7991
PETS
NO
references.
decks
p
partnershi
a
226-9001
inner voice with
the unexpected Surprises mark
753-7920
293-5438
KIRIMMO
and/or financial involvement. your thoughts Tonight. Invite fun
28R new LISU. CAVA,
L1
Esk.
all
ICturia• f10:4
3811 IBA CM/A.
@valences Coleman
What you can trust is that these in.
Ni Real E state saver
Farnity KW,.
aripkvioss. $475
1980 CJ-7 Jeep 304 VRE 7534808
of your life might not be
areas
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
newspaper
the
in
Seed
8. new beck seat and
Brand new 3OR 26A in
Books
will
*or* Upset surrounds interacreacting
or
the
Judging
to
2I3R with horse barn
stable.
subject
Is
Hazel CAVk ail new
gas tank 227-0958
1
'
759-493
arid pasture
Federal Faii Housing
not get the results you want. tions with friends and partners
sPollenoss, $525
after 5P1.4
for a short time, and
753-23 ,
WINO&
270-7674223
as
1968
of
Think rather than act impulsive- Close down
Reforendes, deposit. Act
you will see life far differently.
Ad, WSW) makes it diewasher/dryer, lease No pets
will
MR.
ation
Communic
year.
this
ly
• rible. never
Focus on home and secunty.
gal to advertise any
quest neighborhood, no
753 1059
be unusually important. and
rusts, solid
Think about what works rather
preference
S475/month •
pets,
For
occur.
can
FUTRELL'S Tree
38R. 2 bath home on
backfires
wood carved legs. felt
1900 BMW 3181 sedan
than play Don Quixote battling
or duarrination based
753-0919
deposit
leather,
Service
Nu esti peyote dixk
Illeck/biack
&cc package. retails
instance, if you're buying a car. windmills Tonight: Order in.
on race. caor,
removal,
Trimming,
selling la 48R Ma as spot,- $800 month. 759-9046
$4.500
WORN Heated seats
you might choose a lemon, and
origin,
Naomi
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
or
sex.
H/A
central
436-5258
and mirrors Sunroof, stump grinding fire- an expensive one at that! The ***** Friends and those on
$1 500. mus1 sell ancos
amen,
intention
en
or
Coleman .RE 753-9098
Insured
excellent
wood
mpg
40
1571 100-1031
EXCEPTiONALLY Noe any such prelwence.
your team cheer you on. It does
same might occur with a comEXTREMELY Moe
3 bedroom. 2 bath Imitation, or discern- condbon. 5 speed, 4892639
sure you have war- seem possible that you will hit a
Be
puter.
spiv
apt
27026A
2811
home with family mom, moon nil nipw•plipow 85.000 miss Cal
home run Understand what
ranties. If you are single. work<mous hying a Mohan
759-9982 after 6PM
2 car garage. large
will not knowingly
might be ailing a close friend or
be
could
ip
relationsh
a
out
ing
woe. located In sorest *mad ord. odic slotadvertising 97 Honda Cow. aver.
any
accept
Actions you take might
relative.
up
neighborhood N reardifficult. You might hook
LARGE
age. all appliances
surprise
with
for real estate *Nth is (270)519-6969
greeted
be
sided cal 227-5462
Oaks in notation of the law
in
with someone from your past.
SELECTION
Located
Tonight Hanging out is always
in
Golf
karmic
Club
be
I
might
Country
llus bond
1151.0 APPILIANC
Our readers are hereby
LIVE Osk A.
fun.
community
Course
nature. If you are attached, you SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
all
that
informed
Newt, Remodsied
WARD SIMMS
(270)759
$900/mo
IBM $29000
deserve advertised In 2000 Ford F550 truck
will need to be understanding
ors* Cash -- its existence or
On fee Square M,
5886 or (270)293-7085
HANDYMAN
this newspaper are
2814 $340 00
and accepting, as misunder- lack thereof -- might be an issue.
with 14' Supreme box
)
.
W
available on an equal bed VIO engine. Mks Do you need help? I do standings could run rampant. as expenditures could have
3311 $425 00
painting. concrete, caropportunity basis'
,
$100 depose special
"E • •
recently been more than antici'es. 1 owner. 4.000
Trust that your sweetie will be
Pantry. and masonry
/or gustiest, appicants
some$2254250 753-4109
actual mess. garage
step No. 1. SAGITTARIUS pated. How you deal with
731-247Home
work
°ace hours 6-2
MI Waretiousing
sept 7534660 or 976one could define your professmile.
you
helps
731-2345359 or Cell
Mon-Frt
sional bond for a substantial
Neer MSU $20-50
0402
hisidedett
5933
Cali today tar appoint
753- 7668
Tonight. Treat yourself to a
time
1997 Ford F-I50. 4x4
a
The Stars Show the Kind
TON
HOUSE wash special
dessert, plant or whatevspecial
brush
cab.
se.
kielher.
5-PIECE scald osk sal
7134221
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic. er suits your fancy'
$89 00 up to 1,503 so
i&L RENTALS
guard. custom grae
unit. $900 Solid osk
2-So-so.
included
As
erage.
1
Sidewalk
.
11
4-Positive
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
MINI-STORAGE
spray in bed liner
tabie with 4 chars We NEAR university 1
Lie & Insured
1 -Difficult
Now renting
21)
$5.800 227-8414 or
table leaf. $400
28R ePts 753-1252
'
(270)976-V.
***** Your spirit survives
Located at '211s lit, St
753-9009
7530606
270-767-2229
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
even through a morning ion You
270-436-54%
Attention
*** A livery discussion opens come back better than ever. If
NOW LEASING
Intsa lietws
270-293-6906
obacco Farmers
tarries. pictures. Mete& I 2 a 3bedroorn Apts
doors Know that much more can
you keep returning to the same
-Labor Dory
ruga. accessories AN
bon
come out than you think You will
thought or idea, do follow
We scalp, Section
Playbuoy
arid
Store
20'
MURRAY
1995
SALE
NT
LAKEFRO
good condition Gres1
see a situation with far more through on it News from a dis8 vouchers
mai*
Lock presently has I. AC $74.900
pontoon boat 85 HP
priciest 7534673
understanding if you tune in to tance might be quite good
Apply at Mur-Ca Vat
Call
$5.500
engine
Force
touts evadable
DOCK
eV BOAT
your loving side Tonight Let
Tonight You have reason to
902 Northwood Dr
3-7109
condition
(270)29
good
Very
753-2906 or 753-7536
Pay NO Dosing
your hair down
Monday.
smilei
tar
ask
124.
(270)436-6
Coes!
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
Wnesday Inlay
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Jim
Besulllulty wooded
***** You might want to **** Deal with one person
IMMSTORAME
Phone 759-4964
Kentucky
on
waSseront
.
will
OWNER
Equal Housrig
erne* camels oorerol
defer to someone else who
carefully and privately Respect
Lake Excellent %nano.
f NANCE
Opportunity
storage
handle a situation differently
tilts person's pride and privacy.
I-800
now
Cal
rig
-se KIR MA MOO
•Security Wormed
This person might seem to have
TDD et -800-4546-45056
which could make a big differ•
1442
704.3154,
down 11646 month 1
*Safe & aeon
a better understanding of the
ence in your relationship The
LAM
LAKEFRONT
sae 72 &Adana
RED dAiii-Aiti
'We sell boxes,
basics than many of those
LAWN SERIN( I
unexpected encourages you to
7511011
SPECIAL
.We rent U-Haule
special
around you Know when to deter
loosen up. Tonight As you like
11/11eimnii. Mann lann•
3.1$ AC - 8149.900
a• horns
$100 Deposit
753-9600
-iittixiiii-fflo
Tonight Go with another's tugsperm
AGUARILIS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
id 2 Soil Slips!
iftR $325
cabinets
Custom
ssaranterill
***** Aim high even if you
se,
ike
park-l
Wooded.
270-29320R $37S
810.500
(May 21-June 20)
experience some morning wildCaN 753-1816
tong has 2 prrne WI
Cell Testae
0716
**•* Others want greater
ness Lesser signs might be
2774611
oir
ioc
Greet
hansoms
736488/1.
Claybe
Nedbialt. You might want to see tossed into a tizzy, but not you
Lake
or retail space Son on Kentucky
mobile home KIR
rum with more INN and underStay on top of a protect or a longYOUR AD
SOUTHWOOD tow OFFICE
Don't moss the one
loca2BA 200 sinp on
standng. RINICh Out for some- term desire You are Just about to
BE
COULD
dowilidurns. All appli- syllable Prene
now
1-800-704cal
your
tion 753-2906.
coed must be 'naiad
One id a dielenCe. Speak
make a desire a reality. Tonight
ances inducted
HERE FOR
3154. a 1448
293-1480
mind more Clearly, yet with
Kinuiey KY $ tow
Where the action is
767-1018
$7S 00
°VLF
Z70493-7000
greater caring. Youl get a new
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Geboe Space
MONTH
A
Asleep
vision of whet is possible
**** Examine what is hap&Gnarliest wipe AN
I tit 753 1016
Tonight Lill craters make a decrpening, but not in such a manner
reeled alms for wean
1 so 295 eves West
won.
that you force an irrevocable
welt common bowl
22)
Owner
Calloway
CANCER (June 21-July
diange Using care and responroom CENTURY
489-2116.
Since 101Ih
financing
*•* You might want to see a
sibility we pay off even if impul21 esk for Loretta
Wove message
situation in a different light
24 news sauvica
siveness rages in your heart
753 1492
lad
Res . om
FlecognI20 what could be poserChill and use
Licensed & Insured
bier If you relax and take in more
IllsRita
Tonight Could be a late right
Need in aril sour
All yaw Ng or man
inlonnation. Emphasize what
.
'
bonne
PURCHASE Area
what
to
you can do as opposed
*-OWNER
BORN TODAY
Hypnosis
Call us let ell be
you cannot accomplish Tonight
iNANCING•**
Guitarist John Lee Hooker
Learn Retionation
Lamb's
438-2867
Otte to Pleas
Run errands
405 S 5th St 3811
(1917), author Ray Bradbury
RON,PTSID and
Tree
s!
Profession
IBA. $3.000 down
LAO(.uly 23-Aug. 22)
(1920) actress Valerie Harper
wins, Lampe I lImes
Anxiety
Service Complete bee
•triti• You nught have difficul- (1940)
$450 month 753-2222
027
(270)436-5
Insured
sec
removal.
270-763-1916
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17M viewers go back
to 'School,' set record
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